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Short-handed RCMP to get help 
Auxilliaries to come 
back for Halloween 
By CHRISTIANA WIENS 
UNARMED, UN-UNIFORMED auxiliary 
RCMP officers will be back to work for one 
night only on Halloween. 
Their presence comes at the request of Mayor 
Jack Talstra who moved Friday that city council cillorVal George. 
ask auxiliaries tbr their help on Halloween with The other option - to have unarmed auxilia-, 
the understanding that the city supports their des work in community policing and crime pre- 
position, vention with varying levels of police supervi- 
"They've decided to come out in civilian sion-wasn'tfeasible. 
clothes," said Sgt. Darcy Gollan yesterday. "T'hey voted on that already" said Insp. Doug 
"They'll act the same as Citizens on Patrol - Wheler in an interview Friday. 
they'll report, record and observe what's going He added the Terrace detachment is short 
on." seven officers who have transferred out of the 
The city made the request while tbrmally detachment. 
approving an RCMP review panel's option to Gollan said he wasn't sure when new arrivals 
arm and unitbrm auxiliaries as long as they .whowill be transferred from across the prov- 
were suPervised irectly. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ince will show up . .  , 
"This is an important safety issue" said coun . . . . .  Some of them are protn0tions and some are 
lateral moves;' he said. 
But the detachment desperately needs officers 
because of a Canada-wide RCMP hiring freeze, 
"We're hurting and we're hurting bad," 
Wheler told city council Friday. 
The Attorney General's office is expected to 
gather municipal decisions on the attxiliary 
options from across the province in six to eight 
weeks to make a final decision. 
The process is part of Attorney General Ujjal 
Dosanjh's report on Auxiliary policing within 
B.C. released last week. 
The report also includes an attempt to have 
municipal governments pay tbr part of any extra 
auxiliary training needed, said Wheler. 
e re stt I concerned about satety and even 
more so on Halloween, however we felt this 
was the best we could do," said Debbie 
Scarborough, an organizing auxilliary member. Inspector 
Doug Wheler 
Two Terrace trustees 
out budget action 
School board conflict charge fallout doubles 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
FORMER SCHOOL board chair Roger 
Leclerc and trustee Gary Turner have agreed to 
abstain from current budget related iscussions 
in order to avoid risks of real or perceived con- 
flict of interest, says newly appointed chair 
Linda Campbell. 
The move leaves the Terrace area with just 
two of its four trustees able to participate in 
budget deliberations. 
At a bpard meeting..Oct, 7 Kitimat trustee 
Peter King accused Leclerc of being in a con- 
flict of interest when dealing with administra- 
tive cuts because his wife is an executive secre- 
tary in the Terrace board office. 
"He has no problem with cutting secretarial 
positions in Kitimat and Stewart, but he dis- 
agrees with cuts to the board office here," King 
said. 
King said he wondered whether Leclerc 
would be able to impartially look at administra- 
tive layoffs at the Terrace board office. 
Leclerc said legal counsel assured him that 
neither he nor Turner had been in a conflict of 
interest in the past and the only way they'd be 
in a conflict in the future is if they voted in 
areas dealing directly witli their spouses'jobs. 
To help the board deal with the sevei'ity Of life 
budget deficit and to avoid further accusations, 
Continued Page A2 
BROKEN ARROW Society member Carl Healy shows some turrets with the rusting twin barrels of 20mm can- 
nons taken in September from a 48-year-old B-36 bomber crash in the Kispiox mountains. The group has been 
formed to eventually get the items displayed for the public. 
Bomber relics need a home 
A NEW SOCIETY is being formed to 
bring a piece of Cold War history out 
of the wilderness and into public 
view. 
The Broken Arrow Society came to- 
gether Oct. l0 after three gun turrets, 
each holding two 20-millimette can- 
nons, were removed in September 
from the wreckage of an American B- 
36 bomber that crashed in the 
mountains north of Kispiox in 1950. 
Because the plane first dropped its 
atomic bomb over Hecate Strait, the 
how the bomber - -  with three engines 
afire - -  turned and flew a huge 320- 
kilometre arc to the northeast before 
crashing high in the Kispiox 
mountains. 
The mystery surrounding the crash 
has fascinated aviation buffs for 
decades and in recent years items 
have been pilfered fi'om the old 
wreck. 
garage," Borutski said. "We want it 
to be on public display. 
Rather than being in a regular muse- 
um, he said, it should be in an aviation 
setting. 
"We don't want it to be tucked 
away in some forgotten spot next to a 
combine or a farm tractor," he said. 
"We want to give it a higher profile 
than that." 
Broken Arrow Society president Bomtski said the group didn't real- 
Barry Borutski, an avionics technician ize the site was protected under the 
with Central Mountain Air in province's ~ Heritage Conservation Act 
incident has always been classified as Smithers, says the group wants to set when they removed* items from the 
a "broken arrow" the U.S. milita- up permanent displays of the artifacts wreck. 
ry's code word for an accident involv- it removed at the Smithers airport and The cannons and other artifacts were 
ing nuclear weapons, in Terrace, possibly at White River slung out by a Bell 206 helicopter 
The crew bailed out over Princess Helicopters' base. owned by White River and carried to 
Royal Island and set the autopilot to : "We don't want people to think this a contdiner at the company's corn- 
take the plane out to sea, but some-  stuff is'going to end up in somebody's Continued Page A2 
Treaty compensation 
talks to hit high gear 
THE PROVINCE is moving 
to fast-track negotiations to 
compensate forest com- 
panies and logging con- 
tractors affected by the 
Nisga'a treaty. ,p 
Premier Glen Clark named 
Bruce MeRae, an assistant 
deputy minister of forests, 
to negotiate for the province 
with businesses that will 
lose timber and work in the 
Nass Valley under the 
treaty. 
"Although the treaty itself 
has not yet been ratified by 
the Nisga'a or the federal 
and provincial governments, 
I believe it is essential to be- 
gin negotiating compensa- 
tion as soon as possible," 
Clark said. 
"I also believe that log- 
gers should not be asked to 
bear a disproportionate 
share of the cost of settling 
this treaty. I have therefore 
asked Mr. McRae to begin 
discussions in this regard 
with the Truck Loggers As- 
sociation." 
Although the Truck Log- 
gers Association (TLA) 
represents a number of large 
logging contractors in this 
area, it doesn't represent 
many smaller outfits and 
owner-operators. 
Many of them are 
• represented by the North- 
west Loggers Association 
(iXn,VLA), who were un- 
aware of the announcement 
until it came out Oct. 14. 
NWLA president Ken 
Houlden said his group 
wants to be fully involved in 
the talks and not merely 
have , its members 
represented by the TLA's 
negotiator. 
"It sounds like we'll be 
directly involved," Houlden 
said Saturday after initial 
discussions with MoRan, 
who could come here as ear- 
ly as this week. 
Previously, hesa id ,  the 
government gave no indic.a- 
KEN HOULDEN of the Northwest Loggers Associa- 
tion wants to ensure independent owner-operators 
aren't cut out of treaty compensation talks. 
tion it would recognize 
compensation beyond major 
forest licence holders like 
Skeena Cellulose. 
"It 's certainly encourag- 
ing," Houlden said. "We 
were under the impression 
we were getting absolutely 
nowhere." 
A key issue, Houlden 
says, is what happens if 
Skcens Cellulose trims the 
amount of work all its major 
evergreen contractors get to 
evenly distribute the pain of 
timber-cutting lost under the 
treaty. 
The effect could be 
devastating on some inde- 
pendent truck and equip- 
ment owners. 
Look at what happens, 
Houlden said, when a con- 
tractor normally cutting 
150,000 cubic metres and 
using five independent 
truckers to haul the wood 
faces a 20 per cent cut. 
The four most senior 
truckers survive, he said, but 
the last one on the list loses 
all his employment. 
"It has the potential of 
hitting some individual con- 
tractors a lot harder than 
others." 
The compensation costs 
are to be evenly split be- 
tween Ottawa and Victoria. 
The province in the sum- 
mer released a range of $18 
to $25 million as its 
estimate of what it will take 
to compensate forest indus- 
try interests affected by the 
Nisga'a treaty. 
McRae is to begin talks 
with Skeena Cellulose, the 
company most affected by 
the treaty. 
Any agreement developed 
with affected logging con- 
tractors would form the 
basis for discussions with 
logging contractors and con- 
tractor associations affected 
by future trestles in other 
regions, Clark indicated. 
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Mill closes again 
CONTINUING POOR market conditions are again clos- 
ing down various Skeena Cellulose operations. 
Its woodlands division began a two-week shutdown Oct, 
16, expecting to start up again Nov, 2. 
The Terrace sawmill closes tbr a week on Oct, 23 with a 
restart expected Nov. 2. But the mill's chipping facility will 
continue to operate, 
Shutdow~ are still in effect at the company's Carnaby and 
Smithers mills and at the woodlands operations which feed 
those two facilities, Logging in both areas is expected to 
continue Nov. 16. the Carnaby mill is closed until Nov, 9 
and the Smithers mills is closed until Nov, 23. 
Health money welcomed 
NORTHWEST HEALTH officials have welcomed the 
chance to put an extra $250°000 a year from now on into 
community-based mental health programs, 
The money ~s part of a $10 million package announced 
late last week by the health ministry. 
"This is for community rehabilitation, tbr housing and tbr 
residential care to keep people from being instiutionalized, 
We're very light on the ground in this region tbr these kinds 
of services," said Dr. David Bowering, head of the 
Northwest Community Health Services Society. 
He also said the plan to base one person in Terrace to help 
people with mental disorders who end up in the court system 
will have benefits. 
Michael Leisinger of the Terrace Area Community Health 
Council, which runs Mills Memorial Hospital, said more 
money for commtmity care will ease the pressure on north- 
west hospitals, 
That's because people with disorders are often admitted as 
patients in the absence of any other programs, he said. 
"We still have to apply for the money, but a northwest 
committee has been working on a plan and we're confident 
we can get it submitted very soon," said Leisinger, 
Youth trial dates set 
TWO TERRACE youth are set to appear in court Nov, 24 
alter they allegedly robbed K & M Mushroom depot on 
Lakelse Avenue on Sept. 27. 
One adult was released Oct, 2 until his Oct. 30 court date, 
while the two minors will not appear until Nov. 2nd. The 
youth also face charges in a Kitimat courtroom for allegedly 
assaulting four Kitimat youth earlier this month. 
FROM FRONT 
Leclerc, Turner 
out of school 
budget,,,, talks 
Leclerc has agreed'tb leave the room when the board discusses 
how it will eliminate its $1. I million budget deficit. 
Terrace trustee Gary Turner has also agreed to abstain from 
this round of budget talks since his wife is a teacher. 
Chairperson Campbell said the two Terrace trustees would be 
left out of at least one budget meeting a month plus any other 
regular me~etings when budget talks begin. 
When asked, whether the two missing Terrace trustees would 
cause an unlevel playing field within the board, Campbell said, 
"'We've been iryingto make this as equal as possible. You're 
Iookifig across the whole district (for cuts)?' 
Campbell added that the board can't cut any more from the 
Kitimat board office since there the office there has been 
eliminated. 
Regarding cuts in Other areas, she said: "Nothing is untouch- 
able any longer. There is no sacred cow" 
Leclerc resigned from his chair position Oct. 9 so he could be 
tree as a trustee to represent the community without he restric- 
tive neutrality that goes along with being board chair. 
Calling the board dysfunctional, he said he'd have more of a 
say on educational matters as a trustee, 
Leclerc said he and Turner will resume budget talks once this 
$ I. I million deficit has been dealt with. 
FROM FRONT 
Gov't to decide 
fate of B-36 relics 
pouud in Terrace, where 
they sit now, Borutski said. 
But exactly where the 
relics of the bomber's ghost- 
ly and fiery flight 48 years 
ago end up is something 
provincial government offi- 
cials will decide. 
David Suttill, a project of- 
fleer at the archaeology 
branch of the ministry of 
small business, tourism and 
culture, says other groups 
may also be interested in the 
items. 
He noted the Smithers mu- 
seum has expressed some 
interest, and : said there 
might be interest from other 
groups and aviation muse- 
urns as far away as the U,S. 
Suttill said the ministry 
will make its decision after 
there's beeu time for any in- 
terested parties to make 
proposals. 
"There are other groups 
that have an interest in this 
but didn't go in and take the 
stuff out," he said. " I  don't 
think it's really fair for us to 
make a quick decision 
saying the people who took 
the stuff out are allowed to 
keep all of it." 
Suttile says he hopes the 
eammns and other material 
will find their way to a local 
museum and not remain in 
private hands. 
He said the focus should 
be on protecting the crash 
site from future pillaging, 
leaving enough intset to 
make the site a true heritage 
site. 
In fact, SuttEe says he 
would like to see one of the 
cannons returned to the site. 
The Broken Arrow group 
told police it had removed 
the weapons, which lead to 
Suttili's department getting 
involved. 
Although the legislation 
protects as a "heritage 
wreck" plane and ship 
wrecks more than two years 
old, RCMP decided charges 
wouldn't be laid because 
there was no crhninal intent 
to break the law. 
That upsets Dirk Septer, a 
researcher of the crash, who 
says the pilferers should be 
proseucted. 
"The RCMP have a list of 
everything taken. These 
people should be charged. 
What else is the legislation 
good for?" he says. 
Borutski said some people 
will be angry material was 
removed, bnt said the 
society wants to work with 
other groups and is offering 
helicopter transport for Sep- 
ter and others who want to 
place a memorial plaque at 
the site, 
Treaty faces 
court test 
Liberals, fishermen launch court 
challenge on constitutional grounds 
THE B.C. Liberal party has joined a commercial fishing 
organization in asking the B.C. Supreme Court to order the 
provincial government tohold a referendum on the Nisga'a 
treaty, 
In documents filed Monday, Liberal leader Gordon 
Campbell said the treaty changes the Canadian constitution 
and so requires areferendum under provincial law, 
Much the same argument was put tbrward by the B.C, 
Fisheries Survival Coalition when it filed last week, 
Campbell said the treaty will establish a Nisga'a govern- 
ment with powers, in specified areas, that prevail over fed- 
eral and provincial jurisdiction. 
And he said it will deny non-Nisga'a citizens living on 
Nisga'a lands the right to vote for or participate in Nisga'a 
government. 
"We maintain that these measures can not be brought into 
effect by provincial and federal legislation unless and until reso- 
lutions to amend the Constitution have been introduced and 
adopted in the Legislative Assembly and Parliament:' said 
Campbell. 
"It is especially untbrtunate hat he Nisga'a should find them- 
selves confronted with a final agreement that was honourably 
negotiated on their part - but which nevertheless contains a
model of self government that we believe to be unconstitu- 
tional:' Campbell added. 
The fisheries urvival coalition opposes the setting up of a 
guaranteed Nisga'a commercial fishery as a side agreement to
the treaty. 
"We recognize that nobody else will protect our interests, o at 
great expense we have ensured that the Courts hear the perspec- 
tive of the average Canadian fisherman," coalition spokesman 
Phil Eidsvik said last week, 
Premier Glen Clark has responded to the two court actions by 
saying the government will vigourously defend the Nisga'a 
treaty, 
"It is unfortunate and disappointing that opponents of the 
treaty fail to realize that negotiation - not litigation - is the way 
to solve land claims," he said. 
The provincial government has been arguing that the treaty 
doesn't change the constitution, 
Instead, Clark and others have said, the treaty defines native 
rights under the constitution, 
Progressive Democratic Alliance leader Gordon Wilson says 
he might file for intervenor status to oppose the Liberal court 
action. 
Wilson said he's convinced the treaty does not amend the 
constitution. 
Spending boosted 
The court actions come as the provincial government early 
doubled - to $5 million - its public relations campaign to sell 
the treaty. 
Almost $1 million of the money is being put into a series of 
television commercials which began airing this week. 
The province has established an experienced group of nearly 
25 public relations officials to distribute and to take questions on 
the treaty. , . . . . . .  
Key officials in the negotiations are also fanning out across the 
prov!t!ce " fot~ speaking engagements: . . . . . . . .  
u 
TERRACE YOUTH SOCCER SSOCIATION 
would like to express their'grateful 
to.the following individuals and businesses for their assistance in 
making the 1998 season such an enjoyable and successful one. 
Julie Kozier "lqm Kolnar Stewart Smith Ham/Simpson 
Shannon Leblond Robed Kelly Will Buck Bob Mack 
Tim Fenton Steve Planeta Willie McCleary Rob Bell 
Denise McGillivray Ron Gellatly Mike Molnski Rob Smarl 
Wanda Kerby Bob Dabid Rick Fagan Gary Mojack 
Joan Moldenhauer Sherry Lewis Jonathan Smith Reiner Hilbtg 
Blaine Kluss HenP/Mcmillan Jim Reed Cathy Van Dyk 
Don Radalet Harry Murphy Danny V'ntelros Kim McKay 
Gall Sheasby Lori Kasperski Dave Johnson Jayme Smoley 
Dave Warner Bruce Bingham Diana Wood Keith Gondwin 
Ken Dahms Allan Hampton Natalie Dickson Robert Currell 
Bill Warcup d, D,Adams Hend Koch Greg Curtis 
Scott Northddqe Joe Costa Steve Scott Craig Labe.rge 
Ken Gordon Terry Bird Chds Undsath Andreas Tsardidas 
Tanya Corstanje Keith Young Lucy Zanardo Curtis Billey 
Helde Siebring Colin Adam Uayd McGovem Trevor Jobb 
Denise Tuppman George Lemes Lana Gardner Steve Hales 
Dave Sarsiat John Kandola Led Kasperski Danyl Anaka 
Garnet Watson Terry Unrau Katherine Audat Gunnar Eide 
Reyann Mordson Dave Cater Lorena Petit Allen Russell 
Kim Gellatly Kevin Murphy Dave Harris Adrian Mumford 
Ben Kerby Mike Cooper Shannon Merritt Rhea Rouw 
Andy Lewis Led Dusdal Fred Woods Jason Dunham 
Rane Mailloux Sonya Hedbarg Mitchell Grilfi~ Richard Klein 
Ryan Sergede Roger Daallva Steve Cullis Nick Kollias 
Orest Chalupiak Donald VanDyk Kevin Derow 
George Demedelros Mark Wilcox Anna Beddie 
Bill Redpath Dwayne Barger Allen Wootton 
To those we have neglected to mention, your  help was inwluab le  too. 
A & W Restaurant E,J. Karby & Sons Ltd. Northern Drugs Ud. Terrace Builders Do-it 
All Seasons Source for Elan Travel Northern Motor Inn Ltd. Centre 
Sports Farwest Bus Unes Ud. Northern Savings Credit Terrace Co-operaiive' 
All West Glass Terrace Finning Ltd. Union Assodation 
Ltd. Higbe Surveys OvenNaltea Foods Terrace Shell Service 
Bandatra Transpodalion Home Hardware Park Ave. Medical Clinic Terrace Totem Ford Sales 
Systems Ud. Hugh Hepburn, C.A. Philpot ForesW Se~ces Ltd. 
Bavarian Inn ICI Intsllicem Canada Inc. Ud. Terrace Truck & Diesel 
Braid InsuranceAgencies Ikon Office Solutions Pizza Hut Ltd, 
Ltd. Inland Kenwol:th Re/Max of Terrace The Kermede Friendship 
Canada Safeway Lid. K'Shian Logging Ltd. RGS Internet Son/ices Society 
Canadian "lira Kinsmen Club of Terrace Richards Cleaners Ltd, Tilden Interrent Car & 
Cadyte Shepherd & Co, ~imat.Terrace & Diatrict Rotary Club of Tarrace Truck Rentsls Vic 
Codarland "Iire Sen~ce Labour Council Royal Canadian Legion Froese Trucking Ltd. 
Ltd. Lazelle Mini Storage Ltd. Shoppers Drug Mart Warner Bandstra 
Centennial Uons Club McAIpine & Co, Sight & Sound Ltd. Webb Refrigeration Ltd. 
Copperside Foods Lid, McEwan GM . . . . . . . . .  Skeena.sowmilkq... Westal Telecommunica~ons 
• , CramptonBrown:. . . . . .  MietyR~rBooks ,, ;, . Takhar.TruckingLtd . . . .  Ud, 
,, :Dairy Qu~n , , MJB Plumbin'g'KHea'dng Lid! "T~ri'~'(~r~lai'~dl" 
to pay a refundable_ d_epo 
most ready-to drink  ili. O i l  - ,:i' 
beverage c intainers. . . . . .  
•}i, 
..... ~ ~"~ine  ~ ...... milk . . . . .  ~ " " ' ! '~  ,e, ;for : 'andmi ik '~Su~ Of all ~s and:/! I
~x~ Of allsizes' ~nd coated 'gable top drink ~rtons of all!,: 
icluded ~at his tim~ by legislation.! ~ ~ '  ::i~: ~I;II i: i!{ i]! 
the: faster your visit tothe Retum,leCe.~wiiilbe: AlCOholic; 
ntainers will be,aCcepted atReturn-lt~Cen~ where de~i~; 
~ii :  ~ :  • ' ,  " • '•• '•• '  : i • . /  
" i , : : /~  ,~ i ¸ i'~' i ? : 
Hay could 
stifle noise 
By JEFF NAGEL 
SKEENA CELLULOSE is erecting a wall of hay to try to 
muffle the noisy chipper in its log yard. 
"We bought 178 bales and we're going to build a wall of 
bales and see if that works," said company spokesman 
Derrick Curtis. The company is also hiring an acoustic 
enginecr who specializes in noise pollution problems. 
City councillor Linda Hawes, who suggested the hay 
bale idea to Curtis, hopesthe chipper gets surrounded by 
hay bales. "I  grew up on a farm and the quietest part of the 
whole farm is in the hay barn," she said. 
If the hay is only in a line on the north side, she noted, it 
~would do nothing to silence the complaints of residents 
;south of the tracks. 
' SCI and the owners of the ch ipper -  Don Hull and Sons 
II 
*Contracting Ltd. - -  have rejected as too expensive the op- 
tion of constructing a building to house the machine. That 
,was identified by city bylaw enforcement officer Frank 
IBowsher in an in-camera report o council as the only real 
~solut~on and one that the city should pursue despite local 
it . . . 
~economlc condmons. 
"That's just not feasible because of the cost of the build- 
,'ing," Curtis said. "We got one estimate from an engineer 
a.  
,m Vancouver for $2.1 million. Not in today's market. 
it , . , .  
,We d move it to Thornhdl first." 
Bowsher's report says the noise of the chipper is audible 
ithroughout the western part of town - -  all the way from 
Ithe McColmell and Mountain Vista areas of the bench to 
~ the far end of Braun's Island. 
"One morning the city planner and I went up to Eagle 
~Piace and with a backhoe working and skill saws running, 
:we could still hear the chipper loudly," Bowsher said in 
". the report. 
; The machine stops operating at 1:00 a.m. and then 
resmnes again at 6:30 a.m. Processing smaller sized logs in 
the late evening hours may reduce the noise somewhat, but 
the complaints continue. 
," Bowsher's report says identical chippers elsewhere have 
~beeu housed in steel insulated buildings to deaden the 
I noise. Those chippers, he notes, handle much smaller sized 
it, 
. logs than the one here. 
. . . .  Even though this chipper is located in an industrial It, 
:zone and given the way the economy is today, we should 
,not turn a blind eye to the problems that are occurring," e, 
;'Bowsher concluded. "The health of the residents is a con- 
,cern as the noise is heard all over town." 
al 
:i Curtis hopes the hay bales making a wall five bales high 
:ang 130 feet long will work. 
, "To me they're good sound-deadening material," he t 
*said. Curtis noted that the noise produced by the chipper's ii, 
:debarker drum is within decibel imits. 
, But it disturbs slumbering locals and draws complaints 
~because it's not a continuous consistent noise, like the 
~sawmili, but an irregular thumping noise. 
, Curtis also said complaints may go down as winter sets 
~,m and people keep their windows shut more of the time. 
. He also thinks the degree of irritation depends on the 
,~wind irection and whether or not West Fraser's awmill is 
~ fully operational. 
, The hay bales will be lined up to the north of the chipper, 
R . 
,forming a wall between rt and the ears of residents on the 
~beuch and along Hwy16 west. Noise-control efforts will 
~have to go a longtway to ap'pease r sidents immediatl/ly to 
~ihe north. ................. r . . . . . . .  
' ...... It'sawful in our house, jusrawful," said Yv0nne Dan- 
roth, owner of the Wild Duck Inn on Hwy 16 West. "It 
just pounds. I think it's going to affect my business in the 
long run." 
DERRICK CURTIS, from Skeena Cellulose, and city councillor Linda Hawes with= 
hay bales they hope will stifle noise from the log chipper that's in the background. 
The noise made by machine has resulted in complaints from near and faraway 
residents. A suggestion that the chipper be enclosed in an insulated building has 
; been rejected as too expensive by the company. 
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News In Brief 
Trees for 2000 a goal 
THE CITY should aim to plant 200 trees by the Year 
2000 as a millcnium project, says city councillor David 
Hull. 
A major commitment to make the city greener would 
1~ a more lasting way of marking the miilenium than a 
celebration or other event, Hull says. 
Hull says he thought about a goa ! of 2000 trees, but 
decided that would be too ambitious and lopped a zero 
off the idea. 
He says he thought of it after a consultant here this 
spring looking at the city's downtown observed the 
town centre is heavy on asphalt and parking lots and 
low on greenery. 
"Considering we live in a temperate rainforest we're 
pretty naked looking," Hull said. "We really should 
have more civic trees." 
Council referred Hull's idea to committee for further 
study and possible budget deliberations. 
Other councillors called it a great idea, but stressed 
the need for both a plan of where trees would be placed 
and a way of covering ongoing maintenance osts. 
Hull suggested the project might be partnered with 
the Beautification Society and other groups. 
Trees could also be sponsored, he added, by corpora- 
tions, families, clubs and associations, and could be 
dedicated in memory of loved ones. 
Nisga'a question period 
TIIE TERRACE AND District Chamber of Commerce 
plays host Nov. 12 to a question and answer session on 
the Nisga'a treaty. 
"We hope to have a senior member of the provincial 
negotiating team on hand," said chamber manager 
Bobbie Phillips of the session. 
This will be a lunch meeting, time and place to be an- 
nounced later. Those interested can call the chamber 
office at 635-2063 to book a seat. 
The session is one of many underway throughout the 
province as part of the provincial government's efforts 
to explain and sell the treaty. 
Terrace gets IC BC grant 
TERRACE AND 30 other cities, districts and 
municipalities in B.C. are benefiting this year from 
ICBC grants-in-lieu of taxes. 
The city of Terrace will receive $18,847 from ICBC 
this year. 
As a provincial crown corporation, ICBC is not re- 
quired to pay business and property taxes. Instead, 
communities receive annual grants that are equal to the 
taxes which would be levied if ICBC were a private 
business. 
Grants are paid to communities with ICBC Claim 
Centres, administrative offices and storage and salvage 
yards. The municipal grants vary according to the size 
and location of the premises and differences in local 
mill rates. ,:~ .~ ~i, :" ",i : 
The city Of Vancouver, where ICBOhas five offices, 
receives the largest grant - -  $1.15 million. 
They're lighter. They're more responsive. They're new. And 
best yet, they're here. Come see the 1999 Arctic Cats. The 
powerful new race-bred ZR ® 700, the trail-hugging ZL TM 600 
EFI, the high-climbing Powder Special ® 700 the luxurious 
Pantera ® and many more. But  you better get in quick,  
because these new sleds are moving out fast. 
Get up to $300 Cat Cash which can be 
used toward the purchase of Jb'cticwear ® 
or genuine Arctic Cat parts and 
accessories. Financing Available O.A.C. 
Cat Cash Ends October 31. 
tread llghtly I° 
tEAVIKG A GOOD IMtflE~ION ~ 
ARCTIC(4r 
onowmovumgs All AbouL 
Always  wear  a he lmet  and  don ' t  d r ink  and  r ide.  © 1998 Arc t i c  Cat  Sa les  Inc,  @ T. 
Trademarks  of  Arc t ic  Cat  Inc. ,  Th ie f  R iver  Fa l l s ,  MN 56701 (218)681-4999 
This information is provided by Helmut Giesbrecht, MLA (Skeena) 
Here is a chart from their 
four-page insert in Alberta newspapers: 
PER CAPITA FUNDING OF HEALTH CARE 
$2OOO 
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$1800 
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1997 FORECAST 
B.C. Manitoba Sask. Ontario Nfld. New P.E.I. Quebec Nova Alberta 
Brunswick Scotia 
Source: Canadian Institute for Health In~ormatlon. 
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Tired moves 
A SURE sign of a government in trouble is when 
it drags out the old line that business and invest- 
ment is hampered by too much red tape and sti- 
fling bureaucracy. 
Social Credit premier Bill Bennett did it and in 
spades by creating a separate government office 
to eradicate red tape. Premier Bill Vander Zalm 
had his whack at the same and now, finance rnin- 
ister Joy MacPhail has dusted off the govern- 
ment red tape hymnbook. 
Did you know, said Ms. MacPhail as an exam- 
ple, that the provincial liquor laws are antiquated 
and make it impossible to get a glass of wine in a 
restaurant without having to order food. And that 
this, she continued, has an effect on the tourism 
industry. 
What. Ms. MacPhail forgets is that red tape and 
bureaucracy occur and grow with the approval 
and consent of politicians. What she is doing is 
criticizing something she had a hand in creating 
in the first place. 
So when politicians, with amazement and 
wonder in their voices, sound off about red tape 
and bureaucracy, they hope the public doesn't 
catch on as to who the culprits are in the first 
place. 
As if that wasn't enough, Ms. MacPhail then 
headed off to Asia to drum up business. And 
that's another classic move made by govern- 
ments in t roub le -  when things are dicey at 
home, climb on the nearest jet and create an 
overseas diversion. American president Richard 
Nixon was a past master of this. In the darkest 
days of Watergate, he headed off to officially 
recognize the mainland Chinese communist 
government. 
Surely by now voters can see through these 
maneuvers. All of us can't be fooled all of the 
• ~ ez,~ " . r t  :~, . ; °1  . '9  " " '  
t lme:~/Or .can ,.~e. 
Tri pped up 
THE NDP government was-soundly boxed 
around the ears recently over plans to include 
spouses and family members of MLAs in busi- 
ness trips. But those cries of fat cat politicians 
wasting the public's money were, for the most 
part, unfounded. 
Right now, MLAs can have eight nights spent 
on busitless within the province paid for by the 
taxpayer. For example, an MLA can spend eight 
nights on one trip away or eight trips of one 
night each. The total can't exceed eight. 
The roundly criticized proposal was to include 
a spouse or family member on those trips. But 
the total number of nights allowed was to remain 
the same ~ eight. Thus, an MLA and a spouse 
spending one night away would equal two nights 
out of the eight allowed. 
Somehow this was taken to be a flagrant abuse. 
Yet the 'intent was to allow an MLA to spend 
more time with a spouse. Say what you will 
about the money an MLA receives and whatever 
benefits that may follow. It isn't a lot given the 
demands the public makes on elected officials 
and the time spent away from family. Having the 
ability to take a spouse on a business trip is hard- 
ly living high off the hog. 
I 
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9re's :] gro,,ving business 
VICTORIA- Diversification 
in British Columbia's agriculture 
industry may well prove to be the 
saving race in the years to come. 
Prairie farmers are far worse 
off than most sectors in B.C.'s food- 
growing industry. This year's grain 
crop has been excellent. The 
weather co-operated allthe way. It 
should, by all counts, have been a 
harvest o celebrate, but for one 
thing: the bottom dropped out of 
commodity prices. 
This year's grain prices are half 
of what hey were two years ago. It 
cost most grain growers more to 
grow their product han they well 
get for it. 
Compared with the prairies, 
British Columbia's agriculture and 
food industry ishealthy. True, some 
sectors have been hard hit by bad 
crops due to inclement weather. The 
most affe(:ted commodities last year 
were tree fruits, berries, grains and 
vegetables. 
To offset the losses, the B.C. 
• government, 'under its farm insur- 
ance pilot program, has paid farmers 
some $3.5 million for their 1997 
losses. The average claim was 
$21,500. The highest individual 
claim was for $85,000; the largest 
payout was $150,000 to a 
corporation. 
In a political climate that feeds 
controversy uch as the wars over 
i i  :i :][o] L,~ B / I :  14~:1  :,111:1 q i  
HUBERT BEYER 
fish, lumber, health care and educa- 
tion, it is also refreshing tonote that 
there's at least one ministry that 
works quietly behind the scenes to 
bring about changes needed to adapt 
to the market conditions of the 90s .... 
: and beyond: ' • 
Without a lot of fanfare, the 
agriculture ministry has put in place 
a mechanism that is to produce a
workable agri-food policy which is 
to ensure, as much as that is possi- 
ble, sustainable growth for the agri- 
culture and food industry of British 
Columbia. 
The process to workout a 
clearly-defined agri-food po!icy 
began in 1994 under David Zimhelt, 
then minister of agriculture. 
Unfortunately, the process was put 
on the backburner because of what 
the government euphemistically 
called "downsizing and restructur- 
ing." In effect, the government cut 
the hell out of the agriculture minis- 
try budget. 
It wasn't until Corky Evans 
became minister that the ministry's 
funding was restored to acceptable 
levels, and Evans was able to 
respond to industry requests to 
revive the agri-food policy process. 
Then in spring 1998, the minis- 
ter formed the Agri-Food Industry 
Advisory Committee, which met in 
Richmond in April of that year to 
begin the process anew. During a 
series of meetings, the committee 
came up with a list of issues it 
believed to be important toaddress 
in the development of an agri-food 
of the value-added food industry, is . 
to form the basis for British 
Columbia's first comprehensive:' 
agri-food policy. ;; 
The policy development proc- 
ess is expected to be complete by ,.:: 
the end of this year and scheduled ,:, 
for implementation in early 1999. :,- 
There is a lot at stake. Asked to .... 
list the province's major industries, - 
most British Columbians would say , 
forestry, mining and fishing. Few ".  
would mention agriculture. Yet, the '.~" 
agri,food sector has emerged as one '° . 
of B.C.'s most important industries..,. 
How important? Well, the agri- , 
food sector employs a total of 
250,000 people. That's one in seven " 
jobs. Total annual sales are in excess 
of $16 billion. That's how"  
policy, enormous. , 
Thednitialmeetings were fob:.., .., : To keep up the momentum in . 
/owed up with a series ofregional i : .~Vchat isfast becoming a'global econ .... 
workshops attended by food pro- 
ducers, processors, etailers and dis- 
tributors who brain-stormed the 
issues for possible solutions. 
The findings of these work- 
shops, held in Nanaimo, Kelowna, 
Dawson Creek, Creston, Williams 
Lake and Abbotsford, combined 
with the knowledge gained through 
a number of other projects and stud- 
ies such as the B.C. Marketing 
Board's review of regulated mar- 
kets, a study of the state of the B.C. 
food processing system and a scan 
omy, whether we like it or not, each " 
sector off the agri-food industry, be 
it tree fruit growers, grain farmers, "
food processors ordistributors, must 
be carefully nurtured. And the pre- 
sent diversity of our agricultural 
industry, unique in North America ..... 
must be maintained. 
To that end, the comprehensive 
agri-food policy to be brought in 
next spring as absolutely essential. 
Beyer can be reached at: Tel: 
(250) 920-9300; Fax: (250) 356- 
9597; E-mdil: hubert@coolcom.eom 
(;huckirkg ch,3irs cheerfully 
BACK IN the days of swag- 
gering Buddy Rogers and pirou- 
etting Tony Rocca, I often 
watched TV wrestling with my 
husband. Rogers' cocky strut 
made me itch to slap him silly. 
Rocca, on the other hand, 
delighted me, especially when he 
playfully clamped his bare feet 
over his opponent's ears and 
ground them like a cigarette butt 
with a snappy Nureyev swivel of 
his hips. 
Today's wrestling lacks 
finesse, fairness, and sportsman- 
ship. It's redeemed only by its 
bigtime commitment to recycling 
metal folding chairs, 
Scarcely amatch takes place 
without at least one folding chair 
coming into play as a battering 
ram, a club, or a narrow bar on 
which to drop an opponent 
astride for maximum pain. 
Why any wrestling arena 
It d-" I ;10 l i l t ' ! :  [ ]  - !  n 10 l t , I : l  $11 
! CLAUDETI'E SANDECKI 
should be stocked full of metal 
folding chairs beats me, but there 
they are, conveniently stacked 
under the ring, harmless and 
.legitimate until snatched for evil 
purposes. 
Some chairs are even 
painted to match a wrestler's 
trunks: one wrestler whipped out 
¢ 
a folding chair that exactly 
matched his brick red trunks. 
What are the odds of you or me 
finding a metal chair of any col- 
our other than black, grey, or tan? 
Wrestlers don't lack props 
with which to damage their 
opponents. Already they have a 
dandy supply of chains, cords, 
baseball bats, two-by-fours, 
pails, belts, urns... 
Chairs photograph well. 
They're sliverless and light, yet 
deliver a telling blow. And their 
supply in wrestling arenas eems 
endless. 
Which is no surprise. Many 
folding chairs are badly designed 
and poorly constructed, giving 
them a short life span. I could 
donate a couple chairs to the 
wrestling world. By wrapping 
the broken weld with plumber's 
grey tape, I've kept one chair 
working, so long as I remember 
: yocr f ' t . - t~uZ.  Loqe..g 
ACE NOfFItAI 6" BUT" 
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not to lean back. If the tape goes, !:i 
so will I. "" t 
Question is, who stockpiles '
folding chairs under the wres- ." it" 
tling ring? Management? The ~." 
promoter? Or a garbage collector : 
e 
cutting corners on his contract? ,, 
Perhaps a metal recycler col- :" 
N 
lects all metal folding chairs with ,~ 
failed welds, and ships them in ',: 
forklift bundles to wrestling ',' 
promoters. 
Circulating these damaged....:. 
chairs among wrestling rings::: 
greatly extends the life of North*.'" 
American landfills. It also whit' 
ties prep time for wrestlers who ; 
would otherwise first have to"' 
smash something down to wield-~i,' 
able proportions yet with enough ,,; 
heft to land a stunning whack. .... ". 
And it gives employment to..... 
the person who crouches under "''~ 
':#1'~ 
the ring waiting to pass out the.,,:.~ 
chairs. .,, 
i t ,  
i1¢~ ~ 
! '?:,.' .o'; 
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Doe's critique 
gets criticized 
I)ear Sir:. 
',I am responding to "Doe doubts herbal cures" (The Ter- 
race Standard,, Sept. 30). 
'.I ant a practising naturopathic physician. To become a 
qaturopathie doctor entails pre-medicai university studies 
followed by a four.year full-time program at an accredited 
s~hool of nataropathic medicine, followed by the writing 
qf board exams for licensure and monthly regulating fees. 
,The article was filled with much ignorance. By ignorance 
I'am referring to the blatant lack of knowledge xpressed 
19, Dr. Appleton and also by the unquoted statements in-. 
furred by Frances Birdsell. 
' The most distressing comment for me was as follows: 
'~Birdsell and a citizens health group ... say there's no 
,woof that herbs do any hann either." This is an absolutely 
ludicrous and irresponsible statement. 
:It is true that herbs by their nature tend to act more gent- 
than pharmaceutical drugs in most cases, and have less 
de-effects. However, many herbs have the potential for 
l mving toxic effects at high enough doses. Some plants are 
very toxic even at low dosages. 
',Dr. Appleton is correct when he states that herbalists are 
~lregulated. The only lisensed and regulated professionals 
able to prescribe herbs for treatment to people in British 
(~olumbia re nsturopathic and osteopathic doctors. 
:However there are many traditional native healers and 
responsible herbahsts that are very knowledgeable m the 
field of botanical medicine. Medical doctors with further., 
t~aining in herbal medicine (even though this is not in their 
I~aedical scope of practice and therefore there is no 
licensure for this type of prescribing) also have much to 
offer. The question is, what extent of knowledge and train- 
ing do the people that are prescribing herbs have? 
Dr. Appleton is clearly not lalowledgable regarding the 
numerous tudies conducted on the use of many botanical 
medicines, their efficacy and their side-effects. 
The following statement needs to be questioned: 
"Appleton doesn't refer patients to naturalists or herbalists 
because he's not certain whether or not ... (it) really 
works". The closer truth would be that he does not possess 
the knowledge about alternative medicine to make an in- 
fomled judgement regarding referral. 
While pharmaceutical drugs are life-saving for some, and 
a blessing for relief in many types of disease slates, there 
is another side to the drug story that has not been men- 
tioued. Many drugs cause terrible side-effects and in some 
cases, they are worse titan the disease they intended to al- 
leviate. 
Dr. Appletou was shocked at the payment for herbal 
remedies. Take the drug Losee for example. It acts as a 
protou-pmnp inhibitor (i.e. blocks stomach acid). It costs 
$80.50 per month. Malty people are on this drug for years 
pretty scary considering you need your stomach acid for 
proper digestion and to kill off microoraganisms that may 
cause serious gastric disease in the future. 
With a change in diet, some supportive herbs, 
homeopathy and/or mineral supplementation a d address- 
ing the cause of the excess tomach acid, the cost for most 
people would be considerably lower and much more 
health-producing. 
DR. LAUREL Gregg, of the Nirvana Metaphysic and Healing Centre, with a 
patient. A recent series of articles on health practices, including comments from a 
physician, have drawn many responses from readers. 
What's with the PhD? 
Dear Sir:. 
Referring to an article in the Sept. 23 is- 
sue of The Terrace Standard I draw your 
readers' attention to the fact that Laurel 
Gregg is referred to as "Dr. Laurel 
Gregg". In an article exclusively concerned 
with health, there is an implication that Ms. 
Gregg is a medical doctor, which she is not. 
Ms. Gregg advertises her services with the 
qualification of PhD; perhaps he could be If a patient has been on Losee for three years, it would 
cost him/her $2898. Typically, including initial consulla.: more forthcoming about the field of study 
tioa and medicines, the same'patient would pay between .. of, her doctorate, where she received it and 
$250~ $1000 coming~to see me for naturopathic care 
depending on how complicated their case was. They would 
likely also be much healthier all around. 
In general, I find the cost of pharmaceutical drugs much 
more costly than I do botanical medicines. 
Let's discuss efficacy. This is the truth. Not all drugs are 
able to help people. Not all herbal medicines are able to 
help people. Many drugs help people. Many herbal medi- 
cines help people. End of discussion. 
Dr. Kathy Graham, Naturopathle Physician, 
Smithers, B.C. 
the length of study. This disclosure would 
provide useful information to the public. 
The women in the article may call them- 
selves healers: however, uldike registered 
massage therapists, registered 
acupuncturists or B.C. naturopaths, they are 
not examined and registered with any 
regulatory body which is mandated by the 
BC Health Professions Act to protect he 
Compare T-4s 
Dear Sir'. 
Dr. Geoff Appleton has provided a community ser- 
vice to Terrace by alerting your readers (The Terrace 
Standard, Sept. 30) that some herbalists are earning 
more than physicians do. 
To fully expose this unreasonable practice and pro- 
vide readers with a factual basis for comparison, will 
Gcoff please meet with Frances Birdsell immediately 
and submit a joint letter to The Terrace Standard slat- 
ing'what heir respective gross billings and taxable in- 
come were for 1997. 
The article also assured me, according to Gcoff, that 
phanuaceatical companies must first prove their pro- 
ducts work, and second, prove they arc safe. 
Would Gcoff please tell your readers how many 
Thalidomide babies and their parents were offered this 
assurance previously. Would Frances please tell your 
readers how many times she or other herbalists pres- 
cribed the drug Thalidomide to pregnant women. 
Jerry Reitman, 'l'erraee, B.C. 
public. Which is also why tile Medical Plan 
does not pay for their services. 
All health professionals who are regis- 
tered under the act have achieved a high 
level of accredited education. They are also 
subject o a complaint process; that means 
that if a patient or client feels harmed or 
poorly treated, he or she can lodge a com- 
plaiut, which is heard by the discipline 
panel of the respective profession. Users of 
the services of an unregistered healer do not 
have recourse to this process. 
Consumers of alternative health care need 
to be aware of the qualifications of those 
who treat hem. 
Ann Kantakis, Registered Massage 
Therapist, Terrace, B.C. 
(Editor's note: Laurel Gregg is a Doctor 
of Metaphysics and has a PhD in 
metaphysical counselling, requiring four 
years of study and three theses.) ~ 
Much studying required 
Dear Sir: 
This letter is for anyone who wishes to 
take the time to be correctly informed. 
A certified reflexologist must pass an ex- 
tensive written exam, complete 20-30 hours 
of classroom study and complete a prac- 
ticum of 20-40 complete case studies. Each 
case study requires 1 1/2 hours of time. 
An aromatherapist that is certified has to 
complete a study of anatomy, physiology, 
the theory of aromatherapy and herbology. 
Twenty hours of class study is required for 
each level; there are four levels of study. 
Each level also requires a written exam 
and 15-30 case studies. Here again, a case 
study requires 1 1/2 hours to complete. 
For healing methods uch as pranie heal- 
ing, polarity healing, therapeutic touch and 
others there is 20-30 hours of classroom 
study for each course, a written exam for 
each course and a specified number of case 
studies for each course. 
The case studies will vary depending on 
the method being studied but will take be- 
tween 30 and 60 minutes each. 
There are specific guidelines et down by 
the BC and Canadian Reflcxology Assn., 
the BC aud Canadian Federation of 
Aromatheraplsts, the BC Holistie Healing 
Assn., the Canadian Institute of Natural 
Health and the Canadian Federation of 
Spiritual Healers. 
If you require any of these addresses they 
are available to the public and you call ob- 
tain them from our centre. 
I would suggest people talk directly to the 
professionals in the fields of alterua- 
tlvc/holistie methods and to their associa- 
tions before making misleading, judgmen- 
tal, misinformed and at times slanderous 
statements. 
Laurel Gregg, MLsc.D. Phd., 
Nirvana Metaphysics 
& Healing Centre, Terrace, B.C. 
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Treaty cries 
for referendum 
By BILL VANDER ZALM 
DURING THE latter years of Prime Minister Brian 
Mulrouey we saw numerous attempts at constitutional 
change. The first attempt was to reach an accord at 
Meech Lake, this to satisfy and include the province of 
Quebec. 
Then came Ottawa 1988, a First Ministers Confer- 
ence to deal with aboriginal people. It was then that I 
really became aware that the Prime Minister and his 
govermnent wanted to settle with B.C.'s native Indians 
at whatever the cost. 
The First Ministers were ready to agree and to ap- 
prove the necessary constitutional changes to give the 
aboriginal people land title and self government. The 
big debate was the meaning of "self government": 
It was British Columbia, Saskatchewan and New- 
foundland that stopped it from getting the required ap- 
proval. The aboriginal delegation was furious at the 
refusal. The argument hat no one could define self 
government did not seem to calm their anger. 
British Columbia had already granted self govern- 
ment to the Seehelt band in the form of a municipal 
type of govermnent. The Sechelt band seemed very 
pleased with the arrangement but others wanted more, 
some much more. 
Recognizing public concern about possible constita- 
tional change, whether to please Quebec or the 
aboriginal people, I proposed to my cabinet that we 
pass legislation to require approval from the British 
Columbia voter 'through the process of referendmn. 
The proposal was well received and acted upon. 
The Social Credit 
government viewed the 
negotiations with the vari- 
ous aboriginal groups to 
be more along the lines of 
the Sechelt agreement. 
The need for eonstitu- 
tioual change was not real- 
ly envisaged and this even 
more so after the lengthy 
G i tksan-Wet ' suwet 'en  
The NDP was 
prepared to carve 
up the province 
into a large num- 
ber of nation 
states. 
case was decided by Chief Justice McEaehem. 
It was former Premier Harcourt who took the un- 
believable, unprecedented step of firing the lawyers 
that won the case. He had them replaced, to act for the 
government, by a firm that previously represented 
aboriginal groups. 
The Harcourt lawyers, on behalf of the province, 
asked the court to confirm the existence of unspecified 
(open ended) aboriginal rights. The province asked the 
court to overturn the case it had previously won. 
The negotiations proceeded very differently from 
those in earlier days. The NDP now, in its haste to con- 
clude an agreement for political points, not only agreed 
to pick up the cost which was rightfully federal but was 
also prepared to carve up the province into a large 
nmnber of nation states. 
Ironically, the very referendum tool that could keep a 
central Canada dominated federal government fg!r~and 
honest in its constitutional dealings with B.C. may now 
become of no value. A cynic might eveit ~iuggest ihaf  
the federal government will forever have silenced the 
threatening cry of B.C. separatism. 
The Nisga'a agreement is not for a municipal type of 
government such as granted the Sechelts. It's a totally 
new type of government not provided for constitu- 
tionally. Again a cynic might suggest that it's no coin- 
cidence that the next agreement in principle to be 
reached will be with the Sechelt Indians. 
The whole concept of establishing nation states in 
British Columbia that are.communal nd governed by a 
racially-based goverument with unique powers dif- 
ferent from those presently 'provided for in the constita- 
finn for other governments, screams for a referendum. 
The Nisga'a agreement is the telnplate for a possible 
50 or more such agreements. If this agreement leads to 
more division, bigger walls and future disputes, we 
best deal with it nov~ not after 50 more. 
For Mr. Clark and the NDP to proceed without in- 
volving the people through a referendum is a breach of 
trust with all the people of our province. I f  however the 
agreement is approved in parliament and again in the 
legislature then despite the legislation requiring a vote 
by way of referendum before constitutional change is 
approved, itwill become constitutional. 
Once constitutional, ally change, back or otherwise, 
will require the approval of the federal government, the 
proviucial govermnent and First Nations govermnents. 
Once approved we'll have to live with it forever. 
The Social Credit premier of B.C. between 1986 and 
1991, Bill Vander Zalm has recently returned to ac- 
tive political llfe as the president of B.C. Reform. Dur- 
ing his time in office, the province joined in land 
claims talks with the Nisga'a. 
City folk said to be unaware of treaties 
By MELSMITH One of the reasons for this Greater Vancouver, for ex- up whatever Crown land land use regulation and bouringlands. That is why all treaty- 
TREATY-MAKING ill the 
Nass Valley tucked away in 
northwestern B.C., the home 
of the Nisga'a, seems so 
remote from the major pop- 
ulation centres of the pro- 
vince as to cause many city- 
dwellers and suburbanites to
never give the matter a 
serious thought. 
Although they may have 
some vague understanding 
that this will be the first of 
50 or more treaties it will 
only be when the process 
reaches their backyard, so to 
speak, that their interest will 
bc heightened attd concerns 
expressed. 
This is unfortunate be- 
cause the principles that are 
being put in place now in 
suburban somnolence is the 
assurance given by govern- 
ment negotiators that private 
property is not on the nego- 
tiating table. 
Wi~ cast our eyes over our 
60-foot lot and home upon 
it, or our condominium, ei- 
ther of which may have 
taken half a life-time to pay 
for, and are content o know 
that our home is still our 
castle and likely to be un- 
disturbed by the treaty- 
making process. Un- 
fortunately, it's not quite 
that simple. 
Ill the first place, although 
we are assured private prop- 
erty holdings will not be 
disturbed, the native negoti- 
ators have made it plain that 
they expect to be com- 
pensated in dollars by the 
government for private 
the Nisga'a treaty are those 
which will be followed in 
future treaties unless, of 
course, in due time another property values. 
provincial ' government is Such a proposition borders 
elected that has a different on fantasy when the calcula- 
treaty policy, tlon of private property in 
ample, is considered. 
There's not enough money 
ill the bank, much less in the 
federal and provincial 
treasuries, to meet such a 
demand. 
Nonetheless, the four 
separate bands laying claim 
to the lower mainland will 
press the point in negotia- 
tions and the likely outcome 
will be (if the current reaty- 
making policy is followed) 
that settlements may be 
reached which are top- 
there is within the area. could overrule the Agricul- 
Parks will not be immmle, tural Land Reserve lcgisla- 
Stanley Park is part of one tion. 
or more land claims as are If this were done, one 
other public parks in Greater estimate is that the value of 
Vancouver. 
So the first impact of urban-centred 
treaty.making will be even larger cash 
payments than the Nisga'a deal which 
will be reflected in substantially higher 
taxes for all. 
heavy on cash payments and 
lighter on the transfer of How this will play out 
Crown land simply because remains to be seen. This 
such land is in short supply much we do know, that the 
in many urban areas. B.C. govermnent has set 
So the first impact of 
urban-centred treaty-making 
will be even larger cash 
payments than the Nisga'a 
deal which will be reflected 
in substantially higher taxes 
for all. 
Secondly, urban treaty- 
making will likely gobble 
such land would skyrocket 
to $100,000 per acre 
whereas non-native ueigh- 
bours would have their land, 
aside 1200 acres of Crown prescntiy valued at $5,000 
land purchased 30 years ago per acres, remain in the 
for the Roberts Bank super- ALP.. So much for equality. 
port in case it is needed to It is this inequitable 
settle a land claim with tile regulation of land use which 
Tsawwassen band, has tile greatest potential for 
On the basis of the conflict, division and dis- 
Niagara deal, the band cord between lands covered 
would have the final say on by urban treaties andlnelgh- 
The ongoing dispute be- 
tween Della municipality 
and the Tsawwassen band 
over the development of 
reserve lands in a way 
which is incompatible with 
Delia's own requirements i  
a ease in point. 
This is minor compared 
with what the. situation 
would be if urban treaties 
give First Nations the final 
say on land use decisions. 
Govermnent treaty-makers 
must insist on the applica- 
tion of the ALR over treaty- 
lands and the provincial 
government's ultimate say 
on land-use decisions 
throughout the province and 
not give that power away 
under treaties. 
In my view, treaty-making 
of any kind in urban settings 
making on the prairies be- 
gan about 1880 and wa~ 
completed by 1925. All 
treaties entered into since 
that time cover sparsely 
populated areas of the 
Northwest Territories, 
Northern Quebec and 
Yukon. . 
Moreover, most Indians 
living on reserves adjacent 
to urban centres in British 
Columbia are substantially 
integrated into the larger 
community around them. 
Why tam back the clock? 
Mel Smith was a lawyer, 
senior bureaucrat and con- 
stitutional adviser to a 
series of Social Credit 
governments in B.C., retir, 
ing in 1991. lie's the author 
of Our Home or  Native 
Land? lives in Victoria and 
makes no sense at all. is a cohtmnlst with B.C, 
Tresty-inaking can only be Report. This columnwas 
satisfactorily achieved if it commissioned by  the com. 
takes place prior to the in. pany that owns The Terrace 
flux of settlers. , Standard. : 
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Cold, dry times predicted 
Can the treaty be fair? 
Dear Sir: 
After reading the opinion 
piece in The Terrace Stan- 
dard, Sept. 30, entitled 
"Referendum Push a New 
Idea" by Jack Ebbels, I may 
owe the provincial negotia- 
tors an apology since I 
didn't realize B.C. was ne- 
gotiating as early as 1990. 
However, I am dis- 
appointed to leant that our 
Nisga'a neighbours put up 
such a hard fight over con- 
troi of our fee simple 
properties. It was my under- 
standing that they voluntari- 
ly did so. 
Another thing I wasn't 
aware of was that public 
meetings were held in every' 
part of the province. I 'm 
sure those who attended the 
meetings felt the same pain- 
fui agony of listening to 
Jack grind his way through 
a two-hour filibuster relay- 
ing the legal text, time 
frame and legitimate proce- 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The 
Mail Bag 
dure of the land claims pro- 
cess. 
All of these legalities were 
not really our purpose of at- 
tending these meetings. We 
can get that sort of info al- 
most anywhere. 
What we actually wanted 
to know was important 
things like is our water 
supply going to be protected 
so we can remain on our fee 
simple properties. 
Before nmst all of our 
commmtity nlembers gave 
up and dropped out of the 
tneetiugs we went through a 
note taking process. 
That's where the same 
notes were taken for two 
years at each meeting and 
nothing was done. 
Once we insisted on 
minute reports being taken 
at each meeting we ad- 
vanced to the promise stage 
whereby the negotiators 
promised to take our issues 
to the table. This was done a 
couple of times in a ha l f  
hearted manner that didn't 
get anywhere. So in short 
we got left out in the cold 
completely. 
Land claims opl:)osers 
:]on't know own .hist -"y 
I can't say if this is a good deal or not. 
I 'm not a native person. I do know the 
Nisga'a had the foresight and the vision to 
make a legal claim to their territory long 
before anyone ever heard of David Black, 
Ted Byfieid or the current zoo of politicians 
throughout Canada. 
Until now the immigrants to northwest 
B.C. have been living by the good graces of 
the real owners of this part of the province. 
British Colmnbians who panic over this 
deal are merely expressing their ignorance. 
The Nass country has never legally been 
part of B.C. and some sort of settlement 
had to take place before history moved on. 
But then, as usual, Canadians don't know 
their own history. 
Brian Gregg~ Ter race ,  B .C.  
Dear  Sir:, 
I've heard of the Nisga'a land claims for 
over 30 years, which is not surprising since 
elders went to England 100 years ago and 
put their claims before the Privy Council in 
London. 
Essentially they staked their claims to the 
Nass country and they received the support 
of the Privy Council in principle. As usual, 
though, the ball was bounced to Ottawa 
who tossed it back to Victoria and it has 
been kicked around from pillar to post ever 
since. 
For several generations the Nisga'a land 
claim was the only claim in North America. 
The Nisga'a clahn soon became the model 
for other claims throughout Canada and the 
U.S. 
That makes me wonder 
about Jack's statement that 
the treaty in no way affects 
the rights of British Colmn- 
biaus in general. And the 
statement that Jack believes 
the agreement is fair and 
practical for all British 
Colmnbiaus. 
• It looks to lne like cold, 
dry times ahead for us 
without water or firewood. 
Does that sound like some- 
thing fair, Jack? 
Lloyd Brinson, 
Nass Camp, ILC. 
_._..._.___.__ Hwy 16 West 
Ko,h ~" *Ske~a Ce~lose 
x Poht._._~e ! 
Agar • 
Misty Illve, T~ckle t 
MISTY  R IV  R 
TACKLE & HUNTING 
IUNTING SEASON'S HERE! 
Need A New Scope? 
Choose from our extensive selection from 
LEUPOLD, BAUSCH & LOMB, BUSHNELL, SIMMONS, 
WEAVER, BURRIS and others. 
Installation labour & boresighting free of charge with pur- 
chase of any scope, mounts & rings. 
Check out flyer and 
In-store specials 
Buy your new firearms now before Bill-68's compulsary. 
Registration & fees start in December. 
Leatherman 
SUPERTOOL 
°nlY789 ~ 
Leatherman 
ORIGINAL 
One, 64~8 
Summer Hours 
Monday - Sunday 7 am - 11 pm 
r Aaar Ave. Terrace 638-1369 
; , .~,,, ~. James W. Radelet 
~E[E~ & cOMPANY Barristers & Solicitors 
To'LOw ~2Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Geongia Sheet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 .... Fax: 604-689-1386 
Northern 
Horse Supply 
October  20  - 24 
O i l sk in  C lo th ing  
• Coats-  Hats" Pants 
15%off 
D 
Shop Early For Christmas] 
Lots of Great.Gift Ideas! 
New Arr~v~ng Steady! 
3083.River Drive, Terrace 
638-7252 
i depend on my truck 7 days 
a week. So ! expect service 
that respects my time. 
|1; ~ '1 It s time to prepal e 
for cold weather driving!" 
, Rotate 4 tires 
• Inspect antifreeze/ 
cooling system 
• Inspect all fluid levels 
• Inspect electrical syste, 
• Inspect front and 
rear brake system 
. Inspect exl]aust syslem 
, Inspect suspension sys~,,, 
• Road test and report results 
)9' • Up to 5 litres of Mopar Oil • Mopar Oil Filter 
• Lube (where applicable) 
• Top up brake, 
power steering and 
windshield wasl]er fluids 
• 15-point Inspection 
I Ask let Ihll,l,ll 
K~ CHRYSLER 
"Ready when promised.., or you don't pa~"' 
For your Chrysler Canada vehicle: 
s 99' 
Environmental Charges Exlra. 
FIVE STAR SERVICE 
GREAT PEOPLE GREAT SERVICE  
J 
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iSafety is always first 
t ,~i 
; ; Dear Sir: 
' ,  Concerning the problem ' '  g , .  parkin at Thornhill Pri- 
¢ 
, vmary School. 
::" I ask you parents who T h e  
i i park in front of the school, 
', I on both Sides of the street, 
',i what's it going to take for 
. you to realize you are p~- Mail Bag :',ting the children and twb- 
!~ way Iraffic at risk to injhry 
,'dor yes, even fatality. Prcper- 
,.,,+ity damage is also a/pos- 
, ' sibility, ; ' ' 
* t ,..,' Children will be cEfldren, a parking violation ticket. 
" Remember winter is com- 
i~ They may dart out ~ front 
~or  behind parked ~ school ing and safety always comes 
:.~buses into single-la~e traffic 
~',.~because you lazy tarents are 
~using this two-la/,e street as 
.~a parking lot. , / 
May I remind you there is 
~a  designated/parking lot 
,~ooniv a few +nore feet past 
.~ the school fa the purpose of 
~dropping of aud picking up 
~' your childen. 
I apph~d the principal 
~+takiag pdt in extra efforts to 
~keep ~l" children safe by 
22 sending home newsletters to 
-,. all of~s parents and by even 
dire!ring traffic in the park- 
~iinglot. This going beyond 
.~ thfline of duty. 
£hose parents who park 
~i,~ the street or congest he 
~ntrance to the parking lot 
~are obviously not reading 
~=lhose newsletters 
; -~i  Along with the principal, 
f ~e  school board office and 
~,~e Ministry of Transporta- 
.~tion and Highways are 
~ware  of this problem. 
"~So to those parents, don't 
~,t~e surprised if one day you 
~.~affic hazards aren't handed 
+~hretien 
,might 
-have to 
~tesign 
Dear Sir:. 
'~I'm writing to express my 
concerns regarding the 
APEC •debacle in , Van- 
couver l~t  fall. *~ : . . . . . . .  :
Theiei!;~eems l obe  ~kery ! 
compelling evidence :.,that 
the P.M. had a direct hand 
in the suppression of funda- 
mental freedoms as dictated 
by the constitution. For 
starters, freedom of expres- 
sion, ~/ssembly and associa- 
tion. : 
If indeed the PM or his of- 
rice had a direct hand in the 
action of the RCMP on Nov. 
25, 1997 we should accept 
uothigig less than his resig- 
nation. 
Although both sides of the 
story are yet to be heard, the 
events concerning Craig 
Jones' I find particularly 
galling. The guy was man- 
handled and sustained in- 
juries for having signs on 
his lawn which read simply 
"Free Speech. Democracy. 
Hmnan Rights." 
If this is what democracy 
in Canada has come to we 
are all in serious trouble. Es- 
pecially in light of the fact 
that force and violence were 
used to protect the 
sensibilities of a third world 
despot named Suharto. 
Regardless of the reasons 
given, politicians cannot ar- 
bitrarily suspend the con- 
stitutional righta of the 
citizenry except hrough in- 
voking instruments such as 
the War Measures Act. 
If the evidence shows 
these rights were suspended, 
Chretien must resign. 
David Wiebe, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear 
RCMP 
Dear Sir:. 
Going into Tim Horton's 
recently, I saw RCMP cars 
with passengers in the front 
seat that weren't officers in 
uniform. 
Since when has the RCMP 
been allowed to carry a pas- 
senger in the front seat, 
that's unauthorized, and 
who is not a police officer, 
Do they have a certain in- 
surantce : coverage? I really 
would like to know. 
Mark Baln, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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first for our children. 
D, Cobbs, 
Thornhill, B.C. 
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If you're upset 
get involved 
Dear Sir: 
This year I had the pleasure of being asked to co- 
ordinate the Terrace Youth Soccer Association canteen 
and I want to thank all the people who helped. I also 
wanted to thank the TYSA executive, coaches, referees 
and linesmen for their hard work and dedication. 
To all the people that are upset with team stacking, 
coaching, and referee decisions, you're probably aware 
the TYSA is always looking for volunteers. Why don't 
you coach your child's team, offer assistance to your 
child's coach, or volunteer to help put the team rosters 
together? I am sure if you do you will appreciate all the 
work the executive does and get a first hand look at 
how things are actually done. 
Cindy Watson, Terrace, B.C. 
KITIMAT AND AREA HEALTH COUNCIL 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
Orthopedic Services 
Until further notice any former or current orthopedic 
patient should contact their family physician for 
the appropriate followup regarding their needs 
The Kitimat and Area Health Council is currently 
recruiting a replacement surgeon. 
Linda Coles 
Chief Executive Officer 
4TH ANNUAL SHARP. 
N N 
EVENT N I",,I OW* 
From Oct. 1 to Oct. 31 Only.n ¸ 
I 
"~?T" + +  
, 
:j 
32' MTS Stereo T.V. 36" MTS Stereo T.V. 25" Colour Television 
*High Resolution *High Resolution *Front A/V Inpuls 
*Universal Plus Glaw Retool, *Dare Tint Pidum Tube *Trilingual On-Screen Monu 
*PiP . *PIP 
ffi 
I ,; i ' 
CK19M10 ~S2999S I s2  19" Celour Television 2-Head VHS VCR 4-Head VHS Hi-Fi VCR 
*Fret A/V Inputs *Universal Remoto *Unh~l Ramolo 
*Random Access ~ .36Ox(1 minute) High * 19 Micron V;deo Head Syslem. 
,Blue Sam ~ ,Speed Re~nd ,EZ S~o 
+ 
+E, S6999  J VLSE20 [ s9, 99 j v,+,o s8999s j8 mm Viewcam '+ 8 mm Slimcam 8 mm Viewcam 
*3" Phofing Cobur LCD * "4" Colour LCD V~ewscmen .4" Pivoting Cobur LCD 
V'.swscmon ,Colour Viewfinder V'mwscre~ 
.12:1Op~Zaom ~ .Tide Waller .16:1OpllmlZ~m ~ 
"1.5 Lux Minimum Illumination *1.0 Lux Minimum Illuminatlon 
~ i~-~:.... 
a '.":~$~:i " .~.~:.' i$ ~:~:~.~:~:i + -. 
+29995 s4499s sSl  40 Walt Total Oulpul 100 Walt Total Power Mini -Disc Recorder Power *Built in Dalby Pn~oglc *Aulo Play *Surmmd Sound o5 Mode Preptogrammed *Front Loading ' 
.AM/FM Digilal Tuner Electronic Equalizer ~ .3 Mode X-Bass S~ 
.~ I~ngEc DouBe Ca.e~ Deck 
*We will deduct an amount equivalent to the taxes at time of purchase. 
J..i 
ELECTRONIC FLJTURES 
4710 Keith Ave. Terrace 635-7767 
/ 
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Watchdogs do checkups 
on local forest companies 
THE CHAIR of an indepen- 
dent forestry watchdog or- 
ganization, says it's dose to 
releasing areport on Skeena 
C.ellulose's road-building 
practices here and in 
Hazelton. 
Keith Moore of the 
Forests Practices Board 
made'the comment during a 
visit to the area. 
The report details a Sep- 
tember 1996 landslide on a 
SCI logging road near 
Fiddler Main. A draft copy 
of the report will be present- 
ed to the board in late Ooto- 
bur and a finalized version 
should be available by De- 
cember or January. 
Moore was here to oversee 
a separate audit on West 
l+raser Mills Limited's oper- 
ations. 
The audit of Tree Farm 
Liceme 41 in the upper 
Kitimat River Valley, said 
Moore, is the board's 
seveuth of nine random 
audits this year. 
It'll check up on West 
Fraser and the forest minis- 
try to make sure they're not 
contravening the Forest 
Practices Code. 
And +everything from road 
b, ilding to tree planting wH! 
be examined. 
Eight biologists and 
specialists have been in- 
specting the land by land .• 
and helicopter since Sep- 
tember. 
Next, staff members will 
spend months preparing a 
draR report which will be 
discussed with West Fraser 
and the forests ministry be- 
fore it's released, he said. 
As for timing, Moore 
didn't expect he report to 
be public before the end of 
the year - -  but, he said, "it ' ' 
really depends on what we 
find." 
He said audits usually 
range from $60,000- 
$150,000 in cost, depending 
on their scope, size, aeces- 
siblity, and are paid for by 
the province through the 
board's annual budget. 
He wasn~,sure how_ much~., ~ . . . .  
the West Fraser audit would 
cost but said it'll probably 
come in on the high end be- 
cause it's big and fairly 
remote so expensive 
helicopters had to be used. 
The  whole process, he 
said is worth it. 
"People in Europe read 
them and companies can be 
affected/' he said..... ' ' 
But the board won,t fine 
or penalize anyone. ~ ,, 
Whatever problems the .';'~ 
board finds will be detailed 
find recommendations will 
be made to West Fraser and 
the ministry. 
"We're concerned with 
fixing problems not finding, 
fault," Moore said. 
Moore disagrees with crit- 
ics that say the board does 
too little, too late. 
"We're doing as much as 
we can, doing more of it and 
doing it better than before," 
he said recognizing it took 
time to program bring the 
three-year-old program up 
to speed. 
And  even though there are 
plenty of environmental hot 
spots, Moore says the forest 
industry has improved since 
the code's existence. 
"The people should feel 
good about it," he said. 
He said the board's feeling 
the pressure of provincial 
budget cuts and won't hold 
a public meeting here when 
the Skeena report is 
released. 
In the past critics have 
called the board ineffective 
for not being able to reach 
all areas iu a province as big 
as B.C. 
But Moore said his staff 
do a great job and werc con- 
stantly bciug asked to deal 
with tough problcms all 
over the province. 
He did admit that interua- 
tionally, no other board like 
it has to deal with as var['.d 
a geography or as diverse a 
code. 
"What this board has becn 
asked to do is uuiquc in thc 
world," he said. 
!+%o+ :E :~,t 
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Renters+ 
/ '  • 
helped 
THE PROVINCIAL 
government is giving the 
Terrace Anti-Poverty Group 
Society $50,000 to improve 
housing options for renters 
in the city. 
This is the fourth provin- 
cial grant the group has 
received in the past four. 
years to help increase affor- 
dable, ~ adequate and ap- 
propriate., housing for 
renters, 
The Anti-Poverty Group 
wants by-laws passed 
making rental units safer 
and wants secondary miles 
allowed so renters have ac-. 
cuss to more affordable and 
well-maintained accom. 
modations, . 
According to Helga. 
Kenny, the society will use 
the money to develop a 
home-grown solution to ad- 
dress the housing problems 
in Terrace. l 
"There are +some [rental 
units] that are ~aily bad," 
Kenny said. '~T0ilets falling. 
through the floor and 
serious mold problems." 
But, she said, there are 
serlo~s :houstng problems 
everywhere, so Terrace is • 
no different front any other 
city. 
+'People will live any- 
, where when they're 
desperate," she said. "They 
need help bemuse those 
. . . . .  j 
• places +are.still going to rent 
even though they're not+ 
sa fe . "  . . . . . . . .  
." ," 
vISA" 
Ke i th  Moore  
l NOTICE 
All playing fields at 2he Terrace, Thornhill & Kitimat 
area schools will be fertilized monthly. This 
program will run from May through October 1998, 
i i  
Kitimat ~ Cf~y~5 Terrace 
632-5373 ~I~II_UAI~D$ 638-1162 
O C T O  B E R F EATU RES 
Sundays - Pool Tourney 2:00 pro.: 
Mondays - 1/2 Price Day - 50% offpool. 
Tuesdays - Toonie Tuesdays, $2/per,son/hour. 
Wednesdays - Ladies Night - 1/2 priCe pool aRer 6 pro. 
Thursdays - Men's Night - I/2 price ~ol after 6 pro. 
Fridays - Couples Day - 1/2 price pool*all day. . . . . .  
Saturdays - Family Day - free pool all ~ay. 
WE ARE UNDER BIG CHANGES STARTING NOV. 2. 
O 
L 
\ 
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" 1.99+a. 
Safeway Club Price 
Lucerne .w+ 
,+ : .... Ice Cream 
++ .+ Assorted varieties. 2-Litre. 
~ FIRST TWO-  Combined varieties. 
SAVE up to $2.00 
,~+ / .... .;:,.~.:~;.. 7~ :. :.;~+ ~:~'< 
" ~.~ 4(~+ 
.~+ 
.. +:;d:++~ , 
J,\ 
SalewayClub Price 
Safeway SELECT 
Soft Dr inks  
Assorled vadelies. Plus deposit or 
enviro levy where applicable. 2.Ul~e. 
FIRST FOUR- Combined vadelies. 
SAVE up to .41¢ 
I N++ Ni 
:, ~ ,  -,~ ~. , y/ ~,~-,~,~:'~:" • 
~,~.~.~%~?~'. j
+~.  "A ~,.~*~.~, :CV'~." 
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t., Safeway Club Price 
~ Sliced Side 
i Bacon 
Breakfast Delight 500-g. 
FIRST TWO. 
SAVE up to $2.00 
Buvoool I,+9 L 
!~+;~ + ~ p l I ~  El Mo l ino  ~ ~ ! ~  Tray Buns [ / 
=a lm~J l=~-~~ Salsa Picante ~ ' ~ ~ ' i  ~ Witeo+VmoleV~+t I I  
~ ~ S ~  ~ Mild, Med,um or Ho l .  l~'~'~v"c~b,~l~ ..,~,~l Pa~ge of 12. I-I 
~ ~ ~ , ~ C ; ' ~  340.mL I~'~ ~-.,~~-e~ ~ FROM'IHE BAKERY I I 
I ~ ~ ~ ' ~ J ~ i  SAVE up to $1.00 / I  
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Nurses want more help 
to reduce their workload 
By ALEX HAMILTON 
REGISTERED NURSES 
here and across the province 
will prepare for strike action 
if bargaining with the 
Health Employers Associa- 
tion of B.C. doesn't im- 
prove, says a local shop 
steward. 
Penny Henderson, B.C. 
Nurses' Union shop steward 
at Mills Memorial Hospital, 
said it wants more full time 
nurses hired in order 1o 
decrease current workloads. 
About 25,000 nurses in 
B.C. (165 in Terrace) voted 
Oct. 14 by a margin of 85 
percent in favour of taking 
strike action if working con- 
ditions don't improve. Esther Brisch Patricia Williams 
patient load, I 'm called 
every day to work," she 
said. " I  have no days off 
before starting my regular 
set again." 
Williams said she's asked 
for at least two nurses in 
ICU since the unit is strug- 
gling to meet quality stan- 
dards. 
Nurses also want more 
money for being on call, 
They now receive $1 an 
hour to be on call compared 
to the $20-$40 an hour paid 
to northern doctors. 
Nurses are also asking for 
raises of zero per cent in the 
first two years and two per- 
cent in the third year. They 
are also seeking pay equity At a news conference Oct. 
13 at Tl~e Best Western Ter- health care is. suffering be- 
race Inn, about a dozen cause new programs are 
northwest nurses said they being added without hiring. 
were exhausted, stressed, new staff. 
I 
overworked and tired of "There are no replace- 
being called in to work on ments for illness or vacation 
their days off. time," she said. "We need 
They all spoke of the more ful l  time nurses 
eroding quality of patient hired." 
care they were able to pro- Patricia Williams, an in-" 
vide. tensive care unit (ICU) 
"When nurses are asked nurse at 'Mills Memorial 
to do one more thing, we Hospital, said most of the 
don't l~ow how we're,  nurses in Terrace are burnt 
going to fit it in," said Ester out. 
Brisch, public health nurse "It 's the constant stress. 
at the Northwest Corn- You know you need to do 
munity Health Services ' more, but there isn't enough 
Society. time. You have to run to 
Brisch said every year catch up. This experience. 
public health nurses are ex- happens again and again." 
pected to add new programs She explained that on a. 
to ~heir busy schedules, regular basis, she is the only 
She said the quality of nurse taking care of more 
\ 
OPEN OCTOBER 24 
, . ,  '~., in the 
~'OId Liquor Store Location" 
right behind 7-11 
GORIL ,IREWORKS 
13 NEW PRODUCTS THIS 
YEAR \, 
Only available at Gorilla Fireworks & with 
every purchase your name will be 
entered to 
WIN A TRIP FOR TWO TO HONLULU • 
OR 2 OTHER MYSTERY DESTINATIONS 
MAKE THIS THE BEST 
HALLOWEEN YET! 
~ CANADIAN TIRE 
www.canadiantire.com 
Or Email us at 
www.cantire.terrace@os~l.net 
~)  SAFEWAY 
www.safeway.com 
T~ERRACE R ''°'x" 
www.terraceautomall.com 
www.terracebuilders.com 
R ''°'x" T ,,-o,,x 
terrace.autornall@osg.net 
~ARD The Terrace Standard 
utandard@kermode.net 
terracebuilders@osg.net 
Your website/emai l  address  
could be here! 
• ~ Contact at 638-7283 
than three ICU patients. 
"That's fine if patients are 
stable," she said. 
But she said it's im- 
pc.ssible to do when one or 
more of the patients is un- 
stable since they need one- 
on-one care. 
"If we have a heavy 
raises of one per cent in 
each of three years. 
B.C. Nurses president 
Cathy Ferguson said about 
1,000 nurses hould be hired 
in the province (costing the 
govermnent $134 million) 
to bring health care back to 
what it used to be. 
Canadian Community Newspapers Association 
~NA newspapers 
deliver the story 
I¢1 
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Gouvemement Govemment 
du Canada ol Canada 
~n canada.~ 
Annonce  
PRA  MJ E 
APPEL DE PROPOSITIONS 
1998 
Le Programme d'a~..~ communautaire (PAC) est un progmnme f~d~ral =dministt~ par lndustrie 
Canada visant it aider les gens de mutes les collectivit~ du C.mtada ~.titer pard des avantage.s 
&onomiques tsociaux qu'offre I'inforoute ~ I'f.llclle moqdiale. 
Le gouvernemcnt f~d~ral collabore avec Its autres ordres de gouvemement, Its groupts communau- 
taires lecaux et le secteur priv~ afin d'encourager Its groupes communautaires ~ ~tablir et ~ proposer 
des plans pour I'am~nagemalt et lereal,ire, d'u. site d'acc.~ public ou d'un r~eau de sites d'acc.~ 
public d ot~ de liaisons i,fformadquts qui les relieront ~, d'autres collectivit& partout au Canada et 
dan= le monde. Le PAC offre une aide pouvant atteiudre 40 000 $ sur trois aas pour !.a prise en 
charge de 50 p. 100 des co(lts de d6narrage etde fonctionnement d'un site d'acc~s public. 
Les collectlvit~ compmtt moins de 50 000 habita.ts souhaltant ~tabllr tm site d'acc~ public 
rant invit~es ~ pr~entes ieur proposition au plus tard le 31 octobre 1998. 
Les demandeurs t ouveront dans le Guide deprtparatlon de;pmpositiom (septembre 1998) des 
reaseignemenu d~taill6s qui les aideront. 
Diff~rents moyens s'offrent ~eux pour comtuatlder c  guide ditectemeut : 
T~l~phone (sans frais) : 1 800 268-6608, i 800 575-9200, ATME : 1 800 465-7735 
T~l&opieur : (613) 952-8711 ou (613) 941-5544 
Courricr ~lectro*fique : comaccess@ic.gc.ca 
Site Web : http:lll, ac.unb.cd 
Pour de plus amples renseignements 
Association Francophone de Campbell River 
Johanne Dufour (Z50) Z86-0064 
4TH ANI,IUAL YAMP, ItA 
NO NO(  
EVENT ON NO_W* 
• . . i  ~ 
li ' izJd l~.u~ 
From Oct. 1 to Oct. 31 Only! 
RX-V2092 
7-Channd Home Theater 
Receiver 
• TrbField Cinema DSP 
• Dolby Digital 
• On screen disolav 
s18! 9 1 70 MM Movie Theater and Sports Programs *Dolby Pro logic 
*Direct DSP program access 
 9999s 
RX-V393 
5-Channel Home Theater 
Receiver 
*Dolby Digital Ready 
*6 Channel Discret Inputs 
• Digital Delay 
*Unear Damping 
DVD-S700 
DVD Player 
• Sound Quality Technology 
• DVD/VCD/CD capability 
* 10-blt video D/A coverslon 
, *Stereo and &channel signal 
.......  outpuls 
s7999s 
coc 0  s2699s I s2999s ICD Changer with Auto-Reverse Double PlayXchange Cassette Deck 
*PlayXchange *Yamaha 6F Head 
*Dolby B/C NR 
*CD-Tape syncro rec start *Two speed dubbing 
• lO-key Direct Track Access *4 digit tape counter (both decks) 
*We will deduct an amount equivalent to the taxes at time of purchase. 
ELECTRONIC FUTURES 
4710 Ke,th Ave. Terrace 635-7767 
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Marketeers say city 
s i t e s w o n' t wo  r k o u t BETTER THAN E I /ER!  
FARMERS' MARKET Presented  by 
organizers say they've 
looked aud they aren't intcr- 
estcd in any of the aitcmate 
sites proposed by the city 
for eventual rclocation of 
the market. 
"Wc'vc decided we'rc not 
intcrested in thc sites," said 
markct organizer Lynne 
Christiansen, "We haven't 
see, an offer that would 
work for us as wcll as whcrc 
wc are now." 
Thc city suggested four 
possibili|ics: the ncwly 
rcdcvclopcd brick portion of 
Kalum St. south of Grcig, 
the 4600-block of Lakclsc 
downtown, Ottawa St. bes- 
ide Safeway, and the Emer- 
son Ave. parking lot beside 
the park. 
Couucii maintained it 
wasn ' t  out  to move the 
market immediately, but 
wanted to plan for a dif- 
ferent site for the long term. 
City councillors saw the 
Kalmn St. option next to the 
Terrace hut as the best of 
the possibilities, but Chris- 
tiansen says it poses prob- 
lems. 
"It 's half the size. Wc 
would have to cnt our 
vendors to half thc vcndors 
wc have," shc said. 
"Besides, it's so good right 
whcrc it is, why would you 
do thatT" 
She noted the market 
would also be dependent on 
either the Terrace Inn or fu- 
ture Co-op site owners for 
parking and washroom 
facilities. 
Although the Terrace Inn 
is eager to get the market on 
the site and would be very 
cooperative, she said busi- 
ness ownership sometimes 
changes and the market 
might find itself unwanted 
down the road. 
"They're very anxious to 
have ns down there, but I 
don't think it would be a 
smart move for the 
market." 
The Lakelse and Ottawa 
! ~ LONDON" (J~NR ~ ~ ' TeLeCOM ~U~ 
N E T W 0 R K 
C~,~'s tbt R~u lr=,f D ia~ Com/~y 
Starting... 
BACK IN September farmers' market organi~,er 
Lynne Christiansen was one of those out and about. 
collecting signatures on a petition protesting city 
plans to eventually move the market to a new loca- 
tion. " 
bly the best bet of the city to exercise that option. 
Yelrsus... 
In Support of 
Kitlmat/Terrace 
proposals, she said. 
" I f  you had to look at the 
four and you had to choose 
that's probably the one that 
would bc the most accept- 
able," Christiansen said. 
She noted it's still close to 
the park, which is seen as an 
important part of the 
market's home. And it's 
near the downtown core. 
Also, it's still positioned 
to make use of the city-built 
washrooms on the northwest 
comer of the park. 
She said conflict could 
arise, however, when the ad- 
" I  would hope the city 
would consider the support 
we have for staying where 
we are." 
Councillor David Hull 
predicted the city will' 
shelve the idea for the 
foreseeable future. 
"There's no point in fight- 
jacent property owner to the 
west decides to develop the :remains of the view tiiat.the 
property and is entitled to iSmarket is not the optimum 
on-street parking, long-term use for the city- 
She noted in might be owned Davis Ave. lot it now 
necessary to cut into the uses. 
green space of the park for Hull said that means that 
. . .  ~ .  
Tamltlk Arena 
400 City Centre ~1~ 
Thurs., Nov. 12/98 
• 7:00 pm • 
Tickets Available at: ~ ~ 
• InC. ritual Anion Sports & Cycle ~,i~ ,.: 
• Sight&Sounds ~ i  i 
:trace • All Seasons Source for Sports 
• Sight & Sounds 
l i cker  Pr ice $16.Q0 or  Faually Pack $48.00 (4 t l (kets )  
i mm S l l  1B mm ~ ~l  ~g 1B l~  1M M1 sin I I I  81  I~  
FREE DISCOUNT COUPON I 
SAVE • SAVE • SAVE 
$6.000FF ?
Crime Stoppers 
nebular Ticket Price $16.00 each ~ ~  
1 I Valid al Illllmm - A~Ion Sporls & O/tie Inc. and w.  
n I Terrace - All seasons Source lot Sports or ~ i:~ 
i Ion ~e day or ~e ~ame al l~e Mena Ilox ofnce. ' ~  
1 Redeem fills coupon to SAI/E $6." OFF : ~: 
i regular pflce Ilenerld admission llckel. 
m • Uml l  I ~qC~t  per  Coupon • ( ~/~ '~;  
1 • NOt Valid WIIh Any Other Offer • No Osh value • ~ 
. . Subject o Available Seating • No Phone Orders Accepted • i~ 
• ~-~ TERRACE STANDARD & ] 
L D . VE."p.SEL. _, 
[ ]  
[ ]  
i . : 
ing and kicking and scream- 
ing about it if they're not in- 
terested in any of the .  /* 
SAFEWAY ' / "We're not in any rush. .... .; / This was always• mote a 
planning exercise than any, FOOD & DRUG 
thing else." 
But he said the city ~ ' ,,, 
, 
/ 
/ 
I 
Custom Order as easy as 1.2-3 
St. sites have the same prob- the market if it were relo- while the city may let the 
Ictus with washrooms, park- cated there, market use, the grave! lot for , 
i'n'g and t'raffic problems, she '."]'be last we heard..from~,~: many~.years: ................. ~*~"to,com¢,,itrliRe.~""~;': .... '"" ''~  
~aid. ...... ~k,l~ the city was if we w cie not': . . . . . . . . . .  ly~won't make a "  . . . . . . . . . . .  '~ ............... ~i!tajor tn~:~÷. ;~-~"; ''~" 
]'he Emerson Ave. park- in agreement with the move, vestment in that lot foi" the  
inn lot where the market we would not move," she market. 
was in the past ~ is proba- said, adding they now want 
C 0 m e D()3~_ ~lkV- 
'l'i~c •,Stor'~% 
Enter  Your 
Na m~:l n:!T'h e 
l ) raw ForA :F rce  
: Cha i r i :  : " 
In teres t  F ree  
For  OneFu l ]  : 
Year  Wi th  12. 
Equa l  Payments  
. . . . .  OAC. 
Panasonico 
ii,ANNIVERSARY 
C ~  
%o 
| 
"%,  
* 40 Sec Anti Skip 
* Pop up disc eject system 
* Stereo Headphones 
SAt 
* Extra bass 
* Water Resistent 
during our first ever Custom Order Sa!e[ 
Order ing The Sofa Of Your Dreams Has Never  Been Easier! 
Hurry ,  Of fer  Ends  Soon!  
P ick  Your  S ty le  
Choose  f rom over  80  
s ty les  - contemporary ,  
aditional, casual or 
ountry, to suit your 
festyie. 
MADE TO ORDER SOFAS 
PickYour Fabric 
With hundreds of fab- 
rics to choose from, it 
will be easy to find the 
perfect fabric for your 
home: 3 
When your order arrives our 
professional delivery team 
will deliver your furniture & 
set up exactly where you 
want it. 
L i ly  So fa  f rom ~979 ........ Tami  So fa  f rom $ 899  
============================================================================ 
~ i ~ . ~ . ~ i ~ ~ ? i ! ~ : : . . : . .  ~ "  " '+z. * ..'  '. "..~ ... $.  '. ~ "~ ,~ v 
~4o4 Sofa from $899 
Ker i  So fa  f rom *979 
¢,~ :~ :~, ~. ;:: ?:~b ";i: :~:;::'~iii•~i?:~i~.. ¢ 
':":~-~% ",'.,:..: :::: .' ,' "'.: ' - '  "!,"." ~';i::::.i,:: ::'. ~" 
..... ~ .......... ~:~i:~::  ~'!'~ ~!:: "i.' ...- .-~ ,.. ,... ,:, ~.~:...:.".~ .,,...,:.:..~"~:::::::: ' ' " 
~!~::ii~'~:~:::: ~ :~i:~,~:iii! < ~i::~:~iiii~$ ::~:'~ . . . . .  
Casa Sofa from $8 9 9 Pinto Sofa from ~1089 
Lola Sofa from s1049 
o0~. Sofa from ~ 1139 
.i~ ~,..~i~ L: ! i :~ :~ i=:: ,:~iF"-:,.~. ~ .~  ":'~:,: ,:..::..;~ 
~i!.!i..., ~ .... ~;!i!:'~:: 
4o49. Sofa fro,. S799 
Lev i  So fa  f rom $1099 
• . . ;~?: .  
' ,: , : .  !b<. . ;~ ..... 
Wl.a Sofa from '1399 
. '~.~? ~'"  ~!~i:~ i,.'i:~: P:: ~." ... 
Ast i  So f . ,  f rom ' 1029  
; 
Plus many more styles to choose from. 
Matching loveseats & chairs also available with special order in prices. 
Totem"  s .  Cou  nt rywide  I 
I | T JP JmlL  Furn i tu re  & App l iance  I 
I | V P ' ,dF"~ 'The value has never been better' I 
1~' "~11~~ 4501 LakelseAve Terrace ~ l ~ m l  
~.  . 1-soo.$13-11ss i~3s-llse ~ . 
i 
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Proceeds flo to endoscopy 
First,!dd For Your Car, Book is still available 
:otorvac Carbon Clean 
IT'S BEEN NEARLY a 
year since Norma Bennett 
produced her labour of love, 
a collection of articles on 
the early history of the 
Skeena Valley up to 1920. 
Pioneer Legacy became a
project of the Dr. R.E.M. 
Lee Hospita! Foundation 
and it became available in 
time for Christmas 199% 
Proceeds from the sale of 
the books went to help the 
purchase of badly-need 
endoscopy equipment at 
Mills Memorial Hospital. 
Endoscopy is a procedure 
that allows a physician to 
look inside a patient's 
stomach, swallowing tube, 
colon, bladder and other 
organs by use of a tiny 
probe equipped with a mini- 
ature video camera. 
Its diagnostic and surgical 
capabilities are prized by 
physicians because there's 
far less impact on a patient 
than with regular surgery. 
To date, nearly $17,000 
from book sales has gone 
toward the $233,000 pur- 
chase price of the endos- 
copy equipment. 
Helene McRae of the 
foundation says about 400 
copies of Pioneer Legacy 
remain. 
She, husband Bill, Yvonne 
Moen, Bennett and Casey 
TEAM THAT assembled Pioneer Legacy was chaueferred in this year's River- 
boat Days parade by Don Hull. From the left are Casey Braam, Helene McRae 
and Norma Bennett. Missing from photo are Yvonne Moen and Bill McRae. 
Court upholds 
fed gun law 
Braam formed the core tributed through the hospital Hydrcx and O andHPower. 
committee which assembled lbuudation, $20,000 from Those wishing to pur. 
the book f or publication, the Royal Purple, $1,000 clmse copies of Pioneer 
Bennett herself had spent from the Elks, $5,570 from Legacy can find them at 
years collecting material for the Shrine club, $2,000 from Misty River Books, at 
the finalproduet. Eastern Star, $1,250 from Northern Drugs in the 
In total, just under medical staff at Mills Skeena Mall, at Van's 
$112,000 has been received Memorial Hospital, $6,000 News or by calling Helene 
from various ources for the from the Terrace Rotary McRae at 635.5320 or 
endoscopy equipment, club, $3,850 from the hospi- John Cliff at Ev's Mens- 
Donations $55,000 con- tal auxiliary and $735 from wear at 635.5420. 
AN ALBERTA Court of Appeal ruling has given the green 
light to the federal government's plan to register all guns 
in the country. 
The court voted 3-2 last month to uphold Ottawa's right 
to move forward with new regulations under Bill C-68, the 
federal gun control legislation passed in 1995. 
The law had been challenged by Alberta, territorial 
governments, Ontario, Saskatchewan and Manitoba on the 
basis it would make criminals of law-abiding citizens and 
intruded into provincial jurisdiction. 
A two-month delay in the start of the registration system 
had been announced by justice minister Amte McLellan a 
'1 week earlier. 
; Originally .~lated'!~ start: Oct ~3 ~v~ith regbtration=.0f all. 
rifles-and shotguns old in retail Stores, that system is 
being held back fintil Dec. 1 to allow more time for police 
to get necessary computer systems up and running. 
Private owners could also begin registering their guns on 
that date for a low $10-for-all-your-guns price designed to 
encourage early registration. 
Under Bill C-68, all guns must eventually be registered 
by Jan. 1, 2003 and all gun owners must get new lieences 
by 2001. , ":.~. 
"The extra sixty days will ensure that vital police data is 
completely oaded on the system, and will also allow more 
time for additional training of the Chief Firearms Officers' 
staff at provincial sites," MeLellan said. 
"I believe that the two-month adjustment will assist all 
of our partners to be better prepared for a successful 
launch on December 1," she added. 
McLellan said the system is ready to go, but the extra 
time will ensure it rolls out consistently across the country. 
Local opponents of the gun control legislation say 
they're not surprised by the latest delay, noting it's the 
latest in a series of delays in implementation since Bill C- 
68 was passed in 1995. 
"They haven't got their stuff together - -  they haven't 
since the beginning since Allan Rock first came out with 
it," said firearms afety instructor Gil Payne. 
"I don't think they ever comprehended the amount of 
paperwork that was going to be required," he added. 
Many northerners are opposed to the provisions on 
several fronts. 
Fuel  In ject ion  C lean ing  
Reg. $129.95 
ONLY $9995÷ Tax 
Coolant System 
Service 
Inc ludes  
Flush, Fill, Thermostat ,  Gasket  
Reg. $115.00 
ONLY $8995+ Tax 
Terrace Anti-Poverly Group Society 
4628 Park Avenue Telephone 635-4631 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1V7 Fax 638-0078 
BN#: 12208 9931 RROO01 
October 16, 1998 
Terrace Anti,Poverty's Community Gardens would like 
to tl3ank the following for their support in the 1998 
9a~clening season: 
oCity of Terrace 
oRita Hoekslra of Braun's Island Nursery 
.Finning 
• Jim Taylor of J.W. Twflor Contmdlng Lid. 
• Camxlian Tire 
• B.C. Forest .Service 
• /~u~ON Canada 
• 1he community for ils' support 
FREE Exhaust 
Inspection 
Avoid the chance of  Carbon  
Monox ide po ison ing this winter .  
. . . . . .  Winterization: 
I nc ludes  
Oil Change,  Lube ,  Check  Ant i  
F reeze ,  Check  Bel ts ,  Check  
Charg ing  sys tem,  Bat tery ,  
S tar ter ,  L ights  
ONLY ,3495+ Tax 
i" m!i~'":"'iil " "::~: ";Y"::'°°r~:'~7~:Pr°; ~7"~? u 
i~ii:el ]~  A~M~E-~ND~RIAL SUPPLY 
JllE.=i ......... 
• ':'::;'r::''" I i 
4641 Keith Avenue, Terrace, B.C. • 635-6334 
L:.i 149B City Centre, Kitimat, B.C... 632-2224 
" do~"  
j ,  
/ 
f , 
iqeO I~ 
October 23 & 24 
15% off 
All Products In Stock 
(Quotes Excluded) 
Saturday, Oct 24 
11 am. 2 pm 
Hamburgers/Pop 
Meet your Board 
of Directors 
See the The Canwel Sales Rep 
Joe Schalapata "Prize I will be on hand to answer 
is Right" questions about 
Do it 
y0urselfer's 
Dream 
Lee Rowan Closet 
and Shelf System 
Saturday, October 24 
Showcase 
or  . '% 
[ Terrace Co, op Building Supph'es 
2912 Mofitor St. 635-9595 
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Schools hope gov't Canadian Community Newspapers Association 
newspapers w ll ease budget woes 
] - IgLMUT G IESBI~CI - IT  | ing in tocut t ing$250,000by  tell the local s t o r y  
says hc has the support of I~ reducing travel budgets for 
education minister Paul ~ senior administrators and 
Ramscy in a bid for an !! board members and holding 
emergency top up of money connnittce meetings over 
for SchoolDisl¢ict82. the telephone to further 
The district could lose reducctravclcxpenses. 
$500,000 from the money it 7~ It may also decrease tbc 
receives from the provincial ~ number of management 
government because 124 l meetings and 'hold them 
fewer studenta re carolled ~i~ after school so that sub- 
than predicted. ~ stitute teachers won't have 
And that would mean hav- :~:~: to be called in. Also con- 
ing to cut services aud jobs ~ templaled is eliminating the 
in the middle of the school 1 last clerical position in the 
year. | Kitimat board office. . 
"He's made a commit- ~ There has also been a 
mcnt he'll go,, to the. Trca-. ~ hmng'" ah=ring" freeze on ad- 
sury Board, stud G=cs- | ministration only intemal 
brecht of Ramsey's position. ~ shifting will be allowed to 
Sharon Bcedle, school su- ~ fill positions. The board is 
perintendent, said she was also looking into a busing 
waiting for the minister's He lmutGJesbrecht  contract in Hazeltou that 
call with anticipation, could belong to the Stewart 
Currently the district is in deficit is a result of un- school district 
a $1.1 ulillioa deficit posi- anticipated expenses such as "But these cuts are minor Actual photo courtesy of UNICEF/Vouclair. In Honduras,  young boy sleeps at Ihe work table where he stitches softballs. 
tion. Along With the long tenn sick leaves, tui- compared to what we have 
$500,000 shortfall created tion requirements (the dis- to cut," Beedlesaid. 
from the drop in enrollment trict nmst pay for students to She said the district ad- 
numbers, an additional attend the Kispiox band visory meeting Nov. 2, 
$600,000 nmst also bc cut school), and a $100,000 which is a public meeting, 
from the budget by the end deficit carried over [ram the will provide recommenda- 
of theschool year. 1997-1998 budget, tions for the board on fur- 
Bcedle said the $600,000 The board is already look- thcr budget cuts. 
Complaint denied 
NATIONAL body that examines 
complaints about advertising has turned 
down a complaint about the provincial 
government's Nisga'a treaty ads. 
The ads are regarded as advocacy ad- 
vertising and so don't come under the Ad- 
vertising Standards Canada code, it said in 
a letter to the B.C. Fisheries Survival Coali- 
tion, which filed the complaint 
Phil Eidsvik of the fisheries coalition said 
hffonnation in the provincial government's 
Nisga'a ads was inaccurate, deceptive and 
misleading. 
Eidsvik supplied three examples of where 
he said information in the ads was in- 
correct. 
He added that the standards group's code 
should apply as it covers governments. 
But Advertising Standards Canada offi- 
cial Laura Dallal disagreed. 
'"The code does not govern or restrict he 
free expression of public opinion or ideas 
through advocacy advertising, or election 
advertising.' Therefore, wc arc currently 
precluded from acting on your com- 
plaint,'" she said in a letter to Eidsvik. 
9th Anniversary Sale! 
~./ " f  
[I o o f f  
All Brio 
20%. 
All Puzz les  
1000 pes & Over 
Al l  3D Puzz les  
15%of f  
All  LEGO 
And all instock 
Step 2 Products 
(All d iscounts  off regu lar  pr ices)  Sor ry  No Layaways!  
C i" ) 
I 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
OCTOBER1998 PALACE TERRACE 
1 ! [ t... "fe~m.~md 
Te~r~Y0~h .Terraoe L0cal S~e~V~ 
Jun~ Minor ,==~,- = Gy~Club 
Schod Parent Hockey B~eem Tenace R~gette First Nation's 
Aux~r/ Assodatiofl ; Reg~ /L~oc~ion Women's Council 
~ 8hamsMo~ Tetace~r 
Terace " 
Thomh~l Judo¢ Teffsce 
Seco,d~ Minor Base~l 
Sch0dPmnt 
~ccu~ ~sso~a~on 
18c~s, " 19T~.~c~ 20c~ 
Secondap/ Minor Asso~'~--~h~m= 
School~ Hockey eo~a ~ Orde'ol 
~o, :~,  ~..........~__ ___._._._._._._._._~__ 
9 ~ 10~,  ~&S~l~d 
Te~e ~F~S~ 
N~'aT~C0ud 
Tma~L0~l 
Tenme ~ta~ 16,~ 17~.,. 
I~ga'aT~ Ca~ KmdeF~ S~ 
Teme Local tm?~e/~l~ 
I'&~mdbal 
C~ci-Teme Tenze Sl~ O~ 
25 !26~e.= 27~.~. 28~..~ 
s~ Jr." : Minor par~d0~tc/L~oda~= ~inQb, 
se=m~ Scho~ Hockey e~ey/Skeem, ~P~I~ 
Pa~ent Amib~ As$o~a~on Region {~b'~'[~s#4~ 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games• 
Wed,Thurs., Frl., Sat. Late Night Games 
Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL 
4410 Legion, Terrace 
a=pS~e~ 
~oJ~ 
¢f r~ 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
Doors g:30 p.m. 
3o;.  
Bad 
t,~T~Card. 
Ta~ml~d 
1 ~ 
Tenace Y0u~ 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:00 p.m. 
AISLE CONCESSl01~ 
635.2411 
i i  
Education is the right of every child. 
An Ethical Funds Registered Education Savings Plan is a great way 
to save for your child's future, while helping children around the 
world. Only Ethical Funds RESPs are carefully screened for the!r social, 
environmental, nd ethical standards. We invest only in companies 
and economies that respect human rights and engage in civilian, 
non-nuclear, and non-tobacco-related activities. You can be assured 
that your investments don't ake advantage ofchild labour. 
Ter race  & D is t r i c t  
Cred i t  Un ion  
4650 LazeUe Ave, Terrace 
Ph: 635-7282 
Toll F ree 1-888-914-9944 
DO th~ r'.ght~ hing. 
Visit yore" credit un ion  or investment advisor, 
or s implycal l  us at 1 ,877 .ETHIC~ today. 
www.ethicalfunds.com 
With every Ethical Funds RESP over $2,000 opened September i, 1998 through November 30, 1998, Ethical Funds will • 
donate 25% of our revenues to UNICEF  Canada in support of children s education programs in developing countries. 
I i 1 
Credential Asset Management Inc., ~e distributor fE~hkal Funds, is a subsidiary of Credit Union Cenlral of Canada. The simplified prospeclus contains impor- 
tant information which we encourage you to read carefully before investing• Obtain a copy from your credit union. 
Uni! values and returns will fluduote. Mutual fund inveshnenls are nat insured nor guaranteed. 
~ ~° '  
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From Terrace & Kit 
¢X,q 
, 
Circulation Of The 
STANI)/ RD 
& 
AOVERTISER 
Reaching Thousands of 
Customers and Clients 
EVERY WEEK 
to The Hazeltons, 
Nasa Valley and points  north 
OUR TWO PUBLICATIONS WILL GET YOUR 
MESSAGE THERE 
Place your ad in the T¢Irace Standard and at a substantially reduced rate 
swing it into our Shopper the Week¢~¢l Advertiser... VERY SIMPLE. 
CALL ANY ONE OF OUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
Br ian  L indenbach  - Sam Bedford  - Bunn ie  Cote  
638-7283 
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Nisga'a treaty info D ! 
draws  political f, re . OUBLE DOUBLE 
TERRACE STUDENTS are 
already learning about the 
Nisga'a treaty in advance of 
a new study guide which in- 
dudes the document. 
The guide, called Shared 
Learnings, enraged provin- 
cial Liberal leader Gordon 
Campbell ast week, saying 
students were being used as 
pawns by the NDP govern- 
ment in its public relations 
campaigu concerning the 
treaty. 
Ed Harrison, president of 
the B.C. social studies asso- 
ciation and a teacher at 
Caledonia Secondary, said 
he 's  discussed the treaty 
with his students in a cur- 
rent events context. 
"We present information 
to the students - -  we don't 
present just one side," he 
said. "We don't make up 
their mil|ds." 
Skeena Jmfior Secondary 
social studies teacher, Clint 
Elliot/said its an individual 
teacher's choice whether to 
talk abou the treaty or not. 
• Elliot said he was going to 
look at  the guide but not 
necessarily follow it. 
"What we'd likely do is 
get public speakers in to talk 
• about both sides of the is- 
sue," he said. 
For his part, Campbell 
said the treaty hasn't even 
b.een passed yet. 
" I t 's  wrong to use our 
schools to indoctrinate 
:C H E ES E B U R G E R ! 
Gordon Campbell 
young people into their 
position on the Nisga'a 
treaty," Campbell said in an 
interview Oct. 15 about the 
learning guide. 
And he said it was wrong 
for the province to spend an 
estimated $5 million on in- 
formation to sell the treaty 
and include the schools as a 
means of dispensing the 
promotional material. 
Campbell said he would 
be glad to have school chil- 
dren read about the Nisga'a 
• "treaty in newspapers and to 
have open minded debates 
about the pros and cons of 
it. 
"But this is not what the 
govermnent has done," he 
said. 
Campbell did say he has 
no trouble in talking about 
the need for treaties or of 
"the dismal record we have  
in terms of dealing w i th  
aboriginal people and giving 
them a sense of hope and 
opportunity," 
Education minister Pau l  
Ramscy says the guide has 
lessons designed so kinder- 
garten to Grade 12 students 
can develop more of an ap- 
preciation of First Nations 
culture. 
Ramsey says students 
learning about the Nisga'a 
treaty will be able to put the 
event into an educationally- 
sound, historical context. 
" I  think it's important that 
issues like this be discussed 
in our province's class- 
rooms," Ramsey said. This 
kind of history is real, it's 
current, it engages our stu- 
dents." 
Ramsey itmisted he was 
not trying to change B.C.'s 
curriculum. And he's not 
telling teachers what to in- 
struct since they can decide 
whether they want to teach 
about he treaty or not. 
"What I can do is prepare 
material that presents facts, 
which presents historical' 
background, which provides 
an opportunity for discus- 
sion of all points of view 
about treaty making," Ram- 
soy said. 
: i  
i 
Liberals gathering here 
B.C. LIBERALS here are adopting 
Reform-style grassroots tactics to try to 
make their party listen more to the needs of 
northerners. 
Local party organizer Linda Hawes said 
the party is having a northwest issues forum 
here on Nov. 13 where locals can help set 
future policies and platforms. 
She said the idea is a Reform-style solu- 
tion to deal with the problem that the party 
was seen in the last election as too focussed 
on the south to the neglect of the north. 
,'Some of the policies run on last time by 
you've got to listen to all of the people," 
Hawes added. 
Things may get of to an early start with 
the visit here Oct. 27-28 of party leader 
Gordon Campbell. He's planning a series of 
economic meetings and will be the speaker 
at a dinner Oct. 27 in Terrace. 
Hawes said the planned Nov. 13 forum 
will see three Liberal MLAs from other 
parts of the province come here. 
Recommendations and ideas coming out 
of the northwest forum will then be taken to 
a bigger northern forum in Prince George in 
i! . . . . .  : ...... : 
plus tax ~ 
i' !2 %ii~,i 
I ~ i~,~,~ ......... ~ ......... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  
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the Liberals didn't fly so well in the north," February, Hawes said. [ ~  
noted constituency president .Derrick And what comes out of that will fonn the Ke i lh  Avenue  Dr ive  Thru  Skeena  Mall 
Curtis. north's submissions "for the party' s 1999 -.] 638-0100 : .635-3332 
" I f  you want to govern all 0f~ihe:'p~opie, : ~c0'ii{,dniioii: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Come Celebrate Our 
20th Anniversary 
For a chance to win  gift cert i f icates worth  
, = ,~ ~i ~ ~ 
v -% 
October  ,,,::, 
Four prizes worth $1,000 each will be ~i~ • i:. ~,~" 
:~. ~4ven away.  Come and enter our draw : 
in front of Northern Drugs. ~;~:~z~'~;,i ,  : 
turday,  October  24 
Cake & Balloons at 1.00 pm ..... " .... 
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Prober digs into recall 
RECALL INVESTIGATOR Ron Parks is a long way from 
rulhtg on any wrongdoing by either ecallers or their target 
last winter, Skeena MLA Hdmut Giesbrccht. 
But the forensic auditor appointed last month by Elec- 
tions B.C. says he's sure about one thing. 
His report on alleged misconduct in three recall 
campaigns will definitely be making recommendations on 
problems with the recall process and the legislation itself. 
" I  fully expect to make some recommendations at the 
end of the day with either helping to interpret he act or 
clarify it and pointing out some of the deficiencies in it," 
said Parks, who was here last week interviewing local 
recall proponents. 
He said there was clearly confusion about some elements 
of the process, although e added that's understandable b - 
cause it was the first time the legislation was used. 
"Generally, we've found all of the participants were at- 
tempting to follow the recall law," he added. 
Recall proponent Lorne Sexton said he turned over 
financial records for the Crash Helmut campaign to Parks. 
Scheduling problems have so far prevented him from 
meeting with Giesbrecht or his supporters in the Skeena 
Taxpayers Association. "They've engaged legal counsel," 
Parks added. 
If Parks concluded the law was broken the result could 
be hefty fines or even Giesbrecht being removed from his 
seal 
The auditor also spent ime at local media outlets investi- 
gatinghow much advertising was done by each side. (The 
Terrace Standard has so far declined to provide Parks 
with financial records , citing confidentiality concerning 
transactions between it and its clients.) 
Parks said his work involves verifying expense dis- 
closures, looking at donations involving money, in-kind 
contributions, and other forms of assistance. 
"There are all kinds of allegations about assistance from 
other places on both sides," he said. 
That goes straight o the heart of the allegations that led 
to Parks being appointed. 
Stories in the Vancouver Sun Sept 17 characterized NDP 
recall detente campaigns here and in Prince George-North 
as "covert operations" controlled by Victoria in which 
outside government or NDP workers were brought in. 
Parks said he will fully investigate the claims that outside 
workers came in and whether their pay and travel expenses 
were properly accounted for under recall rules. 
He said he's already interviewed NDP supporter Sam 
Bridge, the key player behind the Sun stories. 
Parks said Bridge has continued to assert hat he was to 
portray himself as being in Terrace on an NDP member- 
ship drive when in faet he was working on the campaign to 
defend Giesbreeht from recall. 
"We'l l  be trying to clarify that," Parks said. 
While the Sun allegations were aimed entkely at NDP 
wrongdoing, Parks is to investigate both sides of recall 
campaigns that happened here, in Prince George-North and 
in Comox. 
"Elections B.C. wanted to be very clear and be com- 
pletely fair and be seen to be probing the allegations on 
both sides - -  not jnst one side or the other," he explained. 
Two elements of the recall campaign likely won't come 
under Parks' scrutiny. 
?H~::~;ifid"the:topic of phone3~ or ghost-written let!ers t
q~p~pers  rai~f,d by the Sun didn't appear to be a .~ig 
nificant issue, particularly in light of admissions by various 
politicians that form letters are often used in political 
campaigns. 
And secondly, he said, he didn't expect o revisit the is- 
sue of the burning of the recall petition here by Sexton. 
Elections B.C. already looked at the transgression 
which was a violation of the legislation - -  but decided not 
to prosecute. 
THE TERRACE STANDARD 
is available at Ihese fine stores. 
IN TERRACE 
~D~MOrt  Drugs h~ Ovenvailea 
• McDo~kls 
Bear Counlry Inn Coast Inn (B&W) 1he Norlh Store 
Misly River Books Terrace Shell Col0perside 3 
Northern Health Terrace Inn Dairy Queen 
Vans News Terrace Sandman I n Co~rside 2 
Agar Red & While Wayside CoR~ide Vl 
Bus Da~t Col~mide Foods Northom Motor Inn 
Airport Coast Inn of ~e West CoR0erside IV
Copper River Motel B & G Grocery East End Chevron 
7-11 Mounlain View Grocery 
IN KITIMAT 
Tony's Comer Store 
Chabtlnn 
Bookmasters Mr. Layton Hot Springs 
No~em Sonlind Northern Drugs 
IN THE AREA 
x~/New H0zdl~ HazdnutComer 9ore 
[Prince Rupert) New Ai~nsh Co-~o 
Vans Ne~ Smithers 
~ Services Mezi0din I~. 
CRASH HELMUT proponent Lorne Sexton prepares 
to deliver his recall campaign financial records to 
auditor Ron Parks who was in Terrace last week. 
Medevac flights 
now done by jet 
THE NORTH is getting a new jet to serve as an air am- 
bulance. 
A company called Canada Jet will base a Cessna Citation 
550 jet in Prince George. The contract was held by 
Smithers-based Central Mountain Airlines but it chose not 
to bid again. 
B.C. Ambulance Service spokesman Bob Pearce said the 
Citation, an updated version of what was flown by the 
government when it had its own air ambulance aircraft, 
means patients will have faster and more comfortable trips 
to medical facilities. 
" I t 's  a high performance aircraft and can fly above the 
weather for a better and faster ide," he said. 
Central Mountain operated a smaller, prop driven air- 
craft. 
The jet will come into Terrace when required and will 
also, when needed, fly into Dease Lake, Pearee added. 
At the same time, the provincial government has 
.renewed a; contract,,with: .Vancouver Island Helicopters to 
:~ base,s " medevae hdie'opte~t Prithee Rtiliertt ~:i,!~ ~,,,.; ....... 
'~'~ 'Thd:BelJ 222;will ge~qhe coastag;a~tea'Iafitl~as:'inade 
trips to Mills Memorial Hospital in Terrace. 
 ete 
Aican Smelter Tours 
We may be on our winter schedule, but we're still giving tours at 
Alcan's Kitimat Works. 
Tours are now available on Tuesdays and Thursdays at 1:15 p.m., 
by 2a-hour advance reservation only. 
Sorry, tours are not available on weekends and statutory holidays. 
The summer schedule of daily tours will resumeon June 1, 1999. 
J For reservation information, contact: / 
J Alcan Smelter Tours, I 
I Box 1800, Kitimat, B.C., V8C 2H2. I 
Fax: (250)63%8586 I I  . 
! ,J Alcan Sme ters ,~  III1,,, . . 
And Chemicals bm=ted 
Take  Your  T ime 
Freedom 30 gives you all the time in 
the world on your first 30 calls every month. 
You talk as long as you like - or not at all. 
There's no hurry. 
Freedom 30 also gives you up to 1000 minutes 
of  free weekend calling each month. 
And additional airtime (if you need it) is only 
30 cents a minute. 
$30/m0.  
KEITH AVE. MALL CITY CENTRE SKEENA MALL 
TERRACE K IT IMAT TERRACE 
635-5333 632-5000 635-4948 
! _ -: 
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I B Inbred4: ~ng #0n 0nd ~19.95 I{0[i0252 Ph0~e lind 0~ 12"m0nth t0nlr0d. N~ ~tom..~.n, 0sly, 0AE.Fr~ airlim o#i~ 10 lad tdl.* °n~ . 
I " ~ ~ fee, long di~onie ~arg. anti loxes exlra./~nuol ~tem'octesi fee 0f S4'I] o'l~lie~. (once a io~ fee opp]ie~/Um td linle offer, " 
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financing OAC 
1 
• AM/FM cassette 
• 1.8 litre dual overhead cam engine 
1999 TOYOTA COROLLA 
B.C.'S #1 Se l l ing  Car* 
$ 
financing CIAC • Power windows/locks. AM/FM CD player 
1999 TOYOTA I~AVa 
areat deals ozz all remai i z  199s veJziclez 
**]tile tJzey last, ztarti z  at 3.sz izzazzcizzg. 
TOYOTA BC DEALERS 
Come visit us at www.toyota.ca 
o READ THE FINE PRINT: 5.8/, linsnce offer from Toyota Canada Credit Inc. Is based on up to 60 month financing OAC on RAV4 or Corolla. Lease offers for qualified retail customers 
only on 1999 models sold and delivered before November 30th, lgg8, Lease payments of $220/$2441$268/$292 for 1999 Corolla (BR!2 EP(B)) based en 48 month walkaway leases 
) with $3,000/S2,000/$1,000/$0 down. Total lease obllgallona are $13,580/$13,71-~'/$13,864/$14,016. Lease payments el $315/$339/$363/$410 far lggg RAV4 4-Door 4WD (HPIOVP(B)) 
based on 48 monih walkaway leases with $4~000i$3,000/$2,000/$0 dawn," Total lease obllgetl0n$ ore $1g,120/$1g,272/$1g,424/$19,680. Lease peYmenla based on a maximum ol 
c,,~t~l~tc, lzoN. 96,000 km. Additional charges ~re 10 centl~km, Excludes license6 insurance and applicable taxes ne udes • max mum o $700 for freight and pro.de very nspeclJ6h; See your "loyola " 
BC Dealer for details. *Source: Polk Canada Year To Date July 1998, - - 
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BUSINESSREVIEW ¢ 
Union wants airline 
About' switch plan grounded 
A UNION representing Ca- 
t ¸  
. Businesses 
: brain storm 
~, THE largest meeting of 
"business minds of the pro- 
~ince takes place Nov. 8-9 
.'at B.C. Business Summit 
?98. 
And the Terrace Cham- 
~ber of Commerce is col- 
,leering local information 
~and opmmns for a regmnal 
,eeonomm summary north- 
";.vesterners will present to 
the summit. 
', The chambers are to iden- 
tify the five toF issues 
wewed by local business to 
be of greatest importance to 
lhe region's economic de- 
Velopment. 
~"This is a great op- 
rtunity for business in the 
rth Coast to have direct 
~nput and get their voices 
hear by the provincial busi- 
hess community," said local 
businessman Gerry 
Martin, also a B.C. Cham- 
ber governor. 
~The summit is to be a 
~ooperative, non-partisan at- 
~mpt to draw up a realistic 
~strategy for economic 
renewal in B.C. 
For more info, check out 
~e Summit web site at 
~ww.bcbus iness -  
~ummit.com 
It 
It: It's taxing 
, BUSINESS TAX rates in 
~errace have declined the 
last couple of years, but 
]they're still way higher than 
~ome other communities. 
Stats prepared by the City 
~f Terrace show local 
businesses this year paid 
]$23.59 per 1,000 assessed 
,value here - -  a decline of 
about nine per cent from the 
~25.76 rate levied in 1996. 
A survey of similar sized 
northern communities 
shows only Prince Rupert 
($26.07) and Fort St. John 
($31.33) are higher. Quea- 
nel, Williams Lake, Prince 
George and IGtimat are all 
much cheaper, with business 
tax rates from $9.27 in 
Quesnel to $11.99 in Wil- 
liams Lake. 
The same stats also poke 
holes in the myth that 
residential tax rates are way 
lower in Thomhill. 
The total taxes ~ includ- 
ing school district and all 
the miscellaneous charges 
for things like transit and 
animal control ~ comes to 
$12.21 per $I,000 assessed 
value in Terrace, compared 
to $12.13 in Thomhill. The 
difference for a $150,000 
home is a tax bill of $1,832 
in Terrace versus $1,820 in 
Thornhill. 
Lunch with 
Sheldon 
TERRACE AND District 
Chamber of Commerce 
members have the chance 
Oct. 23 to have lunch with 
Sheldon Kennedy, the ex- 
NHL player who recently 
crossed the country on in- 
line skates to raise money to 
help children who have suf- 
fered from abuse. 
The Sheldon Kelmedy 
Foundation plans to start he 
Anaphe Ranch using pro- 
ceeds from the skate. 
Lunch begins at 11:45 
a.m. at the B.I. Steak and 
Seafood Grill and there will 
be a donation box at the 
door. Contact the chamber 
at 635-2063 or fax it at 635- 
2573 to confirm attendance. 
Kennedy is taking part in 
a public skate at the arena 
the morning of Oct. 23. 
He'll also be in Prince 
Rupert later that day. 
| 
exe~ {an 
g0 a t0ngway! 
Wdld~j 3 I=1 in 35 ndnutes 
. can do wonde~ for your health. 
nadian Airlines employees 
in Terrace and Prince 
George wants an injunction 
to stop a switch in service to 
Canadian Regional, a sub- 
sidiary company. 
Set to occur Oct. 25, the 
switch will put 28 Canadian 
Airlines ground and ramp 
crew employees out of work 
in the two cities unless they 
want to move to company 
operations elsewhere, says 
Ian Morland of the Interna- 
tional Association of 
Machinists and Aerospace 
Workers (IAM). 
"There's been no compas- 
sion with this at all," said 
Morland of attempts by the 
IAM to negotiate a way for 
its Canadian employees to 
transfer over to jobs with 
Canadian Regional as part 
of the switch. Eleven of the 
employees are based in Ter- 
race, Canadian Regional 
contracts out its ground 
crew operations. 
The injunction sought by 
the IAM is before the feder- 
al Canada Labour Board. 
It asks for a freeze in the 
service switch until several 
grievances are heard. 
The IAM is also asking 
the board for a declaration 
that Canadian Airlines and 
Canadian Regional are one 
and the same as an 
employer. 
That way, said Morland, 
IAM members will have 
greater say through their 
contract when it comes to 
transferring from Canadian 
to Canadian Regional. 
"This is something we've 
seen before at other Cana- 
dian Airlines bases," said 
Morland last week. 
"What concerns us when 
there's a ground handling 
contract that goes out to the 
lowest poss~le bidder," he 
added. 
Morland said the job loss 
is even worse for employees 
who gave up wage increases 
and took pay cuts in past 
years to help financially- 
troubled Canadian Airlines 
survive. 
Canadian Regional plans 
three flights a day year 
round using 55-passenger 
Fokker F-28 aircraft. 
Canadian Airlines opera- 
ted three flights a day only 
in the summer, reverting to 
two flights a day in the 
winter months. 
INSIDER WORKERS employed here by Canadian 
Aidines will have a new employer beginning Oct. 25. 
But the ground crew won't as those workers face 
layoffs or transfers to Canadian Airlines bases else- 
where. Pictured here are inside workers (left to right) 
Gail Morrison, Jutta Smeltzer and Doreen Goodwin. 
The third summer flight 
was handled by Canadian 
Regional for Canadian Air- 
lines and it used its work- 
horse 737s for the remaining 
flights. 
Ticket and reservation 
agents in Terra~' ar~ 
represented by .... anoth& 
union and aren't affected as 
much by the transition. 
Mike Leduc of the Cana- 
dian Autoworkers says 
members can transfer over 
to Canadian Regional jobs 
but with reduced pay, vaca- 
tions attd benefits. 
"In some cases, at top 
salary, there can be a $6 dif- 
ference in pay between Ca- 
nadian and Canadian 
Regional," he said. 
Canadian Regional won't 
be using as many people as 
Canadian. 
Leduc said the current 
stsffof 11 full and part time 
Canadian employees will 
drop to four full time and 
three part time Canadian 
Regional employees. 
Some local CAW union 
members have:,.no, com- 
plaints about the shift. 
"We've all been treated 
really well," said Doreen 
Goodwill, who after 25 of 
working with Canadian air- 
lines, is taking an early 
retirement. 
Anna Blazosek, a Cana- 
dian Airlines employee for 
12 years who has been hired 
on by Canadian Regional, 
agrees they've been treated 
fairly, but she's sad to leave 
Canadian. 
"We'll miss Canadian 
that's for dam sure," she 
said. 
For a limited time, we are offering a special term deposit which pro- 
vides the flexibility of bonds and pays a competitiverate of interest. 
In addition, members who deposit $1,000 or more will be eligible 
for a trip for two to Vancouver*. This prize includes airfare, two 
nights accommodation a d $300 spending money. An additional 
prize will be awarded by each community branch. 
When you invest with Northern Savings, your money doesn't leave 
town. It stays right here in the North to help your friends and neigh- 
bours purchase their homes, finance their businesses and support 
their families. 
Call or visit one of our branches today and discover the difference 
in service quality and commitment to community. You'll be glad 
you did. 
~ STAZ~;U~ 
- - - " "  N O R T H E R N 
-'~'~'~* 5 A V I N G 5 
PRINCE RUPERT MASSET QUEEN CHARLOTTE TERRACE 
(2501 627-7571 (250) 626-5231 (2501 559-4407 (250) 638-7822 
www, northsave,com info@northsave,com 
*See branch for full contest details. Some restrlctl0ns may apply, 
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I TERRACE 
. ,I. eS!THE CARRIER OF 
#1 70 Kevin Perras 
Has been delivering the Terrace 
Standard since November 1993. 
The Terrace Standard is proud to 
announce that Kevin is our Carrier for 
the month of July. 
Would you like to nominate your carrier as "Carrier of the Month?" 
If so, call our Circulation Department at 638-7283. 
Sponsored by: 
j J 
t 
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City blesses 
pub project 
CITY COUNCIL will back 
the establishment of a 
neighbourhood pub on Hwy 
16 West at Earle St. - -  but 
with some restrictions. 
Councillors said it ap- 
peared the closest neigh- 
bours are in favour of the 
proposal by Evergreen Ira, 
owner Sulakhan Hundial. 
" ' ot I m n going to oppose 
it if the immediate neigh- 
bours don't have any objec- 
tions," said councillor Val 
George. 
Although mayor Jack Tal- 
stra estimated opinion of the 
proposal at a public hearing 
last week was "about 50- 
50", the rest of council 
believed a majority of resi- 
dents were in favour. 
The committee recom- 
mendation must come back 
for a final vote of council on 
Oct. 26 before the city's 
position on the liquor 
liceuce application is sent to 
the Liquor Control Board 
for approval, The agency 
usually follows the wishes 
of the local mmdcipality. 
City councillors agreed to 
ask the board to impose 
some conditions if it grants 
the licence. 
O,e is that off-premise 
sales be cut offat 6 p.m. 
The other main issue for 
neighbours i access. 
Councillors said the city 
will insist the main access to 
the pub be via the highway 
entrance to the Evergreen 
Inn - -  not at Earle St. 
Although some area resi- 
dents also asked the hours 
of operation be limited to 11 
p.m., council decided not to 
make that request. 
George said the operator 
wouldn't be treated equally 
with other similar pubs in 
town, and would likely 
complain down the road, 
leading to an eventual relax- 
ment of any restriction im- 
posed now. 
The pub would be allowed 
to be open until midnight 
most nights, and until 1 a.m. 
on Friday and Saturday 
'" ~¢~'ile neither the city nor 
Liquor Control Board can 
force the pub to adopt a 
shuttle service or safe ride 
home program, council 
Sulakhan Hundial 
strongly encouraged the 
idea. 
Talstra also suggested the 
board consult with both the 
RCMP and the Kitsmn- 
kalum band council before 
making its final decision. 
He noted the Kitsum- 
kalum band was united with 
the city in rejecting 
proposals to set up a casino 
here last year. 
"We could have easily 
had something like that ap- 
pear just out of town," Tal- 
stra said. "They were ex- 
tremely cooperative on that 
issue and we should there- 
fore try to get them in the 
loop every time an issue 
comes up." 
If approved, the pub could 
be pouring its foundations 
before the year is out, city 
planner David Trawin said. 
One remaining hurdle, 
however, could come in a 
dispute with the highways 
ministry over the access 
point. 
Trawin said the proposal's 
plan of sharing the pub's 
parking and highway 
entrance with the adjacent 
Evergreen Inn may be a 
problem for the ministry. 
But Tals~'a said council 
will be finn that a main ac- 
cess on Earle St. - -  which 
might be highways' prefer- 
ence ~ won't happen. 
" I f  there's going to be a 
big fight with highways, we 
might as well get it out of 
the way now," added coun- 
cillor David Hull. 
The developer will also be 
held to his promise that the 
building be attractive and 
that neighbours be buffered 
with adequate landscaping. 
CORRECTION NOTICE 
WISH TO DRAW YOUR 
A'n'ENTION TO AN ERROR 
IN OUR CURRENT 
"THE BEST SALES PRICES' FLYER 
Page 9 - Preclsl0n-Ot0und Mitre 
Saw, S7.5667-0, This mitre saw will not 
make compound and hove' cuts as 
stated in the flye~ 
WE SINCERELY REGRETANY 
INCONVENIENCE WE MAY 
HAVE CAUSED YOU, 
¢t ' .o te  d341.  A l l  Zones  
Voices raised 
against pub plan 
OPPONENTS of a proposed 
neighbourhood pub on 
Hwy16 West say the real 
target market for the estab- 
lishment is not tourists, but 
residents of Kitsumkalum. 
"They are the people who 
are going to suffer the 
largest social cost," area 
resident Bob CoMes said 
last week. "And they are 
the target market as far as I 
am concerfied.' ' 
Cowles and about 40 other 
people came to city hall Oct. 
13 for a public hearing on 
the request for a liquor 
licence for a new neighbour- 
hood pub that Evergreen Inn 
owner Sulakhan Hundial 
would build next to his 
motel. 
Ron Bartlett, a Kitsum- 
kalum baud member, took 
up CoMes' objection and 
also urged city councillors 
to oppose the granting of a 
liquor licence. 
"We don't waut to see 
this go ahead," he said; 
"It's just too close to 
home." 
Bartlett cited increased 
danger to band members 
who walk along the high- 
way to and from the reserve. 
Also speaking against he 
pub was Skeena Valley 
Baptist Church pastor Mer- 
cer Moye. 
bioye, his voice cracking 
with emotion, said the result 
of allowing the new liquor 
establishment in the area 
would be further moral 
degradation, human pain, 
and ultimately death. 
"Everyone at our church 
who regularly attends is 
against it," Moy¢ said. 
Nelson McGitday, the pro- 
posed pub's closest neigh-:---, 
bout, said he's changed 
from opposing the proposal 
to Supporting it ~ as long 
as Hundial agrees to sig, 
niflcant landscaping to buff. 
er any noise and ensures the 
main entrance is not via 
Earle SL 
" I f  he meets my objec- 
tions, I 'm not opposed to it 
at all," MoGinlay said. 
Others local residents 
spoke out in favour of the 
idea. 
" I  think it's an ideal spot 
for a pub," said Gil Payne. 
Netghbouring motels were 
divided on the issue. 
~.~ ~ Western's new "UNI-MOUNT"snow 
~r,:i l~D-plow mount permits the removal of 
.,the blade, hydraulics and lights 
m,, from the vehicle when it's not being 
used for plowing. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  us 
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Box 22, 
IMPROVING lerrace, B,C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR V8G 4A2 Accepted 
ODDS EVans Your donation IsAnne AGAINST tax dedu~ble CANADA'S 638-1966 
#1 KILLER 
I Your In Memoriam gift is a lasting tri=Jute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
k n, !or an acknowledgement card. 
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BCTEL  in t roduces  a who le  new way  tO}buy  phone  serv ices .  
Local resldenllal ine 
60 minutes pre-paid lung distance 
within Canada 
3 SmartTouch T" Persona l i zed  
Ca l l  Management  services 
H ~ 
*Tor raoe  S36.G5 • KiUmat $36 .95  
Now there's a way to buy your basic phone services together at 
one low monthly price. It's called the Value Bundle. And it's the 
first of its kind in Canada. The Value Bundle is designed to give 
you nlaximum value on your basic residential services with the 
simplicity of one low price. And it's just th¢"first of many innovative 
new Bundles you'll soon see from BC TEL. Talk to a representative 
today about your BC TEL Value Bundle. 
m 
Available to singte line residential customers only. Rates appby to direct-dialed residential calls placed from Canada only to destinations within Canada. 'Price may vary depending 
on where you live. SmartTouch is a trademark of Stentor Resource Centre. BC TEL is a licensed user. Some restrictions apply. Please call for details. 
a 
~t  
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CHEVY 
ROCKS 
IH 
REMAINING '98S 
MUST GO! 
WATCH YOUR 
MAILBOX FOR OUR 
1998 CLEAROUT 
SALE BROCHURE 
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Around Town 
Baby walkers are unsafe 
When a baby walker tips over or falls down stairs, 
babies suffer head injuries. Baby walkers also help 
babies to reach dangerous items and appliances. It is 
estimated that one in three babies who use wheeled 
walkers will be injured. Hand in your baby walkers on 
Baby Walker Disposal Day, Saturday, Oct. 24, from 10 
a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Terrace Fire Department. For more 
information call 638-2200. 
Thanks 
I am writing to thank the volunteers, ponsors and 
guest speakers who participated in the Women and 
Heart Disease Symposium. More than 180 women at- 
tended the fact filled afternoon and that is a clear in- 
dicator to the organizers that it needs to happen again! 
Heart disease and stroke are the number one killer of 
men and women in B.C. Unfortunately, the majority of 
deaths are preventable through awareness of healthy 
lifestyle choices uch as a balanced iet, stress reduc- 
tion and not smoking. We, at the foundation are com- 
mitted to the reduction of heart disease and stroke and 
your contributions as volunteers and by taking the time 
to attend will assist in this endeavor to promote health, 
prevent illness and fund vital research. Please recog- 
nize this symposium was a direct return to our com- 
munities which support he Heart and Stroke Founda- 
tion of BC and Yukon. 
Christine Walkinshaw, Community Development 
Coordinator 
Volunteer Bureau gets 
money for seniors 
The Vancouver Foundation gave the Terrace's 
Volunteer Bureau a grant to provide instruction to 
volunteers interested in offering support and assistance 
to frail seniors. 
The course will prepare the volunteer with the 
resources needed to understand and succeed with 
seniors when taking them shopping, to appointments, 
on social outings and visits with seniors, on a weekly 
basis. The grant will also allow the Bureau to provide a 
coordinator for the Volunteer for Seniors Program. 
The training course will be held this month, h~dividu- 
sis Wishing to volunteer with Seniors will be extensive- 
ly interviewed, trained and then matched with a senior. 
A weekly time commitment of only two to three hours 
in needed from a volunteer. 
Seniors are encouraged to call the Bureau to assist 
them in maintaining maximum independence and self- 
reliance. For more information call Sonja at 638-1330. 
Youth get work experience 
A provincially funded program gives young people 
the work experience they need to get jobs. 
Job Start, a part of Youth Options B.C.'s employment 
program, helps unemployed youths, aged 1%24, devel- 
op marketable skills and solid work habits needed to 
obtain long-term employment. This program provides 
employers with a wage subsidy of up to 50 per cent of 
the minimum wage. Funding is provided for a maxi- 
mum of 360 hours. The subsidy helps businesses offset 
the time and costs of training a young person who has 
limited work experience. 
For more information on this youth employment pro- 
grams contact Northwest Counselling and Training 
Centre at 638-8279. 
StoryVine 
The StoryVine: Families Read Together is a family 
literacy program for preschoolers and parents begin- 
ning Oct. 19 to Dec. 18. Programs run at various times 
during the week and will be held at Kiti K' Shan, E.T. 
Keaney, Kermode Friendship Centre, Kitsumkalum 
hall and the Kitselas Band Office. Call Eberle at the 
Terrace Public Library for more information. 
Katimavik thanks you 
Our Katimavik group has had a successful start o our 
experience here in Terrace. We could not have done it 
so smoothly without he help of all the work sponsors 
and volunteers who helped us during orientation week. 
We would like to show our appreciation by thanking all 
those people who donated furuiture to help furnish 
"Katima House", and the businesses that donated arti- 
cles. Also we send thanks to our work sponsors and our 
billet families. 
Halloween children's 
programs 
The Terrace Public Library is offering the following 
children's programs for Halloween, All programs are 
free, but registration is required at the library for each 
of these programs. Call the library for more informa- 
tion or to register at 638-8177. 
HALLOWEEN STORIES AND MONSTER 
MASKS MAKING will take place Tuesday, Oct. 27 
from 3:30- 4:30 p.m. for children 6-8 years old. 
MONSTER PAWS, CLAWS AND HEADS WORK- 
SHOP will take place Wednesday, Oct. 28 from 3:30- 
4:30 p.m. for children six years old and older. 
SCARY STORIES BY CANDLELIGHT will take 
place Friday, Oct. 30 from 728 p.m, for children six 
years old and older. 
HALLOWEEN CELEBRATION FOR PRE- 
SC'HOOLERS will take place Saturday, Oct. 31 from 
11 a.m. to 12 p.m. fro children 3-5 years old who are 
NOT registered in the Library's regular Preschool 
Storytlme Programme. Please dress upl 
TLT gears up 
for new season 
IT'S WACKY. IT'S CLEVER. IT'S GOOD HUMOUR. 
That's how the actors in 7Stories describe Terrace Little 
Theatre's first play of the season. 
First time director Nancy Stone Archer hopes the season 
opener, which was written by Vancouver playwright 
Morris Panych, will make people think about life. 
"I hope people go out afterward and sit for a drink and 
talk about he play," she said. 
Stone Archer said the play presents seven windows into 
12 peoples' trange lives. 
The play revolves around a man (played by Patrick 
McIntyre) who is contemplating suicide on the ledge of a 
seven storey building. 
While on the ledge, he's faced with the stories and lives 
of the people living in the building. 
"He's dealing with all these odd personalities," Stone 
Archer said. "They're living in bizarre situations." 
She explained the play is about he absurdity of truth and 
how nounal everyday life can seem so obscure to everyone 
else. 
'I think the end of the show will make people catch their 
breath," she said. "They'll eave feeling hopeful." 
Stone Archer explained that the characters' tories have 
important echoes for everyone. 
She said she chose the play because itmade her laugh the 
first time she read it. And she laughed during its second 
reading, too. 
Her biggest challenges, he said, are creating the illusion 
of height and depth, dealing with lighting problems and 
space problems. 
"There's a lot that gcas into a show," she said. " I 'm not 
a bit nervous. I'm really nervous." 
There are" also 13 characters in the play and Stone Archer 
has chosen seven actors. That means dual role playing by 
all but one of them. 
"I have a very experienced cast. The challenge will add 
another dimension to their theatrical experience. 
But when times get tough for cast and crew, Stone Ar- 
cher said there are a lot of people to help her out when 
she's in trouble. 
"That's one of the charms of community theatre," she 
said. "Everyone helps to put the show together for the joy 
of the colnmunity." 
Stone Archer said audience members will be happy to 
know the TLT has undergone a facelift this fall. All the 
chairs have been refurbished and recushioned. The 
washrooms have been renovated as well. 
7 STORIES: UP: (From fight) Actors Patrick Mclntyre, Marianne Brorup Weston 7 stories will run November 5, 6, 7, 12,-13, 14, 19, 20 
and Brent Nixon rehearse a scene in Morris Panych's play, 7 Stories. and 21. Tickets are available at Uuiglobe Courtesy Travel. 
i H I  
TERRACE CITIZENS ON PATROL: Winston Gidney (right), Barb Hazard and 
Keith Trask stand beside an electronic bulletin board which uses laser technology 
to let drivers know how fast they are going. The 25 volunteer members of the 
group check for speeders and patrol schools, parks, businesses and parking lots 
on evenings and weekends looking for vandalism, break-ins and impaired drivers. 
They're on the lookout 
TERRACE CITIZENS ON PATROL are Keith Trask, who has been volunteering 
recruiting more volunteers to keep an eye with the unit for 3 years. 
onva,,dals, lmpaired drivers and speeders. Trask said volunteers call the RCMP Farewe l l  tou  
In April 1994 a small group of citizens whenever they see a crime in progress. But, • r 
joh:ed forces with the RCMP to provide most importantly, he said the unit was a 
valuable xtra eyes and ears for the corn- great crime dcterrcnt. Opening his magical fickle trunk Oct. 10 in the 
munity. "We're the eyes and the ears," said R.E.M. Lee Theatre, Mr. Dressup (Ernie Coombs) 
The first volunteer citizens on patrol Trask. "No one is going to rob sonreone if took children and parents to his magical wodd of 
started walking Terrace streets May 1995. we're watching." make-believe. Together with musicians Jim 
Today, Terrace Citizcns on Patrol con- Terrace citizcns on patrol arc also willing Parker and Lance Anderson, Tutle Fruiti and 
"sista of about 25 volunteer members who to provide their serviccs to local businesses YTV's Dudley the Dragon, Mr. Dressup had chil- 
give their time to surveillance, foot patrol, like car dealerships, retail outlets and 24 dren singing, standing up and jiggling in their 
vehicle patrol, automobile theft recovery, hour convenience stores that require extra 
speed watch, base dispatch and assisting the patrolling, seats. The show Is part of Mr, Dressup's 14-day 
RCMP whoa needed. If you would like to become a volunteer retirement tour that started Oct. 3 in Chilliwack 
But, citizens on patrol don't make arrests. (you must be 18 years old or older), call and ended Oct. 18 in Uoydminster. 
"That's what the RCMP are for," said Constable KurtGrabinsk), at 638-7400. 
Heart disease is killing more women 
MORE WOMEN TODAY are suffering from has no ability to deal with the lack of estrogen," Because today women are often breadwinners, 
heart attacks and strokes because of their life- she said. mothers, and homemakers, they are too busy for 
.':styles and gender, said the community coor- Walkinshaw said women normally suffer dif- exercise and stress reduction. 
dinator for the Heart and Stroke Foundation of fcrcnt heart attacks than men because when "Stress is paramount, she said. "Society 
B.C. and Yukon. womens' arteries star to clog, they may have doesn't recognize stress reduction as a really 
Christine Walkinshaw said women should six or seven little heart attacks before a critical important thing to do. But, women have to learn 
know that menopause and thcir busy roles in one. Whereas men more often suffer from mas- how to cope with it." 
today's ociety are killing them. sivc attacks. Walkinshaw said many things contribute to 
"It's happening and women aren't realizing And more women are suffering from massive heart attacks in women especially smoking, 
it," she said. "Close to 50 per cent of women attacks today because they tend not to recognize high blood cholesterol (not eating nutritious 
will encounter heart disease or strokes at some the symptoms. Often symptoms like unfamiliar foods), a lack of exercise, being overweight, 
time in their lives," anxiety, vague chest discomfort, unusual short- stress and a family history of heart disease. 
Walkinshaw said that's because when women ness of breath and muscle pain are overlooked, To take action against heart disease women 
go through menopause and their ovaries quit she said. can choose heart-healthy diets (eat more cereals, 
producing estrogen, their arteries lose their ',Women tend to take pain and deal with it." breads, vegetables and fruits), achieve and 
ability to protect themselves from plaque, According to Walkinshaw, womens' stressful maintain a healthy body weight, exercise regu- 
*'Our bodies become overwhelmed because it lifestyles today aren't helping matters either, lafly, and stop smoking. 
i 1 
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"CITY SCENE 
HALLOWEEN 
PARTIES 
• SHAMES MOUNTAIN is celebrating 
its first annual Halloween party Satur- 
day Oct. 31 featuring the Headless 
Horsemen. Tickets are $15 before Oct. 
20 (this includes bus service to and 
from town.) Tickets are available at 
Shames Mountain Lakelse Avenue of- 
flee. For more info call 635-3773. 
• THE TERRACE MUSICIANS Asso- 
ciation is sponsoring a Halloween party 
Saturday, Oct. 31 from 8 p.m to 1 a.m. 
at the Thornhill community grounds. 
Bands include Low Budget Blues (blues 
and rock n' roll) and Deja VuDo (top 40 
hits.) Tickets are $10. All proceeds will 
go to the Terrace Churches Foodbank. 
• At BEASLEY'S MIX on Halloween 
night, Threesome, a country/blues band, 
will be playing. Gifts and prizes will be 
awarded to the best costumes. 
• _At GIGI'S PUB check out Blinky, a 
top 40s alternative band. The pub will 
have  a ton of specials and prizes 
awarded to the best costume. Cover 
charge: $3. 
! 
MUSIC 
• Enjoy KARAOKE every Thursday 
night at GEORGE'S  PUB, every Fri- 
day at the THE THORNHILL  PUB, 
and every Sunday and Monday night at 
HANKY'S. 
=,GIGI'S PUB presents SHANNON 
FAITH, a rock band from Edmonton 
until Oct. 25. THE LOUNGE features 
a variety of sports on big screen 'IV, 
ART i ! 
• TERRACE ART GALLERY and 
the B.C. Schizophrenia Society presents 
"Excursions of the mind and soul", 
multi-media rtwork on display now un- 
til Oct• 31. Reception ight is Oct• 23 at 
7:30 p.m. at the Terrace Art Gallery. 
Everyone is welcome. 
BOOKS 
• Canadian Bestsellers Coast to Coast 
Bestseilers: Top children's books 
1. Thanks for Thanksgiving, by Heather 
Patterson 
2. Animorphs 22: The Solution, by K.A. 
Applegate 
3. Franklin's Holloween, by Paulette 
Bourgeois 
4. Love You Forever, by Robert Munseh 
5. Mini book Fun Set, Annie 
6. Catmagic, Loris Lesynski 
7. Animorphs 22: The Threat, by K.A. 
Applegate 
8. Get Out of Bed, by Robert Munsch 
9. Animorphs 20: The Discovery, by 
K.A. Applegate 
10. Cheerios Play Book, by Lee Wade 
NIGHTSALIVE 
(for youths 13-18) 
• FRIDAY NIGHTS from 8 p.m. to 12 
p.m. at Carpenter's Hall and Saturday 
nights at the Teen Learning Centre. 
Youths are welcome to drop in for 
movie nights, dances, coffee houses, 
baking and crafts. Adult volunteers are 
always needed to help out. 
Georges Pub 
"Licensed For Good Times" 
Borderline 
playing 
Friday & Saturday 
October 23 & 24 
I 
Watch for details about ore' 
Hal loween Party 
with Zanzee! 
Top act from the East Coast. 
"1 
I 
I 
J 
I Tough Times Thursdays 2 for 1 Beverage F ature! Live Music & Karaoke 
REMEMBER/ 
Our courtesy van will pick up and 
drop off your party at Georges Pub. 
~#G" ~ 3086 Highway 16 
Terrace, B.C. 
Ph: 635-6375 
REHEARSALS FOR A CHRIST- 
MAS CONCERT featuring selec- 
tions from Handal's Messiah take 
place every Monday evening at 
7:30 p.m. at the Evangelical Free 
Church. Join members of the Vox 
Polaris Community Choir. 
CHRISTMAS GIFTWRAPPING is 
available at Keenleyside for the 
13th year. All monies raised will go 
towards the Terrace churches food 
Bank. With our office donating the 
wrapping paper, bows and tags. 
Come out and bring your quies- 
tions, ideas, and enthusiasm. For 
more info call Ada at 635-9695. 
CALEDONIA DRY GRAD COM- 
MITEE is focussing on fundraising. 
Meeting is at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Caledonia School Library. Phone 
Marion at 635-3380 for more in- 
formation. 
PHOTO CLUB meets every 2nd 
and 4th Wednesday. The next 
meeting will be Wed. Oct. 21 at 
Packages are wrapped by donation Caledonia Sr. Secondary School at 
on!y.~6:~bt p'rid6~) : ' 7 p,rn. For more inf0icall. Laurie iat:", 
ti~.~t~ ,:" ~:~; . . . .  635-1982evenings: • ........... ~  " 
THE TERRACE AND DISTRICT 
COMMUNITY SERVICES presents 
Mother's "13me off. All mothers are 
welcome to come with their children' 
to the Knox United Church Monday 
to Friday from 10-11:30 a.m, For 
more information call Trish or Ivy at 
635-4147. 
YOUTH PARUAMENT: Are you 
between 16-21 years of age? Inter- 
ested in developing leadership, 
public speaking skills and learning 
about the parliamentary procedure? 
Then you should join the 70th BC 
Youth Parliament. Held at the 
Legislature Buildings in Victoria. 
Dec. 27-31. For more information 
contact Jeff by Oct. 20 at 635-3259. 
FREE INTERNET LESSONS are 
available at the Terrace library from 
Tuesday-Thursday 1-9 p.m. Les- 
sons are for one hour one-on-one. 
Call the library 638-8177 to book an 
appointment. 
YOUTH ON BOARD ensures 
B.C.'s young people (29 years old 
or younger) are represented on the 
various agencies, boards and com- 
missions that shape our com- 
munities. By participating on boards 
like the B.C. Summer and Winter 
Games, B.C, Transit or any of the 
other 180-plus boards in our pro- 
vince, you can learn how choices 
affecting your community are made 
- -  and be part of that decision. 
making process. For more informa- 
tion call 1-87.7-BC-Youth or visit the 
province's web site at 
www.youth.gov.bc.ca 
WOMEN WEIGHT LOSS SUP- 
PORT GROUP: Anyone interested 
in forming a group, call Kristin 789-, 
9990. 
TERRACE PARENT SUPPORT 
CIRCLE (formerly Parents in 
Cdsis): Are you a parent over- 
whelmed by isolation, in the midst 
of family crisis, with a very difficult 
child? Need to talk to someone? 
Call Anna 635-2152 or Darlene 
638-1863. Confidential weekly self- 
help group meetings available. 
Wednesday, October 21 
SKEENA JUNIOR SECONDARY 
school Parent Advisory Council 
Meeting will be meeting at 7:30 in 
the school library. The meeting will 
include information and discussion 
on the Career and Personal Plan- 
ning (CAPP) program, all parents 
and guardians of Skeena students 
are welcome members of the PAC. 
, Thursday, October 22 
PARENTING AFTER SEPARA. 
TION workshop at 7 p.m. in the li- 
brary board room. Topics covered 
• in the workshops include the impact 
of separation on you and your chil- 
dren, strategies to help families ad- 
, just to the changes, the new child 
!'.support guidelines, and effective 
ways to communicate. To register 
or for more info call 1-888-456- 
2876. 
Friday, October 23 
13CSS NORTHERN CONFER. 
ENCE at the Pentecostal Assembly 
'presents Breaking the cycle: mental 
illness-addictions-youth-relapse. 
Speakers Dr. Teresa Sande 
(psychiatrist), Jeanne Richard 
Harris (addictions-mental health), 
Marg deLange (BCSS coordinator). 
Saturday Oct. 24 speakers included 
Honourable Lois Boone, Yvonne 
Henderson, Krysta Solie, ect. To 
register call Heather Baxter 635- 
5605 or Eileen Callanan 635.3620. 
Saturday, Oct. 24 
B.C. SENIOR GAMES ZONE 10 
"Wind Down" dinner and dance 
takes place at the Canadian 
Legion, Cocktails are at 6:30 p.m. 
and dinner is at 7 p.m. Members 
and friends welcome. For more info 
call Evelyn 635-6828. 
Tuesday, Oct. 27 
WRITERS SUPPORT GROUP: 
The writers Guild will be meeting 
the last Tuesday of every month in 
the Library at 7:30 p.m. Very in- 
formal get together to share in- 
formation and give positive en- 
couragement. 
Wednesday, Oct. 28 
CALEDONIA'S FALL MUSIC 
CONCERT will take place at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre Oct. 28 at 7:30 
p.m, Admission is by donation., 
Caledonia music consists of the 
Concert Band, Jazz Band and the 
Choir. 
ADULT CONVERSATIONAL 
FRENCH LESSONS will be offered 
by the Canadian Parents for French 
Oct. 28 - Jan. 27 at the Cassie Hall 
Ubrary. Cost is $25 for members 
and $35 for non-members. To reg- 
ister call Dabble at 635-9390 or 
Karen at 635-0135. 
Thursday, Oct. 29 
CANADIAN CANCER SOCIETY: ' 
planning meeting - prostate forum 
will take place at the Terrace 
Volunteer Bureau from noon to 
1:30 p.m. For more info call Steve 
Horton at 1-800-811-5666. 
Saturday, Oct. 31 
NORTHWEST PERSONAL 
GROWTH ASSOCIATION 
presents three free mini-workshops 
Sat. Oct. 31 from 9:30 a.m. to 3 
p.m. at Northwest Community Col- 
lege. Workshops include: Parenting 
with love and good sense, Self- 
Esteem --fostering a positive self- 
image, Relationships - -  healthy 
boundaries. Each workshop is of- 
fered .twice, (from 9:30-11:30 a.m.' 
and from l.,3p.m.) Light lunch pro~j~ 
' videdi For more information call 
, Dierdre at 635-7982. 
TERRACE PENTECOSTAL 
CHURCH is hosting a Family Fall 
Fun Fair from 6:30 to 9:00 p.m. at 
the Pentecostal Assembly. Free ad- 
mission for youngsters up to age 
12. There will face painting, candy, 
prizes and games. Costumes aren't 
required. 
Monday, Nov. 2 
A "BROWN BAG" CUNIC for 
seniors will be held on Nov. 2 and 
Nov. 4 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the 
Health Unit along with the Flu 
Clinic. Local pharmacists will be on race Public Library for a special 
hand to review medications. For 'reading from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m. to 
more infocal1638-2200, celebrate Children's Book Week. 
Tuesday, Nov. 3 
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
ladies auxiliary meeting at 7:30 
p.m. at the Royal Canadian Legion. 
All members urged to attend. New 
members welcome. For more info 
call 635-2158. 
Wednesday, Nov. 4 
Children and adults welcome. 
Refreshments and door prizes! For 
more information call the library at 
638-8177. 
Saturday, Nov. 7 
KITIMAT ANNUAL DUCK 
UNIUMITED BANQUET and auc- 
'tion will take place at the Royal Ca- 
nadian Legion in Kitimat. -tickets 
TERRACE PUBLIC LIBRARY and are $60 a,couple and are available 
Canadian Parents for French pres- from Bare s Trophy Den in K]timat. 
ent,.Preschool :Storytime ~: French 'Cai1:632-6418 for reservations.. I f  
withAddy from Katimavikon Wed-~tickets purchased prior to Oct. 20 
nesdays at 1 p.m. t6" "1:3'0"1~.m, 61Jgibie forearly bid draw - -  framed 
starting Nov. 4- Nov. 25. The pro- 
gram is free, but registration in re- 
quired. Call library to register at 
638-8177. 
Friday, Nov. 6 
VOLUNTEER VISITORS RE- 
QUIRED: Mature women and men 
to volunteer with the Terrace 
Hospice Society. Free training will 
be offered Nov. 6, 7 and 8. For 
more info or to register call the Ter- 
race Hospice Society office at 635- 
4811. 
CANADIAN CHILDREN'S author 
Jo Ellen Bogart, will be at the Ter- 
unlimited edition print is the prize 
($200 value). 
The Terrace Standard offers the 
com.'nuni~ calendar as a public ser- 
vice to its readers and community or- 
ganizations. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. Items will run two weeks be- 
fore each event• 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions hould be typed or 
printed neatly. 
Why Herb & Vitamin 
Supplementation? 
Baby's Name: 
Colten Thomas Stark 
Date & Tune of Birth: 
September 17, 1998 at 3:06 p,m, 
Weight: 8Ibs 10 oz, Sex: Male 
Parents: Thomas & Lori Anne Stark 
Baby's Name: 
Nathanlel Roger Webb 
Date & 'nine of Birth: 
September 22,1998 at 8:10 p.m. 
Weight: 7 Ibs 3 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Steve &Shannon Webb 
Baby's Name: 
Kailey Marie TeLxelra Da Silva 
Date & 'lane of Birth: 
September 23,1998 at 9:52 a.m. 
Weight: 7Ibs 15.5 oz, Sex: Female 
Parents: Max & Nlna Da Silva 
Baby's Name: 
Abigail llelena Rlgsby 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 23,1998 at 4:10 p.m, 
Weight: 9Ibs 10.5 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Juslin & Sllvana 
Baby's Name: 
Vtctofla (Tort) Hope 
Date & 'Daze of Birth: 
September 26,1998 at7:33 p.m, 
Weight: 8Ibs 6 oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Helen Harael &',orma~ 
Melerhofer 
Baby's Name: 
Cassandra Halley Homer 
Date & Time of Birth: 
September 29,1998 at10:04 zm, 
Weight: 7 Ibs 28 oz. sex: Female 
Parents: Jim & P, ikhelle Horoer 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
Just se!o.Sr is~iPie'k :h uh~lormat,on 
0verwaltea 
i i? 
l i!ii! . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ii 
ii![ I I I I "rile Cfiolce is Clear' 
I /~  Purred BOmED WATER 
I / I~L.  I mR L.S "rXAN ,i, 
li/k l 63s.2341 
, l 
b 
!:~ ?~ 
Joanna Parsons-Borovec sells her handmade jewelry bracelets are unique, affordable and fun to wear. The 
at the Terrace Farmers' market. Her necklaces and market will be open until the end of October. 
Jewelry ma 
| :1  1 1: 1:11 dl 1:1:l "| ~!1 i 
LYNNE CHRISTIANSEN 
JOANNA PARSONS- 
BOROVEC was bom hi En- 
gland. She grew up in a tiny 
place called Newburugh 
Village. 
Who would have known 
that this English country gift 
would end up a Canadian 
citizen living in Terrace and 
making her own jewelry? 
Joanna grew up in the 
countryside and she enjoyed 
the small town lifestyle. She 
was surrounded by cows, 
sheep and fanners. 
Her small village had 
three shops. She said a li- 
brary bus would pick people 
up and drop them off in 
town. 
fancies market 
Joanna said her family 
moved around a lot because 
of her father. He was a me- 
chanical engineer, so the 
family moved whenever he 
would start a new job. 
Her father's last move 
brought hem to Kitimat in 
1982, when Joanna was in 
her teens. 
She was not happy to 
leave England and found the 
move incredible difficult. 
She missed her friends and 
the lifestyle she was ac- 
customed to, 
Joanna moved to Terrace 
hi 1983. She said the Farm- 
ers' Market was one of the 
things that attracted her to 
move here. 
Fifteen years later, Joanna 
now loves Canada and is 
proud to be a Canadian 
citizen. 
At the same time, England 
remains a very special place 
to her. 
Joanna returned home to 
England in 1984 to attend 
Joanna has been very in- 
volved' with literacy pro- 
grams throughout her life. 
She teaches English, 
French and Spanish. She 
said working with refugees 
and immigrants is very 
rewarding. She once taught 
English to Buddhist nuns at 
a monastery in Vancouver. 
Joanna also has a wide in- 
terest in music, art and 
dance. She took ballet les- 
sons as a child, but wasn't 
encouraged to continue, 
which may have been just as 
well since she grew to be 
six-foot-onel 
Other than ballet, she's 
tried other expressions of 
dance including everything 
from Scottish dancing to 
clog dancing. 
Joanna also enjoys sing- 
ing. She sang in choirs as a 
child and she once held a 
job Singing in a care. 
Joanna's artistic flare, and 
her eye for colour, led her to 
design her own jewelry. 
She started making her school for three years. 
. . . .  l " , -  , ~ .  own necklaces and bracelets bne enuea up completing , 
l " ' " ' l .. ,.., .... ~ ' , ,  while uvFranco Itwas there her SChOOling In trance , . . . .  , "  
where Lshe  received ~ her whei'e= she made three rules 
Bachelor of Arts honors de- for herself when creating 
gree in English and French her own pieces. Rule one, 
Language and Literature. her jewelry must be 
• - • orig!na !.Two, .itmust be fun 
to make and fun to wear. 
And three, her jewelry 
should be affordable. 
Joanna's necklaces are of 
great quality and very 
durable - -  she uses 60 
pound fishing line. 
People often ask her 
where her unique materials 
come from. The truth is, her 
pieces come from all over 
the world. 
Her friends and family are 
always keeping an eye out 
for interesting things that 
she can incorporate into her 
designs. 
Children are pleasantly 
surprises when they ask her 
how much her shells cost 
because they're free. 
Joanna enjoys working at 
the market and seeing the 
reaction and response to her 
work. 
She also likes the atmo- 
sphere and they way market 
people help each other out. 
Joanna got married last 
year to Richard Borovec 
(from Czechoslovakia). 
Richard and Joanna met at 
Northwest Community Col- 
lege. Joanna's parents still 
live in Kitimat. They plan to 
retire next year and move to 
Victoria. 
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EatWell, 
Liv  weH  
BI Steak & Seafood Grill 
"t t 
Where good 
friends meet 
SEE YOU ~% 
EVERY FRI & SAT ~ , ~ ~ . j l 
PRIME RIB NIGHT 
~ ,  Dinner: Sun-lllurs- 5-10, Fri-Sot- 4-10 
Lunch: Tue-Fri - 11-2 
" DTSteak  ~ 4332 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, 
~11 J JZSe~food  635-9161 
Winter Is Fast 
Approaching. 
It's Time To Start Thinking About 
Insulated Coveralls. 
If you work out doors, a nice comfortable pair of insulated 
coveralls could mean the difference of getting the job done 
or sitting inside trying to warm up. 
Availabe in cotton, nylon, demim or canvas. 
Best Prices In 
I OrderY°ursT°dayl 1T°wn'
Super io r  4404 LegionAvenue, . 
L inen  
Supp ly  
Behind the B~mgo H~] ,  
Terrace, B " C " l . . . . . . . .  
Ph: 635-2838 
1A~V~LU RRACE NTEER 
D' .uSr.AU 
IV AHD S[HIOR'S INFORMATION ACCESS 
Interested in offering support 
and assistance to a senior? 
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED 
For 
"VOLUNTEERS FOR SENIORS PROGRAM" 
(commitment d only two hours-once a week) 
Program Training Session for Volunteers 
October 26, 1998 
SPEAKERS, INFORMATION, DISCUSSION 
For more information 
CALL SONJA AT 
638-1330 
Funding for volunteer Iraining provided by 
Vancouver Foundation 
Judy's Sewing Corner 
Authorized Pfaff Dealer 
"&/Ir~ ~1, , ; - -  ~ (~1^~ 
airs 
lers 
flex 
• UND!  
at Wayside Grocery, 
a complete line of Northern  l ilkS349/4L White Dairy Products.I 
Need help with your 
Business? 
) 
If you're thinking of starting a 
new, business.., 
or need help with your 
existing business..'. 
16137 Community Futures 
can assist you with: 
• Free Business Planning 
• Business Counselling, 
(financial, marketing) 
• Self Employment Benefits Program 
,. Business Loan program 
a~ Q / Last year, Forest Renewal BC continued the 
E spadework to speed the growth of more 
and higher quality timber in the future. We 
funded projects resulting in: r trees " 23,o26 hectares planted to restock forests 
• 17,52= hectares pruned to improve wood quality 
• 54°439 hectares thinned to enhance growth 
r0win9 . . ,  These activities are part of Forest Renewal BC's 
$596 million investment in communities 
B C throughout ec last -- an investment which 
directly created 7,575 jobs for BC workers. 
Eighty per cent of our investments went RENEWAL BC 
to resource communities outside the Lower 
im 
Mainland -- most delivered by private sector Explole err web site: 
~,i~i I companies in communities like yours ,  www.ferestremewal.bc.ca 
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Remembering Sam Budiselich 
! : I : l l ; l  =llll ~ l  I : ! =11 :1:11 
YVONNF_, MO F_,N 
I MET SAM BUDISELICH 
and his lovely wife Marlene 
several years ago. 
Over the years it has al- 
ways been a pleasure to see 
Sam and Marlcne at did 
fereut events around Termed 
or on seniors' bus trips out 
of town. 
Both Sam and Marlene 
have always been very 
friendly and happy people. 
They always have a friendly 
"hello" for everyone they 
mceL 
And now sadly, on July 
14, 1998 Sam Budiselich 
passed away at TerraceView had her eye on Sam for her to their move, they lived in 
Lodge. daughter, so when Sam their own home on Simpsoq 
In 1988, he was diagnosed pulled in for gas one day, Avenue in Thornhill for 22 
with Alzheimer's disease, she sent Marlene out to years. 
Marlcue, the love of his life, serve him. Marlcne said she and Sam 
teqded to him until Sam And that is how Marlene had many happy times to- 
needed extra care. That's and Sam first met. Five gether. She said tfiey often 
when he moved to Ter- months later they were used to go hunting for 
raceView Lodge. married in Idahot grouse. Sam had a slingshot 
Sam was born May 13, Later they returned to B.C. and Marlene had a .22- 
1926 in Fort Cobern, and lived in logging camps calibre pistol. 
Ontario. He came from a at Kennel Flats until 1965 Marlene said she and Sam 
family, of seven children - when the couple moved to used to go ice fishing a lot 
two girls and five boys. Terrace. in the winter. They also 
When Sam was three While living here, Sam spent a lot of time at the 
years old, his parents Joe worked on different con- Happy Gang Centre talking 
attd Mary Budisclich moved struction jobs. He helped with fi'iends. 
to Shell lake, Saskatchewan, build the Thornhill A service for Sam was 
Where Sam spcnt most of highschool and the new held July 20 at the Alliance 
his younger years. Dudley Little bridge. Church, followed by a 
When Sam was 26, he Sam and Maricne had four reception. 
nmvcd to B.C. and settled in children, Gail, Larry, Darcy "Sam Bu~iiselich is sur- 
Kennel Flats. There he and Becky. vived by his wife, four chil- 
worked at different logging When the children got dren, 10 grandchildren and 
camps, older, Marlene started work- one great-grandson. 
. This is also where he met ing as a custodian for 
Marlene. School District 88. She May Sam now test in 
Marlene's mother owned a worked until 1988 when she peace and may God give 
grocery store and gas station had a stroke and had to start Marldne strength to live the 
at Fairmount Hot Springs. taking care of Sam. rest of her life without him. 
Marlene met Sam while she In 1990, Sam and Marlcne And may God bless her for 
was working in the store, made the move to live at the being the lovely person she 
Marlene's mother already Tucks Senior Housing. Prior is. 
.o .  
Branch #73 BCOAPO report 
CONTRIBUTED 
MEMBERS OF BRANCH #73 of the B.C. Old Age 
Pensioners Organization met Oct. 8 in the Happy Gang 
Centre to discuss up coming events. 
In the absence, of President, Hugh Power, the meeting 
was conducted by Mary Ann Dilley. 
The 45 members in attendance gave a warm welcome to 
two new members and one guest. 
A minute of silence was observed in memory of Lou 
Gair, a long-time and faithful BCOAP member who passed 
away recently. 
There are many activities occurring in the centre in Octo- 
ber and November. Saturday, Oct. 17 was monthly games 
night. 
The ammal Halloween Costume Party and potluck sup- 
per will take place Friday, Oct. 30 at 6 p.m. A new event 
- -  Scrabble games-- will be held Tuesday afternoons 
interested inplaying should call Mary Ann Diiley. 
On November 11, members are invited to participate in 
laying a wreath at the Remembrance Day Ceremonies. 
Also on Nov. 11, the Happy Gang Centre (in conjunction 
with the Legion) will be hosts to the children who partici- 
pate in the parade. 
The annual fall bazaar and raffle will be held at the 
Happy Gang Centre Saturday, Nov. 14. 
Fran Lindstrom, our representative at .',he Community 
Multiplex meeting, gave a report regarding the develop- 
ment of the project. 
Dates for events for the Christmas Season are soon to be 
announced. The first event is the Northern Motor Inn's 
Chrislmas Party for Seniors Dec. 10 at 4:30 p.m. Watch for 
the date of Branch #73's Christmas Party. 
The door draw was won by Addle Turner. 
~ CITY OF TERRACE 
SNOW REMOVAL 
Residents are remided taht under By-Law No. 1313-1993, parking on 
residential streets is prohibited during the winter months (from November 
1, 1998 to April 1, 1999). Vehicles interfering with traffic safely or snow 
removal may be removed at the owner's expense. 
Under City Bylaw No. 1313-1993 and the Motor Vehicle Act, it is an 
offence to place snow from private properly onto road Rights-of-Way. To 
do so creates drainage blockages and interferes with routine snow 
plowing. 
Cily of Terrace 
10th Annual  
Coats For Kids 
When your donations are dropped 
off at either Spotless Cleaning 
Centre, by Mr. Mikes or Richards 
Cleaners on Emerson you will 
receive a $5.00 coupon toward a 
purchase of a new coat. 
As in the past 9 years th~ Salvation 
Army will receive these coats for 
distribution to the public of need 
after we clean and repair the coats~ 
Sponsored by 
Spotless Cleaning Centres, 
Richards Cleaners 
All Seasons, Jeans North, 
Work Wear World 
from 2-4 p.m. There is also carpet bowling Wednesday The next meeting of Branch #73 is to be held Thursday, " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : 
afternoons and floor curling Thursday afternoons. Anyone Nov. 12 at 2 p.m. in the Happy Gang Centre. 
Soup kitchenis 
still going strong ' 
THE BREAD OF';LIFE, the soup kitchen run by the 
[ 
Seventh-Day Adventist Church, has grown steadily over 
the past hree years, says director Ron Dame. 
Dame said he:wanted to remind people that the free 
lunch-time meal still takes place every Saturday. And 
when its raining or once it gets too cold, the meal service 
moves from George Little park into the Skeena Health ~ ~ 
Uzdt's Auditorium. 
About 30 to 80 people show up at the soup kitchen Satur- Men s Ladies 3 pack Men's & Ladies Pigment Dyed 
days, from 3-6 p.m.; Dame said. ~ Fall & Winter Fall & Winter Work Stanfields Winter Canvas 
"Wejusttakeeverybodywhocomcs,"besaid."We're ~ ~I  t0~0 911 0~0 $i~199 9, I0~0 SJ~'J!g9 getting to know some p opl  quite well. It's become quite JACKETS JACKETS SOCKS UNDERWEAR PANTS 
a meeting place for us." 
Hungry visitors can expect a home-made vegetarian 
soup, made by agroup of women from the church. Buns, £I offReg, g,I j offReg, [.1 offReg, provided by Safeway, bread donated by Fairhaven and 
doughnuts from Tim Hortons and Robins are also pro- Entire Selection Entire Selection Reg $10.99 Entire Selection Reg. $42.98 
vided. 
Dame said many children come to the soup kitchen to Kodiak Kodiak Quilt Helly Hansen 
partake in making crafts with his wife Delphine, who sets FLANNEL SHIRTS FLANNEL SHIRTS RAINWEAR::  __ i 
up a crafts table in the auditorium, so while parents it L 
down with their soup, youngsters can make something to REG.22.98M'2XL M- REG.25.98TALLS 2X-4XREG.27.98TALL REG.34.98M'2XL - REG.36.98TALLS 2X-4XREG.41.98TALL HoodSedXLckets B,ur~ut Hoo~2XLocket B 2X~nt 
REG.59.98 REG 57,98 REG 6498 REG.62.98 SlT  s19" s219  s28" s34 g 
• '~'" ~;=':°oo~ Learn a new language, make some 
' ~ ,  new friends, [;ave some funN 
CANADIAN PARENTS FOR FRENCH 
is pleased to offer adult 
TerraceChapfer conversational rench lessons 
Starting October 28 7-9 p.m at Cassie Hall Ehmenteary. Library 
Cost $25.00 members, $35.00 non-members 
Whether your a beginner or 'ust warn to brush up your skills this 
course is for youi 
To register call Debbie at 635-9390 or Karen at 635-0135 
Also check the Public Library br story time En Francais starling soon on 
Wednesday afternoons. Brought to you by Canadian Parents For French 
and Kalimavik, 
Anniversary Sale 
Relax in the 
comfort of a 
Home Leisure 
|11 
IiOT TUB 
SATELLITE SYSTEM 
h and Receiver 
details while stock 
lasts '~J ~:~"~i~ ~ '  
"The VaLe Has Ne~r Been B~ 
Aladdin, Stainless 
Steel Vacuum 
BOTTLE '  rgg 
REG. 39.98 
Mens & Ladies 
Substandard 
JEANS 
REG. 29.99 
Matterhorn, Hi- Top 
Steel Toe & Plate 
BOOTS 
CSA Approved s'I $1gg 
Polar Paw 
SOCKS 
Men's .................. V12,00 
REG. $4.98 3/ eo,  .................... 11,25 
REG. $4.59 
Aladdin, 
Insulated 
CUP 
2 29 
REG. 2.98 
Levis Orange Tab 
REG. 49.98 
Ladies, Soft Toe 
Hiking 
BOOTS 
, , ig9 
REG, 149.98 
Lined Duck 
COVERALLS 
s.= ................... s79.99 
REG. $99.98 
M.x, ................... S86 .99  
REG. $109.98 
Kaufman Ladies 
Freestyle Sorel 
BOOTS 
sT gg 
REG. 89.98 
Mens & Ladies 
SWEATERS 
'P%o  2, Reg, 
ENTIRE SELECTION 
Griffin 8" Leather 
Steeltoe & Plate 
Work 
BOOTS s p 199 
REG. 129.98 
Pioneer Lined 
Cruiser 
JACKETS 
$ 
s-x, .................... 69.99 
REG. $89,98 
~,  ..................... s79.99 
REG, $99,98 
Kaufman Mens 
Bear Sorel 
BOOTS sl! lgg 
REG. 99.98 
Red Strap 
JEANS 
REG. 39,98 
Mens Kaufman 
"Skagway" Sorels 
BOOTS 
Steel Toe, CSA Approved 
si'i p pgg 
REG. 139.98 
Kaufman 
LINERS 
, l  l l  For Ladles Freestyle s;r 199 
REG. 17.98 
Mens  Work  
GLOVES 
21 Reg, 
ENTIRE SELECTION 
Reversible 
Sleeveless 
VESTS 
ST l g 
REG. 85.98 
Stormrider Jean 
JACKETS 
Stonewash ~1~1] iln 
Denlum ............... ~ ,~,  o i~ 
REG, 72.98 
81,o~ .................. $61 .99  
REG, 75,98 
Kaufman 
LINERS 
For Mens "Bear" s;rSg9 
REG. 19.98 
i 
Store Hours  
Man. - Sat. 
9 am - 6 pm 
Fri until 9 pm 
Sunday 12 pro- 5 pm 
I 
TERRACE STANDARD 
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CHRISTIANA WlENS PORTS 638-7283 
SKEENA ANGLER 
ROB BROWN 
Finlay's Demise 
k t Shames, with the summer sun 
lighting up the .riffle, sitting on a 
r log, sipping coke from a can, wear- 
.a.. - ing a green jacket, a scuffed pair of 
Red Ball Waders, and a rumpled hat - -  that's 
how he was when I first met him. It was yester- 
day; it was fifteen years ago. Finlay Ferguson: I 'd 
heard of him, a man that had been fishing the fly 
along the bars of the Skeena since a time when 
most people thought it was all but impossible to 
catch a salmon that way. 
We talked about flies, and where steelhead like 
to be, and how to catch them. Finlay flicked open 
the lid of a peppermint box and plucked a thin, no 
nonsense fly from inside. A Skinny Skunk, he 
said, his favourite at the time, a no frills fly that 
sunk quickly and attracted steelhead and trout 
much better than the gaudy flies he'd used when 
he started out. The silver wire rib winked in the 
starlight. There was more hook than fly. I was 
skeptical. 
Floating lines were all Finlay fished. He'd read 
and reread the vade meeum of floating line fLsh- 
ing for sahnon Jock Scott's treatise on the 
Greased Line; his catches ably demonstrated he 
understood it, and he shared it with me because 
he was generous by nature. 
Soon we were fishing together. It was a good 
partnership. I was in my thirties, Finlay in his 
seventies. I forced him to speed up. He taught me 
to slow down, to look around. We fished often. 
We fished in all kinds of wdather. One time we 
set Out too late in the day, io0 late in the year with 
too little gaS in a craft too small ~ motor and all 
for the Skeena, and found ourselves catching 
strong, fat sea trout in mist filled channels 
separating the islands there. It was fine, 
dangerous fishing on a day ending in a long float 
down the Skeena skirting darkening log jams, 
crouching, ready to pounce and swallow us. 
Many times we slid along the iced banks of the 
Copper in the dead of winter, pitching big sparse 
flies into water so clear you could read the bottom 
as if it were scripture. We found beautifully 
spotted char and hard steelhead, gray and white, 
nicely fitted to the leaden skies and snow filled 
valley. 
We fished the Kitimat, Fin loved the fish there. 
I'd paddle my raft across the river at the power- 
line run then walk up to the mouth of the Little 
Wideene. While I raced up the tributary flicking 
flies nnder logs and swimming them through 
tempting spots, Fin would slowly fish the con- 
fluence aud the short run below it, in the end 
catching as many, or more, fish than I. 
We fished together on the Lakelse. Chasing cut- 
throat and steelhead on foot and from my raft. On 
one of those floats, I fixed the painter to a snag 
sticking out of a pool a mile or so below the rail 
bridge. From our platform in the middle of the 
stream we cast soft hackled flies toward the bank 
and let them sweep under the log jam there. 
Trout, large silver ones, surged out of green 
prisms and nailed our wets. 
Finlay was always leaning forward, always com- 
ing up with a new idea, always making an obser- 
vation ou the latest event in the news. His past 
was hard, but I got him talk about it: about how 
his dad was killed in the Great War, how his 
mother was killed by stomach cancer a short time 
later; about how he and his sister were sent to 
Canada from Scotland where they were minded 
by a bible-thumping uncle who treated them like 
h~cenvenieuces. 
Finlay couldn't leave his surrogate home soon 
enough. He wound up mining the hard rock of the 
Canadian Shield. He was a kid. The safety stan- 
dards were minimal. After the war, he mined in 
Britannia Beach. The scars of mining were al- 
ways with him. We'd walk into Herman's Pool 
when the air was cold and wet. Fin would stop. 
"Your inng?" I'd ask. He'd nod unable to speak 
for the pain. We'd wait, five minutes, sometimes 
ten, then we'd make another leg. "You go 
ahead," he'd urge. " I 'm in no hurry," I'd say, 
because by then I knew his company was pre- 
cious and fleeting. 
In the last few years he wanted to fish badly, 
but his wife Pat was ailing. Finlay stood tall on 
his word. He took his vows seriously: "until 
death do us part" meant just that. Fishing was no 
longer a possibility. In the end his lung. the one 
that had stalked him like a predatory black bear, 
overtook him. Lung cancer: in a couple of months 
it wrestled him to the ground. 
Finlay was always showing up with something 
smneone had given him: raincoats, fishing rods, n 
new set of waders. He was the kind of person you 
just wanted to give things to. In all the hours we 
spent ogether not one harsh word passed between 
us . Some people should not be allowed to die. 
FinlaV Ferguson was one of them. 
Get off your butt 
and work out 
WHEN it's cold, wet and 
miserable outside, the TV's 
lure can be like chocolate. 
The immediate gratification 
is great but the sensation 
won't feel quite as comfort- 
ing once the double chin 
sets in. 
Every year Canadians 
settle into long dark winters 
by doing one of two things: 
sweating or snoozing. 
And Terrace is no dif- 
ferent. So before your butt 
settles into that dent in the 
couch check out what local 
fitness meccas have to offer. 
Terrace has three privately 
owned gyms and aerobics 
classes at the arena. They all 
say their customers come 
for the atmosphere and their 
prices are competitive n 
the owners latow what the 
other gyms offer and try to 
meet heir prices. 
'The difference is what 
they offer and when. 
"We receive nothing but 
compliments for our Ham- 
mer Strike equipment," 
says Jill Harvey at Effective 
PUMPING IRON: That's Stacey Martin and Angela 
,Maroney who joined the Fitness Zone within days of 
each other. They come because it's a great way to 
stay in shape, says Martin. 
Fitness. 
The underground gym in 
the 4500 block of Lazelle 
boasts new weight lifting 
machinery that you really 
don't need a spotter on - 
which is great if you like to 
pump iron alone or with a 
friend. ~: : 
Donna Wilson and her 
friend Mary Kelly decided 
to enlist because it came 
recommended by Kelly's 
physiotherapist. 
They had the foresight o 
join in August, before the 
traditional membership rush 
hits local gyms. 
The gym features 
aerobics, weight lifting and 
cardio training (for those 
that just like to use the 
treadmills and bikes). 
And it's not shy of long 
term members. 
Don Hill and Kris Puge 
have visited the gym for 
three or four years and 
switched from the pool be- 
cause of bigger weights, un- 
cluttered space and immedi- 
ate access to equipment. 
Effective Fitness, which 
Harvey's parents Barb and 
Lyle Harvey took over in 
August, 1997, says it's the 
biggest private facility in 
town. 
But that's not what Kim 
Croot of Northcoast Fitness 
says. 
" It  may be big, but I 'm 
The winners are: 
WINNERS OF the Skeena Valley Runners Club 18th an- 
nual half marathon at Northwest Community College Oct. 
4 were: 
not sure they've used their 
space adequately," she said. 
Croot set up Northcoast 
Health and Fitness on Greig 
five years ago nnd divided 
the space up. 
"The ladies like the fact 
that :they have their own 
The gym is so heavily 
used you need to sign up for 
the bikes and treadmills. 
And that's something the 
Terrace Fitness Zone has 
tried to avoid by extending 
their hours. 
They offer nine more 
space :to i liff:weights "in," ~hours a week of workout 
she sfiid. . . . . . .  thnc than the other gyms, a 
Everything's still co-ed - -  supervised aycare Monday 
but different people have 
found their own n iche 
among the gym's bonnty of 
exercise quipment. 
Croot says the gym offers 
newer, cleaner equipment 
and say her busiest hours 
are the noon hour, morning 
and after dinner from Sep- 
tember to April. 
through Thursday, and a 
free personalized trainer. 
Plus, says staff member 
Cindy Peck, the windows 
and mirrors help. 
Member Sonia Sheppard 
agrees. "It 's brighter and 
the air circulates a lot bet- 
ter," she said adding there's 
always a machine available. 
Neither Northcoast or the 
Fitness Zone offer aerobics 
classes. 
But if that's what you're 
after, check out the arena. 
They offer everything from 
cardio break oOt, step, step 
sprint (more challenging 
than step), cardio mix (ad- 
ding muscular training) and 
circuit step (maximum train- 
"A lot of people like the tug) five days a week. 
brightness and view," she Their classes mu until 
said of the gym in the 4400 Dec. 18 and some classes 
block of L~kelse. provide childnfinding. 
Ray Leonard Prince Rupert 1:24:00 
Dave Cater Terrace 1:24:52 
Chris Steenhof Smithers 1:26:53 
Bill Lee Terrace 1:27:17 
F. Barbesa New Hazelton 1:30:44 
Dave Stewart Terrace 1:30:48 
Garth Latoski Prince Rupert 1:32:05 
Alan Neufeid Terrace 1:32:10 
Gord Buxton Terrace 1:32:11 
Dan. Thompson Terrace 1:33:07 
Patrick Eagan Terrace 1:3748 
NHL hero 
coming here 
STRAP ON your skates, hockey fans, Sheldon Kennedy 
will skate the Terrace Arena Friday. 
The NHL star who was sexually abused by his junior 
team coach and just finished a nationwide rollerblading 
tour will skate at the arena to raise money for the Anaphe 
Ranch, a centre for victims of sexual abuse near In- 
vermere. To skate with Kennedy grab $2 and head to the 
Arena at 10:15 a.m. on Friday. 
At noon, Kennedy will talk to the Terrace and District 
Chamber of Commerce. 
His appearance here is both a fundraising effort and a 
personal favour to Mary Pat Boucane, a Prince Rupert 
friend of Kemledy whose brother skated with him ill Swift 
Current. 
Kennedy's four-and-a-half month rollerblading trek 
across Canada raised $1.5 million - - jus t  a sliver of the 
$30 million he wnnted to raise for the summer camp for 
kids. But, he said, the journey raised sexual abuse aware- 
ness from coast o coast. 
The 29-year-old was a fourth round draft pick of the De- 
troit Red Wings in 1988. He played hockey more than 300 
NHL games with Detroit, Calgary and Boston and was a 
member of the 1990 gold-medal-winning team at the 
World Junior Championships. 
Then, in January, 1997, he rocked the hockey world by 
publicly announcing he had been sexually abused at the 
hands of his junior hockey coach, Graham James, in Swift 
Current. 
Kennedy is on a leave of absence to raise money for the 
ranch and spend t ime with his wife Jana and lheir 
daughter. 
[] Catch him if you can! 
YOU LOOKING AT ME?: That's Marco Qualizza getting used to the water at the 
newly ,opened swimming pool Tuesday. Marco is an Octopus (four and five year 
olds) and made sure the camera was pointed in his direction before he headed for 
the water. His teacher Is Sandra Shank'y, 
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[] Just shoot it! 
READY FOR A GOOD GAME: That's Terrace's Minor Hockey starting Peewee 
goalie before an invigorating game on Saturday morning - -  the rap team played 
Smithers in a rock'em, sock'em game, Other minor hockey games Include Lazelle 
Mini Storage Atom team beating The Bargain Shop 2-1. on Oct 11, The same 
day Copperside Foods whipped All West Trading 4-3 and the Kinsmen Atom team 
lost to the Centennial Lions 4-5. 
tvhite )t faces 
stiff coml:et tion 
JUST BECAUSE the hock- The Back Eddy Bullies bermen beat Subway 8.4 
ey's recreational doesn't fared better and went one- and the SRD Blues creamed 
mean it isn't competitive, for-one when they lost to the Northern Motor Inn 
Especially if you play on All Seasons Lightning 5-8 Okies 4-1. 
for White Spot - -  who hap- and whipped the Chapter Recreational nd oldtimer 
pen to be on a three-game One Acres 4-2. games take place five days a 
losing streak. In the Oldtimers League week at the Terrace Arena. 
On Oct. 8 The Chapter the Northern Motor Inn The SRD Blues play the 
One Acres beat White Spot Okies beat the Timbermen Timbermen tonight at 9 p.m. 
5-4. The beating continued 6-3 on Oct. 7. Later that :and Subway attacks the 
Oct. 10 when the team lost same day, Subway and the !Northern at 10 p.m. 
to Skeena Cable 4-6 and SRD Blues came to a 1-1 Tomorrow night the Back 
Pr~e~smu Budders 2-4 on tie. Eddy plays the Precision 
h." f  ~ h . . . .  ' 1 0,q,~3~ . . . . . .  On Oct. 11 the Tini- Builders Blues at l0:30 p.m. 
You BE THE JUDGE 
Why Can't Our 48 Year 01d Baby Live With Us? 
BASED ON 
ACTUAL COURT 
CASES 
Sander and Eve were sitting in the office of their 
lawyer, Michael. Sander cleared his throat, 
"Michael, we need your help. We just bought a 
condo, but we're having trouble with the condomin- 
ium development owners." 
Eve interrupted, "Michael, it's beautiful and such 
a wonderful kitchen. Why don't you and Helen come 
for supper on Friday night?" 
Sander jumped In, 
"Enough, Eve, we're here on business, Let's not 
waste Michael's time--and our money, His time Is 
our money." 
Eve huffed, 
"Sander you're being cheap as Usual, Michael 
has always been generous to us. Have some man° 
nersl Ever since you turned 78,,,," 
Sander ignored his wife. 
"Michael, thls is our problem. We signed a decla. 
ration which said only people of advanced years 
can live In the condo and We can't have any children 
living with us," 
Michael ooked up from studying the declaration, 
"So, what's the problem? I would presume ages 
78 and 73 fall into the category of 'advanced 
years'," 
Sander continued, 
"Well, yes, But our son lives with us, He's only 
48, hardly an advanced age, But I don't think he 
would be considered a 'child' either,.," 
=,,,even though he'll always be my baby." Eve 
wiped a tear, 
Michael replied, "ld say don't worry about it, The 
declaration Is poorly drafted, 'Children' Is not 
defined, nor is 'advanced years.' And yes, Eve, 
Helen and I would love to join you for Friday night 
supper." 
One year later Sander and Eve were back In 
Michael's office, 
"Michael, we're In big trouble, The owners of 
the condominium passed two bylaws, One spells 
out advanced years--only people of 55 years and 
older can live In the condo units. And the second 
bylaw forbids owners from renting out their units. 
So now other owners are complaining about us 
renting out the unit o our son," 
Michael got up, 
"Sander, Eve, let's go to court. We're going to 
contest he legality of those two bylaws." 
In court, Sander argued, =your Honor, these 
bylaws are unreasonable, We're an elderly couple. 
We need our son to live with us, And the bylaw 
makes it herder for us to sell our unit because it 
discriminates on the basis of age," 
Eve added, "And we can't rent it outl This is so 
unfalrl" 
The development owners were unruffled, =Your 
Honor, we believe the age restriction Is reason- 
able. A condominium development is more harmo- 
nious if everyone is close in age, Also, we feel it's 
our right o limit he number of units to be leased, 
After all, we own the development," 
Should such age discrimination be forbidden? 
And should owners be allowed to rent out their 
units? YOUI BE THE JUDGE, Then look below for 
the decision, 
SPONSORED BY 
LAWYERS 
"Helping People Cope with the Legal System" 
#2 4623 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Grant Lindsey 
Criminal Defence Law 
Phone 638-1764 
Holly Grueger Marshall Matlas 
General Law Family Law 
Fax 638-7249 
• YOU BE THE JUDGE - DECISION 
u It u EVE, SANDOR, YOUR SON MUST MOVE, theJudgedeclded, lntbbr.ase, sgedlscHmlnotlonbreamn. 
able. However, according to provincial law, owners hould be allowed to tease their units. So If yea have another 
sen, one that's over SS..." 
YOUI BE THE JUDGE Is based on actual court oases, Today's decision I |  based on 1he facts of the case and the law of the provlr~e of 
Mlmltobe. If you have a sfmlfsr problem, please consult Undsey & Orueger. Claire Bornlteln la o Montreal I~r  a~l negonslly syndicated 
columnist Copyright 1997 Hslka Enterprises. B15-3. .  
Sport Scope 
Pool sharks named 
JOIN CHALKY'S pool tournament this Sunday and 
win. 
Every Sunday at 2 p.m. Chalky's hosts a pool compe- 
tition for enterprising pool sharks. 
On Oct, I I  three winners took home a total of $70. 
John Jones raked in $40, Danny Rennhack came in sec- 
ond winning $20 and John Locke took third winning 
$10. In total, eight participants played double-knockout 
pool and the organizers ay the number of players 
grows every time. 
Drag racing 
THE TERRACE Drag Race Association will be h01d- 
ing its annual general meeting and election of officers 
on at 1 p.m. Sunday at Elks Hall. 
For more information contact Dennis at 635-7726 or 
Emie at 635-7220, 
Ski swap 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN ski club and the Canadian Ski 
Patrol arc co-sponsoring the annual ski swap on Friday 
and Saturday. 
Drop off your equipment on Friday from 7 to 10 p.m. 
at the arena banquet room. There will be no sales on 
Friday night. 
The doors open Saturday morning at 9 a.m. and Cash 
or cheques will be accepted. 
Pick up your unsold equipment at 3 p.m. Saturday. A 
20 per cent fee will be charged on all sales. 
Get a karate kick start 
THE TERRACE Karate club introduced its kick start 
program last Tuesday. 
Kick Start is a two-for-one program that encourages 
both youth and adults to try the sport out with a friend 
for one-month trial. 
The program was created by Karate BC started the 
program because they realized people enjoy exercise 
programs more when they're started with a friend. 
The Terrace Karate Club offer classes for everyone 
six years old and up. Call Carmen Hovanes and 635- 
7249 for more information. 
Curlers wanted 
GILaB YOUR broom and curling gear this winter and 
sign up to curl on Sundays. 
The Sunday Mixed Curling League is registering in- 
dividuals or teams for their fun curling league, 
Beginners or experienced curlers are welcome. Con- 
tact Lynn Tryon at 638-2044 or the curling rink at 635- 
5583 for more information. 
He shoots, he scores 
HOCKEY LEGENDS Guy Lafleur and Tiger Williams 
will battle Kitimat's Allstars hockey team at Tamitik 
Arena Thursday, Nov. 12 at 7 p.m. as part of the Old- 
timers' Hockey Challenge. 
The challenge is part of 60~city North American tour 
All proceeds for the Oldtimets' Hockey Challenge go 
to the Kitimat/Terrace Crimestoppers program. Single 
and family-of our tickets are available now for $16 or 
$48 by calling 1-800-661-0178. 
TERRACE WOMEN'S SOCCER ASSOCIATION 
THANK YOU 
On behalf of their members, the Terrace Women's Soccer 
Associalion (1WSA) would fike to acknowledge the sponsors, vol- 
unteers and commiltee members who helped make the 1998 out- 
door soccer season a great success. 
S~nsors: 
'Central Flowers 'Artistic Hair Studio 
'Blessings Children's Wear 'Oasis S~rts Club 
"Almwo~l Contracting 'Dr. M. ~exsmith 
Volunteers: 
"team managers 
"~ame officials provided by the (1WSA) 
• ,~,lex Hasset - coach 
'Blaine Kluss - coach 
'Richard Hassett - referee clinic 
"Tanya Corstanje - special events organization 
Committee Members: 
Past: Candace Matthewson, Jennifer Burns, Ma.qali Flemmlng, 
Megan Hoole, Liz Smaha, Tracey Hart, Jessica [ambright, Monlca 
Rauter. 
Present: Tracey Hart, Monies Rauter, Leanne Kennedy, Natalie 
Wiens, Naomi Thib0deau, Heidi Siebring. 
We would also like to thank the game officials provided by the 
Terrace Senior Men's Soccer Association and the Terrace Youth 
Soccer Association, he spectators, the medical professionalsregi.s- 
tared with (TWSA), Skeena Cablevision and the Terrace Standard. 
~We really appreciate your supportl 
 CIlIMI-'  
~qm i Ilk , II)I)I)I:II, D 
Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking for your assis- 
tance in solving a break, enter and theft that 
occurred at #23/4611 Scott Ave., Terrace B.C. 
Sometime between 98-09-20 and 98-09-21, 
unknown culprit(s) forced their way into the resi- 
dence at this location and proceeded to steal a num- 
ber of items including tools and electronics. In mak- 
ing a quick departure, the cu Iprit(s) left behind certain 
larger items such as a television and lamp, in the 
hallway outside the residence• 
Among the items stolen from the residence were: 
Dallas Cowboys clock 
full set of wrenches 
standard hammer 
18" carpenters square 
16" tape measure 
exacto knife 
a set of Torx screwdrivers 
a multi-driver screw driver 
RCA remote control unit 
a length of coaxial cable 
a Phillips Colorvoice Cable box 
misc. screwdrivers 
If you have any information about this or any other 
similar incidents, or if you know the identity of the 
person or persons responsible for this break, enter 
and theft, Crime Stopppers would like to hear from 
you. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to $1.000.00 for 
Information leading to an arrest and charges being lald 
against an Individual In this or other unsolved crime. If you 
have any information call Crime Stoppers at 635-Tips that's 
635-8477. Callers will not be required to reveal ~helr identity 
nor testify In court. Crime Stoppers does not subscribe to call 
Ldlsp my. 
Call 63S-T IPS  °. 
Members of the 
Nisga'a Nat ion 
NOTICE OF 
REFERENDUM VOTING 
Nisga'a Final Agreement Ratification 
Nisga'a Constitution Ratification 
iiiii!!ii!ii~i!i~ii::~ii,:!i~ 
i~i:!~!iil;!~i~!i!i:!~:!i!i 
/.i~%!~i;ii!!ili 
• i-::ii~?!".ii:::i l 
General voting will be held on 
November 6 & 7, 1998 
Advance Polls: October 30, 1998 
Voting places will be open between 
8:00 a.m. and 8:00 p.m. in" 
Gitwinksihlkw Prince Rupert/Port Edward 
Lakalzap Terrace 
Kincoli~ Vancouver 
New Aiyansh LowerMainland Area 
NOTES 
*Any Nisga'a person who is at least 18 years old, 
and has applied to be enrolled under the Nisga'a 
Final Agreement, may vote. 
*Eligible voters residing outside the communities 
listed above will receive a mail-in ballot. 
*Eligible voters who will be absent during advance 
and general voting days may request a mail-in 
ballot by calling the Referendum Office on or 
before October 30, 1998. 
• • i I Elderly or disabled ehglble voters who are unable 
to leave home may arrange to vote at home.'Call 
the Referendum Office to make arrangements. 
r 
Nisga'a Rail flcation/Con sfitutla~ 
. i  ,~ . " ' Adoplfm Cm~mltteet & Rd~mdum 
C,;Ihkdamlx Recreation Cenk'e ' 
• In New .~,ansh, BC ' 
, (U~ $~e entrance) 
I 
BB 
i 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 P .M.  
Display, Word  Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadl ine is 
Thursday at 4 o.m. for all d isolav and classif ied ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
PREPAID by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When 
phoning in ads please have your VISA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS RUN IN OBITUARIES 
T.Standard & Weekend Advertiser $25.50 for 3 inches 
1 Week (Standard & Ad~rUser) $12 .00  (+tax)  *Additional at $7.00 
3 weeks (Standard &,Mvert~ser)$19.99(+tax) per column inch. 
NO COPY CHANGE NO REFUNDS *Additional words (over 20) 
15¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.06 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$25.50 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. $13.30 per column inch 
*Additional at $7.00 per column inch 
For regional  coverage place your  d isplay ad in the 
weekend edit ion of the Weekend Advertiser. 
TION D 
OVER 30 
CLASSIFICATIONS! 
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wa~nted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Mlsc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
130 Motorcycles 
140 Snowmobiles 
150 Boats and Madne 
160 Heavy Duty Equipment 
170 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Uvestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memorlum 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
I 
The Terrace Standard reserves the dght o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine'page Iocatlonl 
The Terrace Standard mmtnds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discdmlnata on the basis of children, marital status and 
employment when placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference• 
The Terrace Standard reserves the nght o revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within 10 days of expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering BOx Numbers are requested not to send odgtnal documents o avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the publisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the adve~cer equesting space that the liability of the Terrace Standard in the event of failure to publish an advertisement aspubll0hed 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one Inconect insertion for the portion of the advertising space occupied by the Incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising . . . . . .  
Name Address  
Phone. .Start Date # of Insertions Terrace Standard #.__Weekend Advertiser 
CLASSIF ICATION,  Credi t  Card No. Expiry Date__  
r-t VISA r't MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOUR AD BELOW - ONE WORD PER SPACE 
+ 
6 
11 12  
v.. 
16  17  
12.15 12.3C 
3 
13.05  12.90 
Cl ip & Mall This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
8 
13" 14 
5 
10  
15  
18  19  20  - $12 .00  
12 .45  12 .8o  12 .75  
• 13 .20  13 .35  1 ~.~0 
For  longer  ad ,  :) lease une  a separate  sheet  
• Phone Fax 
638-7283 638-8432 STA ff)-ARD 3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 
• 30i FORRENT 
i i i  
J FAI I RC1MAkl7A 
"~;~!~i:.~ ' :~i':+..~ 
ON THE BENCH 
$195,000 
Spacious 5 bedroom, 3 bath 
home with finished basement. 
Built in vacuum. N/G fire- 
place, jacuzzi tub. Will con- 
sider trades. Very nk d- 
scaped with large ",y 
with RV parking. 
4916 Cooper Drive. 
For more info 
638-1249 
Outstandin!  Achievement 
::i, Re/Max of Terrace 
congratulates 
John 
Evans 
On 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the month of September. In recognition 
of this accomplishment, John is pleased to 
make this month's donation to the 
Canadian Cancer Soceity. 
:AFFORDABLE 
+ HOT Bu ,, I
Reduced to only 
$169,900 MLS 
4.M Acres [ 
ltobby Ranch 
Upper 
"Old Rome" 
vinFmm fea~ 
~v~. 2 beduins 
built.in c0m: .l~r 
~gqua~rz 2, ' 30' 
,,e, Vendor = ~r~ 
1 
1 1/2 year old 1243 fi sq. home 
Iocted in popular new subdivi- 
sion. Three bedrooms, one and 
3/4 baths. Fully landscaped, 
back yard fully fenced, large 
new cedar sundeck, large dog 
run, paved driveway, fruit trees, 
and many finishing touches. 
Asking $164,900 obo. 638- 
7724. 
131' X 70' town lot located on 
North ThomaS. City services 
avail. $38,500 obo. 635-4585. 
2 LEVEL 1300 sq ft 4 bdrm 3 
bathroom house, 7 years old. 
Fenced yard 12x16' wired shed, 
Brand new siding 6 appliances. 
$165,000. Serious inquiries only 
635-3885. 
2400 SQ.FT. home on 2 levels. 
4 bedrooms, 2 1/2 bath, plus 
den, basement 3/4 finished with 
6 person sauna, wood fireplace 
up, new NG fireplace down, c/w 
f/s,dw, Lg full sun deck, Ig work 
4 BDR 2 1/2 baths. N/G heat- 
ing, d/w. Finished basement, 
sauna. 24'x36' 2 10' door shop. 
Heated N/G. Insulated. 220 wit- 
ing. Seut up for woodworking or 
mechanical. Loft. Landscaped 
yard, flower garden, fruit trees. 
Quiet cul de sac, $193,000. 
638-1701. 
END UNIT condo. Three Iodrms. 
Afld main bath up. Kitchen, liv- 
ing rm and 2 pc bath on main. 
Rec. rm, bdrm, laundry/storage 
area in basement includes 
flrdge, stove, dishwasher, 
washer & dryer. Asking $67,000 
obo. 635-2717. 
VILLA FRONTERRA - carefree 
riverside living in beautiful 
downtown Ashcroftl One level 
townhousas from $79,900..No 
maintenance, a/c 5 year new 
home warranty. Call 250-453- 
2035. 
r 
shop, garden shed, fully fenced 
yard, 4 fruit trees, garden, roof 
2 yrs old, many current 
renovations, lot 84x136, close 
to Uplands School. Asking 
169,900.open to offers Phone 
635-3763 to view. 
fireplace, !* 1/2 basement, 
renovated roof, windows, 
exterior. Double lot, .fenced, 
sundeck, fruit t;ees, shed, 
treehouse, some decorating 
needed. Serious inquiries only 
please. $116,000. 635-2598 
5 BEDROOM home, 1 1/2 bath, 
1250 sq.ft, on main, finished 
basement on 0.9 acres in city 
limits. Call Jan 635-1132 or 
250-564-8138 $155,000 
COZY CHALET style log home 
4 bdrm 3 bath. Natural gas in- 
sert in river rock fireplace. 
Large landscaped lot with some 
fruit trees. Large detached ga- 
rage/shop. A must see, Copper 
Estates. $151,000. 638-1651. 
Please leave messa.qe. 
FLY 
WITH 
DERICK  
1000 Bonus  
Air  Miles! 
I LARGE WELL MAINTAINED 
4 BDR, 3500 SQ. FT. AND 
BASEMENT HOME. 
Located in a quiet cul-de- 
sac in Horseshoe, 2 n/g 
fireplace, sauna, under- 
ground sprink.ler, system, 
jc~cu~i and many other 
features.'A beduiifulh0me 
for the discriminating 
buyer, $330,000. 
1 -250-635-7708 or  
1 -250-635-2676 
• GREAT BUY i 
This great 4 bedroom, 
newer home close to 
school in Thomhill is too 
good to pass np. Fully 
landscaped with 9 fruit 
trees, double garage, new 
energy efficient n]g fur- 
nace, built-in vacuum, 2 
full baths, etc, etc. 
• Only $137,900 
Call 635-9530 
J ;1 :~q ::l~,lll : l~  
I "-.] ; [ I ]  "-] ~ ;~1 Ib"n  
This newly renovated duplex 
with 2 bedrooms in each unit 
is a steal at 
Only $117,000 
Call 635.9530 to view 
This large lot on quiet street 
close to schools has a mobile 
and house on property both 
needing total renovating but 
what a steal at 
0nly $47,500 
Call 635.953O 
Pdce is not negotiable 
FOR SALE by owner a 1245 
sq.ft, home on full basement 
with 4 bedrooms, den, 3 baths 
& central air conditioning. Situ- 
ated on a large nicely land- 
scaped fenced, lot close to golf 
course & has a 24x32 fully fin- 
ished wired & plumbed shop' 
with 12 ft. ceiling. A must see at 
$159,900. Call 635-5511 for ap- 
pointment to view. 
FOR SALE by owner: 3 bdrms, 
2 bath, living room & a den. As 
well as a family room. Lg green 
house, sundeck, yard is beauti- 
fully landscaped. 4518 Olson 
Ave. $95,000. Call 635-3735. 
FRASER LAKE, B.C. 2000 sq, 
ft. 4-5 br homes, full basement, 
double car garage. Shop 36'/50' 
on 5.62 landscaped acres. Fan- 
tastic view of mountains/lakes. 
School bus. Owner wants to re- 
locate. $180,000 obo. 250-699- 
6291. 
LAKELSE LAKE waterfront 
100 fl frontage by 300 ft deep 
southside. 3 year old 600 sq.ft. 
pre-wired cabin with wood stove 
and candle power. Includes 
bunk house on waterfront. 
Trails, trees, mountain walks, 
.decks.and dock. Leased crown 
land $94,900 Call 635,5515 
MOVING MUST SELL. 3 bdr 
home on 2 and half acres. 1400 
sq, ft, plus 3/4 basement. Re-. 
cently renovated inside and out. 
Garden, shop, garden shed and 
greenhouse. Private treed lot .  
Asking $155,000. Call 638- 
1984. 
rSherr~ Anderson TM 
Notary Public 
Real Estale, ~ + 
Conveyancing 
W~II~, B B  
Mobile Home 
Declarations, I I ;~ l [  
Documentation, 
Notarizations tv~n~0er " 
4921 Gair Avenue 
Terrace, B.C., VSG 2K1 
Tel: (250) 635-5988 
Fax: (250) 635-5926 
r4~53 Johnston Road 1 
i 6.7 acres I 
I 3000 sq.ft. 3 + 2 bedroom 21 
1/2 bath, Recently renovated | 
I with new kitchen, floors, roo f l  
! and septic system. N/G heat, I 
I cablevision. Paved driveway.-- 
/ School bus stops at door. 
1 3000 sq.fi, shop. Barn, fenced 
J yard for horses. 
/ $295,000 
k 638-0771 , 
3539 CORY DRIVE 
WESTRIDGE ESTATES ON THE BENCH 
-1800 + sq. ft. traditional split, 3 bedrooms, 3 lull bathrooms, 
top quality finish with vaulted ceilings, F/P, oversized garage etc. 
includes landscape and asphalt driveway. 
. . . . . . .  LQ£ t~LAL  
SALE BY  OWNER 
.... ::: ,:: : '.':: ........ • ~i!i:!:::::~ CLEAN & SPACIOUS 
2/3 BDR 14'X70' 
W/EXPANDO. 
10 acres - Terrace 
No expanse spared in 
services. 
10'x60'.wired shop 
Assumable 6.5% mortgage 
: , + • . 
• +~,~: i~.~.~ 
I~ICED TO SELL AT $131,900 
SERIOUS ENQUIRIES ONLY (250) 674-3575 
• i 
PRIME RETAIL location: #1065 
Main St. Smithers, B.C. 4000 
sq.ft, concrete block construc- 
tion. Unit divided in half. Sell: 
$272,000. Lease negotiable. 
Call anytime 1-250-845-3465. 
REDUCEDlll COZY 2 bdrm 
home w garage, ng heat. Many 
renovations, large fenced yard, 
W/D, F/S. 2706 Kalum St, 
Phone 635-5086 eves. $85,000 
SMiTHERS. 3600 sqft. house. 
Awesome views over looking 
town, river and. mountains, 
Paved road, 6+ acres. Plenty 
good water. $249,00.0 abel 847- 
9598. vw~w. ht- 
way16.com/homeforsale ID 
SM0901. 
f 
~L/T//'~LCOME~ 
N 
Your Welcome 
Wagon Hostesses 
for Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
E la ine  635-3018 
Ter ry  635-6348 
G i l l i an  635-3044 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
1 BDR basement suite. Suitable 
for single person with quiet life- 
style. $500 month. Horseshoe 
area. No smoking. No pets. Call 
Terrv. 635-5081. 
1 BDR for single gentleman 
with kitchen facilities. And 1 
basement suite for working per- 
son. No pets. 635-5893. 
1 BDRM basement suite, 
Horseshoe area, $450/month. 
Available Nov. 1/98, non 
smoker preferred, 638-1665. 
12 X 50 one bedroom mobile in 
the Skeena Valley Trailer Park. 
Natural gas heat. $550 per 
month. Available October 15,' 
1998, Call 638-8084. 
2 BDR suite. Avail Immed. F/S. 
In town, No pets. $525.635 -+ 
2932, 
2 bdr upper part of house. 
Close to town. Large yard& 
garden. N/S. NIP. $650 month. 
Utilities incl. 638-7608. 
2 BDRM apt. Quiet & clean. 
Basketball, raquetbafl court, 
plus volleyball. References re- 
quired. $500/month. 635-0662 
or 615-6762. 
2 BEDROOM duplex .fridg~, 
stove andcarpet thr0"dgh'.o-~t, 
NG heat, $575/month: 'Ph6n'e 
638-1702 after 5 p.m. 
2 BEDROOM suite available 
November 1. F/S included, 
located on southside, non 
smoker preferod. Damage 
deposit required. 635-5960. 
2 BEDROOM unit townhouse in 
iust had a new 5 plex, with f/s., w/d hookups. 
~, k ' '  o r  ore get- No gets please. 635-5213. 
tl"ng marr'e ~la~ or  2-2 bdr. suites located in Skee- 
na Valley Trailer Park 
starting a new $400/month, No pets available 
business, just give oct 1, Nov 1.635-4894. 
2.2 bedroom basement suites, 
one of  us a coll. f/s, heat lights supplied, space 
• , t for washer/dryer-large yard. 
, $650/mo + damage deposit. Ph 
~t/~i .C  O 635-5842 or 635-6241. 
• WAGON 
1998 14X70 SRI modular 2 
bedroom home. 6 appliances, 
full window coverings, jacuzzi 
tub, skylight. Situated on fully 
fenced pad in Pine Park. Asking 
$76,500. Call 638-8438 
BRIGHT OPEN spacious 14x70 
2 bdr mobile home. New floor, 
counters, B/I. DNV., F/P. Well 
maintained. Must be moved. 
$29,500. (250)632-4026. 
1 - 2 - 3 bedroom suites for 
rent. References required. 635- 
6428, 638-1595, 635-2424 
available immediately, 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail immed. 
On site management, 635-3594 
or 635-5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BDR apt, newly renovated 
w/d, f/s, close to schools and 
downtown, n/c, n/s, $550 plus 
$300, D.D. 635-9684. 
12X60 2 bdr mobile in Thornhill 
NIP. $475.00 month plus D.D. 
635-9530, 
14X70 THREE bedroom mobile 
on private lot, Natural gas heat. 
$750 per month, available No- 
vember 1, 1998. Call 638-8084, 
2 - 1 bdr apts, clean downtown 
location. Available Oct. 15. 
Contact Wayne or Nora at 638- 
. 1965for fudher info. 
2 - 4 bdrm units on Southside. 
NG heat & hot water included. 
Upper duplex: $850/mo. Lower 
unit $700/mo. Ref & dep re- 
Clulred. Ph. 698-9554, 
2 BDR apt. Avail immed, No 
pets. Ref. reqd. 635-1126 or 
635-6991. 
2 BDR doublewwide trailer in 
Copperstde Estates. Avail. 
immed. $650/mo. Ref. required. 
Call Usa 638.8639. 
2 BDR MOBILE HOME In Pine 
Park, 4 appl. newer windows, 
new carpet. Fenced yard. $600 
month. Avail. Immed, 635- 
2126. 
Would you like a 
landlord who treats you as a 
valued customer? If so, try usl 
Available Nov. 1, 1998. 
Two 2-Bedroom Suites 
Washer/Dryer. Nice yards 
with gardens. Close to 
schools. Pets welcomel 
$650/monlh (+utilities) 
$675/monlh (utilities 
included). 
Phone 638-1797 
NOW 
AVAILABLE 
Souths ide  - Two 
bedroom apts. in secure 
building near hospital. 
From $550 per month. 
(Hot water included) 
Available immediately. 
Lakc]#@Ja~ - 3 bed- 
room home. Large lot, 
view of lake. Cat & 
smoking ok, no dogs. 
(Reduced to $700) 
Available immediately. 
Nearly new 3 bedroom 
home. 1 1/2 baths, custom 
kitchen, 5 appliances, 
$850 per month. Avail. 
immediately. References 
Pleasel 
HELPIII 
WE NEED RENTALS 
Please call me if you 
would like me to rent 
your home for you. 
STEVE COOK 
COLDwELL BANKER 
1st Terrace Realty 
688-0371 Bum. or 
638-7144 after  hours  
r ~ p ,. 
i + 
B8- The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 21, 1998 
3 - one bdr bungalows available 
immediately or Nov. 1st. One 
$440, two $475 incl. power/heat 
and we wit furnish if needed. 
Also 2 bdr mobile $575 utilities, 
includes evenings, 635-2319. 
3 BDM bottom suite. Avail Nov. 
1. $900 month incl. hydro & 
PNG, Damage deposit and ref 
reqd. 635-1686 ask for Rob. 
3 BDR 1 1/2 bath condo near 
schools and downtown. Quiet 
street. Fenced yard, paved 
parking. No pets, D.D. Ref reqd. 
635-3766. 
3 BDR 2 bath house, Located 
3 BDRM house, f/s, references 
required, on large lot, 638-1967 
or 638-8544. 
3 BEDROOM trailer lx68 
fenced yard, renovated kitchen 
on Thornhill bench. $575 per 
month including pad fee. Avail- 
able Nov 1. 635-7507. 
3 BEDROOM, 2 bathroom 
house. Fridge, stove included, 
w/d hookups: Nice and clean. 
$650 per month. Small pets ok. 
Phone 638-8544 
4 BDR 2 bath house. 1080 sq 
ft. per floor. FIS. M/W. N/G fur- 
nace and 2 N/G f.p. Carport, 
on quiet 20 acre lot, 10 rain storage shed. To working per- 
from town. Rent or lease, Avail son(s). Ref req. Close to 
Nov 1st, 615-9092 days 638- schools/hospitaL $850 month & 
1968eve. d.d. Avail immed. Utilities not 
incl. 638-8267 or 638-7140. 3 BDR house on bench in town. 
F/S, D.W. N/G heat, N/S, N/P. 4 BDR house. 5 mins walking 
Ref. reqd. $900 plus D.D. 635- distance to town. $850 month 
9652. plus $425 damage deposit, 
3 BDR suite with yard. Down- Avail now. 635-9151. 
town N/G heat & stove. Posi- 
tively no pets. Ref &sec. de- 
posit reqd. $695 month, 638- 
0790. 
3 BDR trailers. $600. 2 bdr trail. 
ers $450-$550. Small trailer. 46% LESS rainfall than Kitimat 
$400. 635-4315. at Boulderwood MHP in 
3 BDR. top floor of home, w/d. Terrace, and 21% less snow. 
Fenced yard, across from With only 5% down and $800 
school. No pets. No smoking, per month you can own instead 
of rent. Call Gordon at 638- Ref. reqd. $725/month. 638- 1182. 1584. 
3 BDRM house 1 1/2 bath. 
Laundry room + garage, fenced 
yard, close to school & town. 
Available Oct 1. No pets. Refer- 
ence required. 635-4570. 
3 BDRM duplex on Gander (Kt- 
timat); new carpets, new paint, 
f/s, no pets, 700/600 sq. ft,, 
$475/month & damage deposit. 
Available Nov. 1/98. 632-2540 
4 BDR DOUBLE WIDE TRAILE| 
JACKPINE FLATS 
Fully furnished, all appllance= 
or un[umished, oil .and wood 
heat. Private setfinfl on acre- I 
age, wired, 2 stall Barn, hay- I 
Io~, out buildings, oul~.~ r r,'d- I 
ing or•no. ~tellits dish, I 
greenhouses $875 plus D.D. | WY:;r y~o/Cs~:e 
Ref. req. Available Nov. 1, J 
798-2456 or 635-06121 S 
Summit  Square  
Apar tments  
1 & 2 Bedroom Units 
Quiet & Clean • No Pets • 
Ask for Monica Warner 
Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ca l l :  635-4478 
CUNTON NU~,NOR 
ARE TAKING 
APPUCATIONS FOR A 
i ; "BACHELOR~IUITE 
$420.00 monih. 
No Pets, 
references required. 
Phone 635-3475 
i 
4 BDRM house, ng/ heat & 
stove 1 bath, w/d hook up. Riv- 
er front property. $750/month + 
damage deposit. 635-7537. 
Available Nov. 1. 
• PARK MANOR 
• We are taking 
appJications for a 
2 J:)~Jroom apartment: 
$,58,0 .l?er month, 
includes heal and hal 
wafer. No pets; 
oduJt-orienfed. 
References required. 
Ph. 635-3475 
for Terrace, B.C. 
are: 
Elaine 635-3018 
Terry 635-6348 
Gillian 635-3044 
If you have moved 
to Terrace or have 
just had a new 
baby, or are - 
ting married, geot'r 
starting a new 
business, just ~ive 
one o f  us a Call .  
LCOME~ 
GON L~. 
s,.==,.~o j 
5- BEDROOM II'ouse. 4800 
block of Davis. Available Dec 1, 
$1100 per month. Can sub let 
basement if desired. Call 635- 
0550 
ATTRACTIVE CLEAN 1 bdrm 
suite available to non smoker, 
private entrance quiet street, 4 
app, ng heat, hot water, cable 
supplied. $650/month referenc- 
es required, Phone collect 250- 
446-6809. 
BASEMENT SUITE, 1 bedroom 
- above ground. In quiet neigh. 
bourhood, very close to town & 
pool. Private patio & yard. 
Washer & dryer included. $550 
month. Call 635-5021. 
FOR RENT. 3 bedroom, 2 bath- 
room 14x70 trailer on private lot 
in Jackpine Flats. Just off main 
road on school bus route. Natu- 
ral gas heat. Washer and dryer 
hookups. $750 per month. Ref- 
erences and security deposit re- 
quired. For more information 
call 635-5913. 
FOR RENT. Ava. Nov I small 2 
bedroom house suitable for 2 
adults. S/F natural gas heat. 
$500 per month. No pets, no 
parties, Call after 5 pro. 635- 
7467. 
HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
Nov/ 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
• Clean, quiet renovated suites 
• Ample parking 
• Laundry facilities on each floor 
• Close to schools & downtown 
• On bus route 
• Security entrance 
• On site management 
• Nopets 
• References required 
To view call 
638-1748 
FOR SALE or rent condomini- 
um. Two bedrooms, den, two 
baths. 1273 square feet, natural 
gas fireplace, Call after 6:00 
pm. 635-5893. Will consider 
trade. 
FOUR BEDROOM house for 
rent. N/G heating. Close to 
school and hospital. Ref re- 
quired. No pets. Available 
Nov.I/98. $850 a month. Call 
635-3528. 
GRANISLE: 3 bedroom view 
townhouses for rent or sale. 
Rentals: $400 a month plus util- 
ities. Call George 1-250-697- 
2795 or Dave at 1-250-697- 
6322. 
IMMAC. ALMOST new one half 
duplex. Located in one of Ter- 
race's most desirable areas. 3 
bdr, 5 appl. Avail Oct 1. $850 
month. (250)756-0899. 
LARGE CLEAN 3 bdrm apt in 
ThornhilL F.S.W.D. heat includ- 
ed. N/S, NIP adult oriented. 
$700 per me. $350 damage de- 
posit. Av. Nov 1. Call 635-2469 
leave messaqe. 
LARGE HOME. Horseshoe 
area. 3 & 2 bdr (down), Very 
close to schools and down 
town. No pets. Ref. reqd. F/S. 
N/G. Asking $1000. Avail 
Immed. Call collect (604)532- 
4010, 
LARGE, 2 bedroom upper du- 
plex. Fridge, stove, dishwasher, 
washer, dryer, Includes heat 
and electricity. Walking distance 
to downtown. $875 per month. 
635-9202. 
NEW 3 bdr house on Medeek. 
Avail Immed. $700 plus d.d. 
Utilities extra. N/S, N/P W/D. 
Ref reqd. Call collect. (250)359- 
6629 or email ts@netidea.com. 
NEWLY RENOVATED bright 2 
bedroom basement suite. No 
pets, available immediately. 
$600 per month. Heat included. 
Close to schools & hospital. 
Call 635-7714, 
NOV. 1/98 1 bdrm basement 
suite. F/S, utilities inc, close to 
town. References & security de- 
posit required. $5O0/month. 
638-8010. 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, ref's 
required. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM daylight suite 
suitable for quiet working 
person. N/S, NIP. $500 plus 
damage deposit. Utilities 
included, Near college. 635- 
7367 
QUIET, CLEAN 2 bdr apt. close 
to school and town. No pets. 
Security entrance. Laundry 
facility. Ref reqd. 635-7216. 
ROOMMATE WANTED zo 
share 3 bdr home. $350 month 
includes utilities. Phone 635- 
5186. 
SMALL 1 bdrm suite, $450 per 
month plus damage deposit, 
utilities included. Available Nov. 
15. 638-8482. 
SMALL HOUSE. Bench area. 
Suitable for couple or single. 
$650 month. Newly renovated. 
638-0484. 
TAKING APPLICAITONS - 2-3 
bdrm well maintained. 1300 
sq.ft, home in Thornhilll Close 
to school. 5 appliances. Lg. pri- 
va te  landscaped lot includes 
deck, splash tup, tennis courts 
N/P N/S refs required avail 
immed, to good caring tenant. 
$800/month. 635-2627. 
TWO BEDROOM apartment 
with 5 appliances, gas fireplace 
and mini storage. No pets, ref- 
erences required. $750 per 
month. Call 635-4954 or 638- 
2071. 
WITNER IN Victoria. 
Bed~breakfast~dinner. Rent our 
rooms by the month. Fully fur- 
nished with cable, tv, heat, light, 
local phone and 2 meals daily. 
Rates from $1100. Let us pam- 
per you. Olde England Inn 
(250) 388-4353. 
SINGLE WORKING gentleman 
requires 2 bdr accom with ga- 
• ra.qe/shop. Phone 635-1872. 
FAMILY OF 5 LOOKING for 3- 
4 bdrm house or trailer to rent. 
N/S, w/cat, pref. Thornhill area. 
PIs call 635-3388 after 5:00 
D.m. 
S STAR condo in Maul sleeps 
6. $900 Canadian/week. Avail- 
able Jan 1-7/99. Call 638-8365. 
BRAND NEW the Viagra 
Alternative, Introducing the 
hottest product of the year! 
100% herbal Viagra. Seperate 
formulas available (Men & 
Women) 1-604-444-8049 
I I~ETAIL OR OFFICE LEASE SPACE j 
Almarlin Bulling 
3219 Eby St. 
2,500 sq.ff. Retail or Office, Ground Floor 
1,000 sq.ft, lo 1,500 sq.ft Office 2nd FI~ 
• Fh: 635-7191 ,. 
OFFICE/RETAIL 
SPACE 
FOR RENT 
Up to 5000 sq. It., next 
to Kondolas, 1 location 
FOR SALE. Free-standing pan- 
el heater (electric). Ladies 5 
speed bike. Childrens encyclo- 
pedias. Downhill skis (mens- 
Rosignal) c/w boots and poles. 
Microscope with case. Vinyl 
records-circa 1950-80. 2 swivel 
rockers. 635-7996. 
HAMBLIN FARMS Pork Sale. 
$1.29/Ib. Sides cut ot your 
specifications. Leaq n' Tender. 
Satisfaction guaranteed. 1-250- 
845-2133 (Houston) or 1.800- 
665-6992. 
NEW INTEL Pent II 266 full 
multi-media monitor modem 98 
C.D. 2 year warrantee, $1499 
or $50/mo. Call 1-888-603- 
4441. 
VILAS MAPLE desk $550. Oak 
book case $100. Brass bench 
$40. Entertainment centre 
$385. Treadmill $650. Two Bliz- 
zac tires for Dodge Caravan. 
New. $250. 635-7468. 
Pool Tables 
Video Games 
Pinball, etc. 
Sales and Service. 
Call Rob at 638-1162. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
& Trade 
MUSICAL 
1500 sq. ft., $1285 INSTRUMENTS 
+GST/month, 1000 sq. 
ft. $950+GST/month, 
10x10 office room 
$450+GST/month Phone 635-5333 
Call 638-0555 
• I " " - -  
l~@l~ ~ .......... : : : :  : . . . .  : '  : . '  - 
Terrace Professional Building, centrally 
located. 5,000 ft. available. This space can 
be divided. Exterior newly renovated. 
Contact John Strangway at 635-3333 
, , ,  ,.oo. ss,v  
IIIIII Phone: 635-745~ 
FOR LEASE 
5000 Pohle Avenue 2709 Kdm Street 
998 sq.fi, new office/slorefront 5,200 sq.ft, commercial 
c/w warehouse & compound 
2901 Kenn_esf~eet Greig Avenue-Central Lomfiou 
1,7~, . r~,  ,~! w/ 1,700 sq.B. relaiVo~ce space 
ware~ose at back/OH door 900 sq.[L retail/office space 
70, FOR SALE: : : 
, , , , .  . , 
. . . .  ~ (MISC;) < 
• . . .  ; . 
USED D5 higfi drive with swing 
grapple, in good condition. 
Please phone Frank at 250- 
692-1834 after 6 pm or fax 250- 
692-7920. 
1963 MERCEDES 380 Sec 2 
Dr Sedan. 210,000 kms. Full 
set of winter tires. Heated seats 
and more. Must sell. A steal at 
$11,500 firm. 635-4585. 
1990 TOYOTA 4 Runner SR5. 
Good winter tires. All add on 
goodies, Some surface rust. 
$12,000 firm. 635-4585. 
1991 LUMINA 3.1 engine 4dr, 
Fully loaded. $5700. 635-4246. 
1991 WHITE Lumina. Fully.' 
loaded. V/G/C. Auto. Cruise, tilt. 
A/C, $6449. 635-5221, View at. 
Tilden's car lot. 
1992 SUBARU LEGACY Turbo 
A.W.D,, 4 dr. sedan fully load-- 
•d, auto, 55,000 kms, $14,000 
OBO, 632-4260. 
1992 V.W. Jetta. Diesel. Good" 
mileage. New tires. G/C. $9500. 
obo. 638-1510 ask for John. 
1994 FORD Tempo. G/C. Auto. 
$7400 obo. 635-7849. 
1996 JEEP GRAND Cheroke 
Larado, air, tilt, cruise, electric' 
locks, alarm, forest green, new' 
tires, low mileage, excellent 
condition. Asking $26,500 Call' 
638-1427 
1988 FORD F150 4x4. 90,000~ 
kin. Fuel inj. 300 6 cyl. P/S, 
P/B. With canopy. R/B. 4 spd., 
4844 Walsh or 798-9505 after' 
6:00. $6995. 
1991 CHEV 3/4 ton, 4x4, 350 5' 
spd. new tires. 154 k. $11,900., 
1-250-692-7799 Burns Lake. 
1991 CHEV, 3/4 T, 4X4, 350, 51 
spd, new tires, 154 k. $11,900. 
1-250-692-7799. 
1991 FORD Van, E350 XLT, 15. 
passenger. Fully loaded, incl. 
front/rear AC, excellent condi-; 
tion, two tone blue. $6800 obo, 
847-4715. 
1992 DODGE 4x4. 318. 
110,000 kms. Canopy, R/B, box 
liner. 4 extra winter studded. 
tires. G/C. 635-7400. 
1992 GMC STEP SIDE 4X4' 
E/C, $13,000, Also available 251 
ft. of covered winter storage, 
635-4471. 
1992 YJ Jeep, 2.5L, new tires, 
exhaust battery, $10,500. 847-' 
9298. 
1993 DODGE Caravan,' 
130,000 km, excellent condi- 
tion, $11,500, Phone 846-5494. i
FOR SALE or trade. 1953 Ford i 
1/2 ton. Driven daily, $4500 or. 
trade or a smaller truck of equal' 
value. 250-846-9389. 
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House Plans Available Through 
zer 0e  
,. __. 3207 Munroe, Terrace 635-6273 
TRACTING SVF CON til 
' NEW HOME • RENOVATIONS 
CONSTRUCTION • TILE & BRICK WORK 
• CONCRETE WORK • SIDING 
• WOOD and CHAIN UNK FENCES 
• FREE ESTIMATES Serving Terrace & Kitimat 
638-199  Poole 
This spot could be 
yours, 
Call 638-7283 
STANDARD 
4423 Railway lvenue~ 
Terrace, B.C. V8G IL9 
Ph: (250) 635.2801 
Fax: (250) 635.3612 
TOLL FREE "" 
1.800-635,280' _ 
R, Price&S0ns Ltd, 
CELLINI~61GHA11JRE~3HAC C BINETS 
L /  
J%_  
I 
=J), 
r'i~, ,~ r~ ~, ,~ ~ ,~ , .  ,~ ,~= ,~, ~J .=  ,~-B  = ~. 
["~1~.. ~d~J~ffl, Phone: 635-9280 
F=: 
~ GARY CHRISTIANSEN r l l  ~1  
' ~" - Come see us at our NEW Io~ationl 
J3181 ~ ,4038 Motz  Rd. Uni t  #10 ~ L /~ 
I 17,,;J tt~"]' [)sl I.~1 1~'4 [~.1 [~ t i~  I '~  [;~ I~ l  }~ L~ !~ I~]  I~.1 I~u l ~ l  
HEAVY DUTY battery, 800 c/w. 
190 r/c. New condition, 6 month 
old,6 x 12 x 9, new $160, ask- 
ing $90.3 years left on warren- 
ty. Call 638-7263. 
Hitachi compact disc stereo 
system with double cassette. 
, $200. 638-0640. 
HORSE & Tack Auction 
Sunday November 8/98 11:30 
am. Consign horse & tack early. 
Phone BC Auctions (250) 992- 
9325 
LARGE QUANTITY heavy wall 
culverts, with collars, many 
never used, 30" - 84" diameter, 
up to 90 ft long. Good for road 
building, wells manholes etc. 
Can deliver anywhere 847-4083 
MESA/BOOGIE GUITAR Amp 
excellent condition, $900 obo. 
nc udin.q footswitch. 638-7274~ 
~ Skeena 
Driving 
: Schoo l  
~ne Keys To Safe Driving" 
JG~ Cer t f f ieates J  
Looking for that hard 
to find gift for 
Christmas, Birthdays 
or Graduation 
• Assessments 
• Evaluations 
Terrace, Kltimat, 
Prince Rupert 
Toll Free 1-800-66~7998 
Ph/Fa,~ 636-7532" 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
1997 Arctic Cat 
Power Special 0nly 600 Miles 
Come in and see the 
new Phazer 500 
Snowmobile 
Arctic Cat Powder 
Special 
Like New! 
Yamaha Generators 
Priced To Clear 
Yamaha VX600 ST 
Lon~track,11/4 J 
Yamaha MM600 I; 
Yamaha Snowblowers J; 
Polaris XLT 600 J l 
/ w/pipes / '  
KOOTENAY HARDWOODS in z~...,,zz~,,,zzr,~ .._ . , . , . . _ __=,  
Kamloops is looking for Aspen 
and Cottonwood peeler logs. i 
(250) 573-2054. 
WANTED. Scrap Batteries. 2-  up Seat, Reverse 
Highest prices paid. Free pick 
cono  o KEN'$ 
MARINE 
EVENINGS e47.eg81 4946 Greig Ave. NORTHWEST AGENTS FOR 
K-PLY =NC. . Ph: 635"2909 
[] r 
1%0: TRUCKS EOR 
SALE' • 
160:HEAVY DUTY 
EQUIPMENT :: 
:,.190i L IVESTOCK 
123o:PERSo.ALS 
290.  BUS INESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
FORD PICKUP XLT 150 ex- 
tended cab. 21,000km. Call 
638-8444 or 635-2838. CHRYSLER 
YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS 
PRICEII 1997 Ford Aerostar 
AWD XLT P/W, power door 
locks, power mirror, cruise con- 
trol, NC, tilt, am/fm cassette, 7 
passenger seating, $16,900. 
635-3763 to view• Don't pass 
up this fantastic opportunitv. 
110. AIRCRAFT ' 
RANS S-7, 582 Rotax, hea W 
crank, E-box, electric start, 3 
blade warp drive. Lotus floats 
wheels, always hanagered. Like 
new. $27,000. Will consider 
trade on certified aircraft. 250- 
743-6926. 
FORD 
8' CAMPER. Sleeps 4, propane 
fridge, stove. Good roof. Good 
condition. C/W camper jacks. 
698-7627. 
URBAN ACRE, Introducing Pro 
Form Feed, Full line of livestock 
& pet food. 3382 Old Lakelse 
Lake Rd. 1/4 Mile past Thornhill 
Pub. Open Monday-Saturday, 
10;00-6:00. Stop in & check us 
out. After hours call 635-3055. 
ROCKY ACRES agrimarketing, 
bonded livestock dealers, buy- 
ing and selling of all types of 
horses, purebred and commer- 
cial cattle, industrial and farm 
equipment. Phone or Fax 250- 
698-7692. rts 
SUPER GREAT 4H prospect 
yearling gelding. Super well 
bred, super confirmation and 
disposition, He'll make a win- 
ned Love at 1 sightl Delivery 
possible. Holder's QH. Ranc h, 3 
miles South of Burns Lake on 
Hwy 35. Shown by appt. Phon9 
1-250-692-3722. 
VANDERHOOF AUCTION 
Market Saturday Oct. 31. Bred 
cows, bred heifer, herd sires, 
Dispersal for Simrose Limousin. 
Pure bred & percentage limou- 
sin. For more into call 567- 
4333. 
200.FARMERS 
• ,/ MARKET : : :~  
L, - - . ': : 
:1996 440 Jag Arctic Cat 850 mi. 
Excellent shape. Asking $4500. 
Phone 692-7967. 
1996 ARCTIC Cat, powder spe- 
cial low miles, stock, mint condi- 
tion. $5400. 1-250-692-7799 
Burns Lake. 
150: BOATS AND: 
~; ~ MARtNE • i i  
220: LOST:AND,  
FOUND:. 
1980 CAMPION Discovery 
hardtop repowered with 1994 
Mercruiser 5.7L 260 hp, Alpha 
one tandem trailer• Cuddy 
head, VHF, stereo, sounder, full 
canvas, aluminum swim grid 
and other options• Ready to go. 
Excellent condition. Asking 
$17,500. Also 1994 Skidoo 670 
Mach One, long track, pipes, 
reverse, low kms, asking 
$3800• Call Scott Gallacher 
(250) 334-9530 Evenin.qs 
WANTED: 10,000 LB Tandum 
Axle Boat trailer with electric 
over hydraulic brake system. 
For 26' ocean boat. Call 638- 
1427. 
1983 BOBCAT 843 diesel 2 
buckets. Runs good. $8700. 
635-4246. 
FOR SALE 1976 H. duty dump 
truck - runs great. Good yard 
truck. Asking $3500 obo. Ph. 
638-8700 ask for Derrick. 
FOR SALE - one cattle squeez- 
er in good condition. Asking 
$1,000. For more information 
call 845-7707. IMPORTS 
1989 VW Jetta Flair. 4 dr. 5 
speed. Sun roof, ski bag. E/C. 
$3,500. 635-6352. 
OLD ENGLISH sheep dog pup- 
pies pure bred. 2 males 2 fe- 
males. Ready to go. Nov. 13. 
Vet checked. Tails docked, 1 
shot. Ph. (250)989-1522. 
PUPPIES GOLDEN Retriev- 
er/Black Lab/ Border Collie 
cross. $50 with 1st shot. Avail- 
able now. 250-842-6401, 
TWO BLUE point female 
Siamese cats. Spayed and all 
shots. Must sell. $300 for pair. 
635-4585. 
10 YEAR old 7/8 thoroughbred 
1/8 quarterhorse gelding. 16 - 
l hh. Gib, solid built horse. 
Chestnut. Training: jumps, 
dressage, used on cows, trail, 
rides etc. $4500 firm. 847-5541 , 
COMPLETE HERD dispersal. 
100 cows• Fifty percent 3,4,5, 
year olds. Fleckvish simmx bred 
to Fleckvish simm bulls. 60 
simmx/red angus cross heifers 
bred to proven red angus bulls, 
Phone Harry Vandenburg 1- 
250-845-7283 (Owen Lk 
Ranch). 
FEED - oats, barley, prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available. 
Into and to order 1-250-694- 
3500 Southside Feeds. 
FEED OATS barley prepared 
rations for all types of livestock. 
Clean seed oats, barley, high 
germination. Delivery available; 
Into and to order 1-250-694- 
3500. Southside Feeds, 
LONE FIR - Hereford bulls. 
Good selection of quality polled 
bulls. Looking is free. View sire, 
dam & sibs. Priced for the com- 
mercial cattlemen (250) 690- 
7527 Ft. Fraser. 
280. Bus INESS 
SERVICES : 
PROBABLY THE best bred & 
best looking AQHA 3 yr. old 
stallion in BC. For sale or lease 
to parties who have a good lo- 
cation, proven management, 
and a desire to build a great 
reputation. He Is big, beautiful, 
super confirmation and disposi- 
tion. Contact Holder's QH 
Ranch, Box 562 Burns Lake, 
BC, V0J 1E0. Phone 1-250- 
692-3722 - Let it rinql 
h- 
REGISTERED FULL Fleckvich 
Simmental bred cows, bred 
heifers and heifer calves, 250- 
567-2730. 
T-HE TACK Store has moved to 
Hwy 16 in Telkwa. Now open 
TIMOTHY, ALFALFA, Grass 
mix hay. Square bales, stored 
in barn, no rain. Also round 
bales. Excellent horse hay. Will 
trade for round baler. Phone 
250-846-5504. 
FOUND. SMALL gold ring in 
Skeena Mall parking lot on Oct 
2. Phone 635-9405 and identifY. 
LOST NOKIA 252 cell phone, 
black in color, if found please 
call 635-5922• Reward offered• 
LOST. CRUISERS vest on 
Beam Station Road near tow- 
ers. It is urgent that we get this 
back. Please call Michelle or 
Walter. 635-6889. 
LOST: MAN'S Citizen gold tone 
watch, Terrace Arena, men's 
change room. Sept 18-20 
weekend, 635-2433. 
MINIATURE BLACK toy poo- 
dle, male, named "Curley" Kit- 
wanga area, Friday, Oct. 2. Re- 
ward offered 849-8433. 
BC'S LARGEST chatlinel Over 
, 4000 men and women call a 
• day. Connect live or just listen. 
Call locally 310-chat. 18+ 
CANADA'S #1 Psychic 1-900- 
451-7711 $3.29/min 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
S.F. LOOKING for S.M. 45 to 
55 for friendship and possible 
re!ationship. Interests: outdoor• 
activities, learning, '" travelling 
and socializing. Non-smoker. 
Reply to File #124. C/O Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St., Ter- 
race B.C., VSG 5R2. 
SLIM, ACTIVE, honest, caring, 
and sharing gentleman (50) 
looking for lady 35-45 with the 
same qualities to share inter- 
ests and life with. Hopefully re- 
lationship will blossom. Kids no 
problem. Please reply to P.O. 
Box 1204, Terrace, B.C., V8G 
5P7. 
XXX LIVE 24 Hour 18+ Call 1- 
888-9"13-8122cc billing. 1-900- 
870-2740 ph billinq. 
lul 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
RATED #1 IN CANADA 
EVANLY UYS TALK 
LIVE 1 OH 1 
uo.zv ~ . "  ~ccuu~ 
CAI | l l  ~ . ~  PSYCHICS 
1-900-451-4055 
24 HRS. $2.99/min - 18+ 
ARE Y0U SAFE? 
TERRACE TRAHSmON HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
,.~ or yell at you 
l or scare you 
You can be safe. 
. There are safe places. 
i TERRACE TRANSmON 
HOUSE: L 635-6147 
24 HOURS A DAY 
CONSOLIDATE YOUR Pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
Good or Bad Credit. Immediate 
approval. Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counsellors of Ca- 
nada, For nearest office 1-888- 
777-0747. Licensed & Bonded. 
DO YOU need a licenced Bar 
Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings, and parties of 
all kinds, Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual ev- 
ents, Call TAR BENDERS for 
pricing and reservation informa- 
tion, 635-3763. Now taking res- 
Tuesday-Saturday, : 10-6 p.m,: ervations forChrlstmas parties, 
Call 1-888-686-1566 or 846, ~space is  limited. Book now so 
9863, .... you don't have to worry later. 
ffp Frank & Dodi Donahue are leased to announce the early II 
I1' arrival of granddaughter I I  
I I  Maia Nicole Donahue I I  
II (Oct. 1st). Maria resides with II 
Ilher parents Steve & Brigitte inll 
New Westminster. 
Helga Kenny 
and 
Patrick Smith 
are pleased to 
announce they 
exchanged wedding 
vows on 
September S, 1998 
at St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church, 
Terrace 
Wednesday, 
October 21, 
1998 
Stuart Smith 
likes fried chicken, 
watermelon. Coach 
and golfer, hunter 
and fisher, father and 
husband, bean 
counter, and 
FORTY YEARS OLD 
today! 
Happy 
Birthday Stu, 
No flowers 
Please send case of 
l beer for the family 
Love C.M.T. 
By day or night, in 
weal or woe, 
That heart, no longer 
Free, 
Must bear the love it 
cannot show, 
And silent, ache for 
thee. 
-Lord Byron 
ToMy 
Dearest Vesta, 
In Memory 
of our Doug 
CANADIAN DOLLARS at par 
Blackbird Lodge. Leavenworths 
best view hotel spa. 
Complimentary breakfast, 
balcony rooms, when staying 
Sunday to Thursday, some 
limitations apply 1-800-446- 
0240. 
Winter Is Coming!! 
Are you ready?.? 
Is your Snowblewer eady?.? 
Power Plus Engine Centre is 
offenng a'Service Special' 
during the month of October, 
Free pick-up and delivery and 
complete inspection PLUS 0il 
change and new spark plug. 
o,. '2P 
(walk behind units) 
Call now for pick-up!!! 
635-2345 
Ask about our "~ct0r" Special! 
POWER PLUS 
CAPITAL DIRECT Lending 
Corp. Start saving $100's today! 
Easy phone approvals. 1st, 2nd 
or 3rd mortgage money avilable 
now, Rates starting at 4.75%. 
equity counts. We don't rely on 
credit, income or age. Specializ- 
ing in the Cariboo. Call 
1/800/625-7747 anytime. Brok- 
er and lender fees may apply, 
SMITHERS BASED TRUCK- 
ING COMPANY looking for full 
or partial backhauls from any- 
where in Alberta or Saskatche- 
wan to deliver anywhere from 
Prince George to Prince Rupert. 
847-4083, 
TUPPERWARE. WOULD you 
like to have a party to earn free 
gilts or maybe you would just 
like to buy our products. Call 
Karen Mattheis at 635-7810. 
TUTORING AVAILABLE! 
I am available to tutor 
grades 1 through 8 in a var- 
iety of classes and have 4 
years of tutoring experience. 
Don't delay, get your child 
the help they need now! 
Early detection is the key to 
successfully helping a strug- 
gling' child. 
Call Kelly at  
635-9032 evenings. 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: , manucomp@unt- 
serve.corn 
VANCOUVER CITY PASS- 
PORT features 1/2 price at 20 
attractions and restaurants. 
($100 value) Includes full break- 
fast for two and room at The 
Quality Hotel- downtown (rate 
$89 + tax) Expires March 31/99. 
• Call toll free 1-800-663-8474. 
CHIMNEY WIZ creosote remov- 
al patented process. Required 
for Smithers to Prince Rupert. 
Unlimited earning potential. All 
tools and advertising provided. 
Small initial investment re- 
quired. Call Bruce at (250)564- 
9943. 
CREATE ADDITIONAL income 
with unlimited earning potentiall 
Be in business for yourself but 
not by yourself. We're looking 
for motivated people who want 
to have a positive impact in the 
lives of others. For more into 
about this great opportunity call 
635-3422. 
EARTH EASY - wonderful 
blend of alternative and natural 
' ' Eng ineCent rez : ' l : '  products including clothing, cos, 
metics books music, and 
=Y0uroutd0or&hea~/d~ i more. (A separate vegetarian 
equipment specialists" I 
4530 A Greig Avenue, I 
(In lhe Minute Muffler bl~..l~ 
WESTERN STAR TRUCKS 
PARTS & SERVICE DEALER 
NADINA W 
TRUCK 
SERVICE LT0 
845-2212 • 2235 Nadina Ave., Houston B.C 
~::~ .-.~:~ :~ 
:~Z!::'.:~ :i~ ,~;~::~ 
~:~!. ?
lunch bar sub-leased at back) 
$55,000 plus inventory. Ron 
250-752-2885. 
FULL SERVICE franchise• 
• $12,500 total investment. In- 
. dudes protected territory, train- 
ing plus all equipment and stock 
to recover full investment. $75- 
$100 hourly possible. 1-888- 
785-9955, fax 604-552-7709. 
2300-2850 Shaughnessey Port 
Coq. V3C 6K5, Master fran- 
chise available. 
INTERNATIONAL OPPOR- 
TUNITY for home or office In a 
350 billion dollar industry. Dis- 
tributor $120 min. Manager 
$4,000 max, Secured by Amaz-" 
ing Products. F/T P/T. Call 604- 
792-3999. 
'PIONEER UPHOLSTERY 
since 1973 
FOR ALL  YOUR UPHOLSTERY NEEDS 
t 4 
i .  
EL~,,.,-- 
• i 
a#idffes on alI':e'm~ 
• Homeopathy ,Detoxlfltelion ,Preventative ,Nulriflonol 
• Food Allergy Testing Programms Medldne Consultallo. 
Wllamin & Ihtankal for appoinhnenb, call: 847-0144 
Supphmentation 1283 Main St. Srnilhers, B.C. 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, October 21, 1998- B9 
$$ GOVERNMENT programs 
information. Government 
assistance programs 
information to assist the start or 
expansion of your business and 
farm. Call 1-800-505-8866 
NORTHWIND POWERED Par- 
achutes is now accepting appli- 
cations for sales agents. Com. 
bine business with pleasure in 
this new and quickly growing 
sport. A safe and inexpensive 
way to flyl All applications are to 
be submitted by October 15, 
1998 to start the 1999 season. 
For more into call Troy Ablitt 
(250)989-0083, 
OWNER OPERATORS re- 
quired. Dry van work. Licensed 
for SK, AB, BC, WA, OR, ID, 
MT & WY. Licensing financed. 
Fleet insurance. Competitive 
mileage rate. No paint required. 
Low start up cost. Interested? 
Call Rod@ Monarch Transport 
(1975) Ltd. 403-440-6528 or 
800-661-9937. 
'97 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4, V-8, 5 speed 
$25,995 ; 
'96 Chrysler Intrepid 
6 Cylinder, Auto., Cruise, 
Cassette/Stereo & more 
was $18,995 NOW $15,995 
'95 Dodge Ram Club Cab 
4x4 Laramie SLT 
V-8, Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette 
Was $25,995 Now $19,995 
'95 Chrysler Cirrus 
6 cyl, Auto,Tilt, Cruise, Cassette, 
power windows & locks 
$12,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
Ext, AWD, Fully Loaded 
$17,995 
'94 Merry,iv ~z  
was ~gS'now $7,995 
'94 Ford Mustang GT 
V-8, Auto, leather, a/c, cruise, tilt, 
power wlnd0ws & locks, 
27,000 kms 
was $19,995 now $16,995 
'94 Ford Probe 
Auto, cassette 
was $13,586 now $12,995 
'92 Ford Explorer 
"Eddie Bauer" 6 cyl, NC, Auto, 
Leather & more 
$16,495 
'87 Ford Tempo 
4 cyl,5 speed 
$2,495 
'98 Chev Cavalier 
4 cyl, Auto, Only 11,339 kms 
$15,995 
'97 GMC 250 SLE 
Extra Cab 4x4 
V-8, Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Power 
Windows & Locks, Cassette & 
More 
$31,995 
'96 GMC 2500 
Extra Cab 4x4 
v8, Auto, a/c, cruise, tilt power 
windows & locks & more: 
was $3!,995 now $29,995 
i95 Chevrolet Monte Carlo 
V-8, Auto, Fully loaded 
$16,995 
'93 Chev 4x4 Extra,Cab~ 
was $18,995.,now$17,:~995 
, "~ ¢~ ~ 
'92 Chev Lumina • 
6 cyl, loaded 
$10,495 
'97 Toyota RAV4 
4 door, 4x4, 5 speed 
$23,995 
'97 Toyota Corolla 
4 cyl, auto, cassette 
$15,995 
'96 Toyota Tacoma 4x4 
Extra Cab 
was $21,995 now $20,995 
'96 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, Only 25,000 kms 
$29,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
was $27,995 now $26,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, Auto, Power windows 
& locks, Cruise, Tilt 
$25,995 
'93 Mazda 323 
4 cyl, Auto 
was $8,995 now $7,995 
'93 Mazda Pick-up 
5 speed, am/tm cassette 
was $9,995 now $7,995 
: : IDEM0: i 
CLEABOUTS:I  
Demo Prices, Net Of Programs 
PERFECT PART-time home 
businessl 2 hours/day earns 
you $2k-$20k/month. Hands-on 
training. 24 hr message. 800- 
299-5001 ext. 15207. 
NEW M.LM. to B.C. Huge com- 
pensation plan• Free car• Free 
house. Get In Now! Call Dave 
,250-604-3041 for free informa- 
tion. Anyone can do this busi- 
ness. 
SARA LEE - Kraft Foods Dis- 
tribs. Invest 2-4 hrs per week 
restocking est. retail account. 
Min invest. $7995. 1-888-296- 
3034. 
LOG SCALING, correspon- 
dence courses. $489. 1-250- 
334-7782. This theory course is 
recommended for success in 
learing log scaling and grading 
www.lo.qscalinq.com. 
COLESCE CLOTHING & Lin- 
gerie Consultants needed• Man- 
ager an aset but not necessary. 
Sold by home party plan. "Get 
Paid to Party." Call Dorothy 
250-832-9192 or 1-800-641- 
3660. 
ESTABLISHED, 
PROGRESSIVE TIMBER CO. 
Smithers area seeks 
experienced, motivated person. 
Required: Processor operator, 
limit 2200, multiple sorts, high 
recovery, qulity controls. 
Experienced operating all 
logging equipment, team player, 
permanent position. Fax 
resume (250) 847-5901 
attention Grant Wahl or phone 
847-9888 
FASTEST EASIEST money 
y0u'll ever make. $7,000- 2 
weeks plus bonus millionaires 
plan from teens to seniors, 
great for college persons and 
no experience needed• Don't 
even think about it• Just do it. 
Fush $2 plus S.A.S.E. or $2.50 
and you're on your way to re- 
cession money. Comp 9 Site 
40, RR#2, Terrace, B.C., VSG 
329. 3210 Clinton. 
LINCENSED OPTICIANS and 
Contact Lens fitters required for 
a new One Hour Optical Labo- 
ratory in Quesnel, B.C. Must be 
willing to learn the complete 
laboratory process. Wages 
commensurate with qualifica- 
tions and experience. Please 
fax complete resume to Lens- 
masters (250)392-7034 before 
Friday, Oct. 30/98. 
We have local . . . . . .  
SERVICE TECHNICIANS 
Servicing: Copiers, Printers, Calculatorsi 
Computers, Cash Registers, Fax Machines 
Recowr your health in a 
natural integrated way 
LIFE ENERGY ASSESSMENT 
Environmental & Food Allergy Testing ] 
Aromatic Bodywork &Acupressure ] 
Reflexology, Reiki, Herbology, Ear. Candling I 
Frances Birdsell By Appointment 635-2194 I 
Natural Health Practitioner St. Mathcw's Centre, 4506 Lakclsc Ave.,Te~ce I 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
i 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart to 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and 
courier service. 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
~: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
Terrace Depok 635-7676 
'98 Dodge Caravan SE 
Sport Mo~:<~: 
3.31, V6, Autr~,: ~ i~i :~lass  
Power L t ' !~ ,~Cru lse  
Tilt, Cos :i:i:!:i~:i~ inchild seats & 
~ more 
NOW $25,555 
'98 DodgeE,~R., Caravan 
6000 kin, V6, Auto, Front & Rear 
Air, Casselte/CD, Cruise, Tilt, Tinted 
Glass, Power Windows & Locks, 
Built in child seats & more. 
NOW $31,251 
'98 Dodge Caravan 
i2,500 kin, V6, Auto, Air, Dual 
sliding doors, Cruise, Tilt, Tinted 
Glass, Power Locks, Built in child 
seats, Running boards 
& more. 
NOW $23,636 
Partial List 
0nly Over 25 More 
Pre-0wned Vehicles 
In Stockl 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7is7 
1-800-313-7187 Dm 595a 
www,terraooautomall.¢om 
i 
t 
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: !380;HELP .  
• :: WANTED!  
,300: HELP 
. iWANTED ". 
FULL TIME position available 
for exPerienced parts person. 
Send resume to: Pro Auto 
Parts, Box 2999 Creston, B.C. 
V0B 1G0 or fax to: (250)428- 
5775. 
NEED 2 people to assist man- 
ager, Apply at 4718 Lazelle 
Ave,, 8:45 a.m. Monday thru 
Saturday. 
NORTHERN METALIC Sales 
Fort Nelson. Full time position 
available, Person to manage a 
.small engine shop. Responsible 
for sales inventory control & su- 
perviss 4 people. Honda & 
Bombardier experience an as- 
set but not a necessity. Salary 
negotiable. Full time position 
available. Small engine me- 
chanic. Experience in Honda, 
Ski-Doo an asset, Salary nego- 
tiable based on experience. Fax 
resume to Dave @ 250-774- 
3604. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY ap- 
pliance and refrigeration techini- 
clan. Must have at least five 
yean experience. Industry wag- 
es and benefits package. 
Please fax full resume to 250- 
392-7470. 
REQURED IMMED. Exhaust 
and brake specialist. Must be 
able .to custom bend. Quality 
work expected. Enjoy the out- 
doon in the beautiful cariboot 
Industry wages and benefits 
package. 1-800-668-3994 
James or Arvin. 
SALES REP. required. Experi- 
ence not necessary, will thin. 
Base plus commission, Must 
have Driver's license and nil- 
able transportation. Fax: 250- 
392-6994. Send nsume c/o 
Tribune Box 809, 188 N.lst 
Ave• Williams Lake, B.C,, V2G 
1Y8. 
WILUAMS LAKE Cedar Pro- 
ducts Ltd, Operations Account- 
ant. Location: Williams Lake 
B,C, General Information: Re- 
porting to the Financial Con- 
troller, the Operations Account- 
ant would function as a key 
• member of the management 
• team, with duties which would 
include financial analysis .and 
nporting, cost , accounting, 
month end closing, planning 
and forecasting and supervision 
of office clerical group. The suc- 
cessful candidate will be a des- 
ignated Accountant or near 
completion of a recognized Pro- 
fessional Accounting Pngram/ 
Experience in the Forest Indus- 
try would be an asset. Strong 
interpersonal and organization 
skills are required. Advanced 
personal computer experience, 
comprehensive knowledge of 
computerized accounting sys- 
tems (accounts payable, pur- 
chasing, payroll, fixed assets) is 
essential, Interested applicants 
an invited to forward their let- 
ters of application and resumes 
to at the address below to At- 
tention: Operations Accountant,' 
or fax to (250)992-5753 by Oc- 
tober 31, 1998. C/O P,O. Box 
4520, Quesnel, B.C., V2J 3J8. 
TUTOR FOR gr• 10 student to 
help w/math, science, etc. Also 
able to tutor Gr 8-10 French. 
Please call 635-3388. 
VANCOUVER MACK now hir- 
ing licensed commercial trans- 
port technicians. Pleasee send 
resume to: 918 Cliveden Ave, 
New Westminster, B.C. V3M 
5R5. Phone (604)528-2231 or 
fax: (604)528-1858. 
WAITRESS WANTED. P/'I" or 
F/T. Please send resume to 
Shah Yan Restaurant, 4606 
Greia Ave. Terrace. 
iCJ 
NorthWest Aboriginal Health 
Council 
Administrative Agency 
DEe L K'anl Friendship Centre, Box 2920, ~ 
- Smilhers, B.C. V0J 2N0 
tel: (250)847-5211 fax: (250)847-5144 
Call for Proposals - Northwest Aboriginal 
Health Council 
The NWAHC priorities are directed at Alcohol and Drug and 
Family Violence prevention. Through programs that deliver holistic 
ways to meet he needs of aboriginal youth, Elders, families and 
whole communities. Programs that have clear goals and objectives 
and can be campleted within an indicated time frame, can dem- 
onstrate community support and has the support of the Band 
Council, or Board motion, can apply. 
The call for proposals was released on October 13, 1998. 
Deadline for proposals is January 29, 1999, at 4:00 pm. 
If you are interested and would like to find out if your organiza- 
tion qualifies, please contact Annette Morgan, Regional 
Coordinator - NW Aboriginal Health Council at (250)847-5211. 
Mission Statement 
The Northwest Aboriginal Health Council (NWAHC), . 
enhances the qualily of life for Aboriginal Communities, by 
promoting a vision of holistic healing, using culturally appro- 
priate communily based models. The NWAHC achieves this 
through the management of funds for health promotion in 
partnership with other health organizations and the 
government. 
5KEENA PULP OPERATIONS is looking for a: 
Financial Accountant 
The Financial Accountant coordinates the 
activities of the accounts payable function 
including cash expenditure forecasting and 
control of disbursements. The position also 
works closely with Engineering and 
Maintenance in forecasting and accounting 
for maintenance and capitol spending 
programs. 
The successful applicant must have or be 
nearing completion towards a professional 
designation (CMA/CA/CGA) with several 
years industrial accounting experience. , 
Pulp experience would be an asset. A 
highly motivated individual with the desire 
to achieve _positive results will 
find this to be a rewarding role. . 
" 1  
Skeena Cellulose offers a highly d 
competitive employee benefit and 
1 relocation package, ,~J q l  Interest~ candidate~ "should send a j covering letter and resum e , in confidence by Oct. 30/98 to: ~11 
•k•e• Mr. Dan McKay Skeena Cellulose ~ P.O. Box 1000 ~11 Prince Rupert, B..~I ena veJ 3s2
Fax: (250)624-0473 
SALES REP 
Needed to market break- 
through Herbaceutical prod- 
uct line to retail accounts in 
the NW area of Province. 
Generous commissions. 
Full or part time. 
Fax resumes to 
Ray Neuls, C.E.O. 
Herbalab 
250.338-6843 
i 
AUTOMOTIVE 
MECHANIC 
Temporary Full Time 
Must have exhaust & 
brake experience. 
Apply in person with 
resume to 
4526 Greig Avenue. 
Closing date October 
31,1998. 
Career Opportunity 
To complement our progressive team we 
are looking for an outstanding person: 
Exper ienced Parts Person 
Join us for the relaxed lifestyle in the central interior 
Excellent salary & benefit package 
for the successful applicant 
Fax: (250) 392-4703 
Attention: J. Harmer, Parts Manager 
Williams Lake, B.C. 
Growing company is now 
accepting applications for a 
Certified Autobody 
Technician. Flat rate. 
Please apply in person with 
Resume. 
WANTED, CARPET shampoo- 
ers. Apply at 4718 Lazelle Ave., 
8:45 a,m. Monday thru Satur- 
day. 
~"i Looking f ~  
:Child Care? 
Skeena Child Care Resource and 
Referral has information on 
child rare options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at45,% Park Ave. 
or call 638~1113, 
'Skeana CCRR is a I~rogram of~e 
Terrace Woman's Resource Centre 
and is funded by the Minlslxy for 
C~ildren and Families. j 
BAR TENDER, We specialize 
in organizing and catering to 
your every need when it comes 
to Bar Service. We will custom 
design a package to suit your 
needs, from full Bar service to 
working with in your budget. We 
will help to give you and your 
guests an event to remember. 
MOVING? TRUCK and 24' trail- 
er enclosed, will protect your 
goods across town or across 
country. Will assist, or load for 
you. Reasonable rates. Call 
635-2126. 
WILL BABYSIT in my home. 
Located across from Uplands 
School. Call 638-7748. 
WORKING ON your home'~ 
Having a problem? Phone Jur- 
gen Mattheis 635-7810. Hourly 
or job rates. Exp. in home renDs 
& large construction. Contrac- 
tors welcome to phone. •Will 
also do out of town, 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING "11 
Shames Mountain Ski Club 
November 2, 1998 - 7:30 p.m. 
at the Coast Inn of the West 
- Election of officers II 
'- All Nancy Green ond Alpine parents are II 
asked to attend. 
J For more information call Randy 635-3968 • or Barry635-5010 
For more Information please 
call Tar Benders at 635-3763. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER, 
Richard Thornton Construction 
available for renovations, re- 
pain or new construction. 20 
Vn experience. Call 638-8526. 
FOR HIRE: Owner-Operator 
Feller-Buncher. Twenty years 
experience. Clear cut or selec- 
tive logging. Quota and private 
wood. Phone 250-967-4587. 
MATURE, CARING, woman 
wanting to care for your children 
any age, any time, full time pre- 
fern& Your home or mine. 
Bonded, own transportation, re- 
liable, reasonable, excellent ref- 
ennces. 638-1531. 
PAINTER 15 years experience. 
I VOLUNTEERS NEEDED TERRACE HOSPICE SOCIETY is looking for volunteers. They will be offering a volunteer train- ing session November 6-8, t 998. We are looking or 15 to 20 people who are interested in taking the training and consider 
working with Hospice clients. Hospice volunteers provide care 
Bland support a the terminally ill and their families. Just being 
I1[ there is enough sometimes for some, for others, listening and 
el talking to them, playing games, going ro walks, writing letters 
el for them, or other small favors, provide the support hey need. 
l [  Potential volunteers hould be mature, sta[be, ahve good listen- 
I I  ing skills, be dependable,and have the abilily to work as part of 
HI a t0am. They also must be willing to have a criminal records 
l [  search done, and take an oath of confidentiality. 
I I  If you think you would like to help others during a great time of 
HI need, and are interested in taking the volunteer training, please 
U call the Terrace Hospice Sociatey office at 635-4811 to register. 
847-51 it right oncel Call 635-3783• 
Northern Hearing 
l~.-,,,~m~lN~ ~1~ Safety  T ra in i# lg  Based in Terrace, B.C. and reporting directly to the C.E.O. of the North West 
A PRIVATE POST SECONDARY TRAINING INSTITUTION Community Health Services Society, this individual will have the opportunity and 
Economy Crunch! New Volume Discounts! 
Fill up a class of 12 
Everybody gets an extra 10% discount. 
Call for more oetails 
WCB OFA LEVEL 1 $~5 
Nov3Tues,Nov14Sa~Dec5SM.;. ' .... 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATIONENDORSEMENT 
NOV 4 Wed, NOv 15 Sun, Dec 6 Sun $75 
WCB OFA LEVEL 3 ~595 
Nov23- Dec4 Kitimat Only 6 Spaces Left ! 
TRANS. OF DANGEROUS GOODS $100 
Nov5 Thurs, 
TRAFFIC CONTROL $150 
Nov6&7 Fri & Sat 
WHMIS (4 hours) $50 
Anytime via computer 
For groups of 6 or more we can specialize adate to su~ your needs. 
primary responsibility to oversee the implementation of the North West Regional Mental 
Health Plan for integrated community and hospital inpatient services across the Region. 
The Director will be expected to work effectively in a complex administrative 
environment consisting of the North West Community Health Services Society, the 
Terrace and Area Community Health Council, the other Community Health Councils, 
Aboriginal Associations, and other stakeholders with the common goal of achieving 
best practice:services for Mental Health clients in the Region. This is a Senior 
Management position with a combination of direct and functional resPonsibility for 
budgets totaling approximately $5,000,000. 
Applicants should possess a Masters degree in a Mental Health related discipline or 
Health Administration with at least 7 to 10 years of experience in a senior position in a 
related field. 
Salary is negotiable• 
Please direct all inquiries to: Gary Roper, Manager of Finance and Administration, 
North West Community Health Services Society, 3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 4T2. Fax: (250) 638-2251; E-malh gary.roper@nwch.hnet.bc.ca 
Applications and resumes must be received no later than 4:30 p.m., October 30, 1998. 
I 
FISHERIES COMMUNITY 
COORDINATOR 
16/37 Community Futures is seeking an individual to 
undertake various planning, coordinationg and man- 
agement asks: 
JOB DESCRIPTION " 
Under the direction of the Terrace Kitimat Partners for = 
Salmonids committee, and the General Manager of I " 
16/37, the Coordinator will be responsible for coop I 
dination and liaison with all community groups and 
agencies involved in Fisheries, do research, plan- 
ning, organizational and proposal, writing for 
Fisheries programs and strategies. Work with the 
TKPS committee and other staff members in develop- 
ment of administrative, financial reports and organ- . 
izational programs. Work with the I'KPS and all cam- . 
munily partners to enhance the establishment and 
development of fish strategies for the region. 
QUAUFCATIONS 
The person we seek must be highly motivated, an 
enthusiastic self-starter and be able to work in 
changing situations with a variety, of people and iter- ',, 
ests. Strong interpersonal ancl coping skills are 
essential. Must have the ability, to work effedively 
with a volunteer Board and work under the General 
Manager:along with other staff members on a Team 
Concept basis. Communication and comp.uter skills 
are definitely required. A Bachelor of Science 
degree, diploma or related work experience in the 
natural resources field, a cluatic/fish resources pre- 
ferred) or other related t ielcls would definitely be an 
asset. 
SALARY 
Commensurate with experience. Position to be 
located in Terrace. 
Please send resumes altention: 
JOE WHITNEY, General Manager 
16/37 Community Fulures 
#204-4630 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 156 
Telephone: 635-5449 
APPUCATION DEADLINE: 12:00 ; i~ i i ! ! i 'O~ber23 ,  
1998 
Tar  Benders  JANE'S PET GALLERY . 
U;" '~!  ~ ' i~"  Ba rtending Ser vices All Breed Docj Grooming 
B~: ' ; "N°w .king bookings for . ..... , 
l i k '~ '~ ;'' Christmas & New Year's parties JANE TURNER z~;~& i 
i: ~ ,~.~:  *Limited Space Available 
•  o,uo, or,,=k e 
~ ~ ' :  B B  For*H°Stmore°r NOinfoHOSt Bar Service free pick up and delivery ¢'~...'%~'~'~'~ ~''" 
Call Karen at 635-3763 PLUS: Original Pet Portraits ~ , : : i :  I:LI: i~i~i~ ~i:... 
j ~ ! • THE 
::l ~ . . . .  0 ~ ~ " G ~ :;i LEATHER & TACK SHOP 
PRECISELY RIGHT if::: I 5880 o'dremo rd. Terrace, B C V8G 3X2 1 
:i:i. :~,:!:i~: . . . . . . . . . .  ' ~ (250) 635-7721 
I : : l~_  Truck & 24 ft Trailer at Your Servicel I O nTues TOSat 1 " " 
~ : I~ • . pm mopm 
:1 I~d~ • Will assist or load for you : [!!iiiiiiii:: ;;~f[~iil~!~!i'~:igi3~iiiii~iiiii!i 
: I C,~¢t~Jh~,~ • Reasonable Rates l~ii~i i!iii:~U~iB~i~lc~.~a~i~'~i~iii!:~i~ !:~: 
: • Bondable !iiiiiii iii:.!iiiiiii~!: . 
~ . r~.6~9 I FOR AFTER HOUR SALES PLEASE CALL : 
,,~ " "5~."~ 
~,.  . J, 5. " ~J':; tE~! 't . 
,, ~ ~..~ 
I TOPJ~RS,"I~NT)~LS &'~6"ALES I Tents for banquets, weddings or outdoor 
activities. Rent by the day, week or month. 
Phone 635-2818 or 635-3367 
' ,DMNE CANINE i 
L~ "~ DANA SIMPSON 
PROFESSIONAL PET GROOMING 
PHONE:  (250)  635-7856 
FAX: (250)  638-1880 
: Truck, Trailer, Auto Repairs @ 
Steel & Aluminum Fabrication 
Noble  
Mechan ica l  
: Snowmobile Trailers, Decks and accessories 
Rahss slatting $35/hr 
615-9944 cell 
Mike Metcalfe 635-7684 shop 
Certified H/D Mechanic 635-6758 home 
   JPARTY PE I I 
I ~DJ. Service (wilh or wllhout DJ.) I / I Bnchanted ]l$1rthday ]LOartles e ,  • 
J Certified Bartenders ] J J with fairies, wizards, 
" " "  ~ I I games, activities, / 'C ~_  ~ \ 
Let us organize your next party, 
for bookings call Paul Lebrun at i I and fairy dress up I " /  for  all the ~estsl  ~k, ~! L"  / 
:' 638l- 8813 ca,:,, 
b~ 
i-: " . . . . . .  " ,""'[" ':<' . . . . .  : '  " " ....... : i ' , "  ' i l l  ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " i'lii i , , , 
, t 
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m TUTORING AVAILABLE! 
:1 am available to tutor 
grades 1 through 8 in a var- 
:iety of classes and have 4 
;years of tutoring experience. 
Don't delay, get your child 
the help they need nowl 
Early detection is the key to 
successfully helping a strug- 
gling child. 
Cal l  Ke l ly  at 
635-9032 eveninl~s. 
TOP OF the Mountain, Accom- 
odations & management @ 
Sunpeaks Resort, All new full- 
equipped 1-5 bdrm condos & 
chalets. Sleeping up to 36 peo- 
ple in connecting units. Hot 
tubs, Jacuzzis, Saunas & Fire 
Places. Most ski in-out or just 
mln, to lifts. For every Adult tick- 
et 1 kid under 12 skis FREEIII 
Stay 6 nights & get the first 
night FREEIII, (Some restric- 
tions apply) Call Sharon at 1- 
800-585-8834. www.mwsolu- 
tions.com/top, e-math sunpsaks 
@direct.ca. 
IANNUAL GENERAL meeting 
and election of officers for Ter- 
race Pipes and Drums Society 
will be held 7:30 Monday, Oct, 
26, Kin Hut, Barn/635-5905. 
BLOCK PARENT will take won- 
~erful care of ch dren. (Com- 
iputar, crafts, homework, story- 
time). Great ref: 638-1538. 
~DUE to the local economic 
iclimate, effective October 31, 
,1998, Canadian Homebuilders 
~ssociation of Skeena will 
,cease to be an active 
~,association locally and will 
• cease membership of CHBA 
Iprovincially and naiionally. 
',Please contact individual 
contractors directly. 
m 
L 
j • 
TERRACE 
GRANISLE ARENA open to 
minor hockey; figure skaters; or 
adut teams for practices, 
'games, or tournaments. Phone: 
,1-250-697-2718 or fax 1-250- 
'697-2306 for rates and booking. 
We would be happy to try meet 
~vour ice needs. 
ROYAL CANADIAN Legion 
Dance - music by the Mothballs. 
Saturday Oct 24/98 at 9 pm, 
Members & bonafide guests. 
Must be 19 years & up only 
please. 
TERRACE HOME BASED 
BUSINESS ASSOC. FALL 
FAIR. Oct 31. 10:00-4:00. For 
table rental contact 635-2365. 
: -:34oILEGAL   I 
• " NOTICES ~ I 
: ; • . :- : i : :  ' 
LT~-R R A C E 
I, R. Markus Mark of Eagle 
Lodge am no longer responsi- 
ble for any debts incurred to me ! 
by Horst K. Bauer during the 
1998 fishin.q season. 
THO~I~HILL  
C01VI~[UNITY  
CB~U]  CH 
st~..day,~6 er [c¢;10;45 
~t~i i~ ~ (=~"~"'" 
Teens & Adi ]t ] )le Classes 
S~=~y's ~lCl] b F, qes 2. l~ 9:30 
cottegl [ ~- ,~=.~. 
Teen| ~ h Group| 
Mt.dt MId-wi ft~ ~lbl© Studlel 
"n~i~davs 9i ~ ay 
u~a.q~or J to] {B~boker 
Christ Lutheran 
Church 
3229 Sparks St. 
- Sundays -
Sunday School 10 am 
Worship  11 am 
- Thursdays - 
Evening Prayer 7 pm 
The little church in the 
heart of the horseshoe 
Pastor Terry Simonson 
635-5520 
figure, 
Ifju~ 1% more Canadians w~re p;rpi~lly 
active, annual sa~ngs tn hearth-cam costs 
c0uld be as much as $12,000,000. 
5h°rlng o H°c~ipa~ FufUrlEl~P~l. 
, ,4 . .  BI~lSH NOTICEINVrlINGAPPUCATION r=i~' (~  
1~ COLUMBIA FOR TIMBER SALE UCENCE ASOSW 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 20 of the ForestAct, sealed tenders will be 
received by the Diatflct Manager, North Coast Forest Dtatdct, 125 Market Place, 
Pdnca Rupert, BC, V8J 1B9, (250) 624-7460 not later than November 9, 1998, at 
3:30 p.m, for Timber Sale IJcance A50697, authorizing the harvest of timber 
located in Welda Creek in the vicinity of Nasa Bay. 
VOLUME: 22,040 cubic metres (m=), more or less; 
SPECIES: Hw: 64%, Ba: 24%, Sp: 8%, Cw 4% more or less; 
TERM: 1 year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $15.85/m = 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Overhead Cable System 
Applications will be accepted only from registrants in the Small Business Forest 
EnterpriseProgrsm (Category1 and2).!.~ ,;, ,1 ~- ~,:r,,~,~,~ :~H:,~ ~ ~,  ,~ : 
An informal explanation ~ the contents of the particulars package wil! be held et 
the district office on October 26, 1998, at 1:00 p,m. Attendance is optional. 
Sealed tenders will be opened at the North Coast District office, November 9, 
1998, at 3:30 p.m. 
Tender packages and additional information may be obtained from the above 
address. 
~ dRII"ISH NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION 0~,=,vv (~ 
LUMBIA FOR TIMBER SALE UCENCE A~6N"  nmm 
Take notice that, pumuant o Section 20 of the ForeetAct, sealed tenders will be 
received by the Dlstflct Manager, North Coast Forest District, 125 Market Place, 
Prince Rupert, BC, V8J 1B9, (250) 624-7460 not later than November 9, 1998, at 
3:30 p.m. for Timber Saic Ucance A50693, authodzing the harvest of timber 
located in Welda Creek in the vicinity of Nape Bay. 
VOLUME: 17,652 cubic metres (m'), more or less; 
SPECIES: Hw: 64%, Be: 29%, Sp: 2%, Cw 5% more or less; 
TERM: 1 year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $15,90/m = 
LOGGING SYSTEM: Overhead Cable System 
Applications will be accepted only from registrants in the Small Business Forest 
Enterprise Program (Category I and 2). 
An informal explanation of the contents of the particulars package will be held at 
the d[stdct office on October 26, 1998, at 1:00 p,m. Attendance is optional, 
SeaIed tenders wJll be opened at the North Coast District office, November 9, 
1998, at 3:30 p.m. 
Tender packages end additional information may be obtained from the above 
address, 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Chdstoph Diotz'felblnger of Smithers, B,C., occupation Mountain 
Guide intends to make application for a Commercial Beckcountry Recreation Tenure 
of land generally situated in Northern British Columbia and more specifically 
described as all mountain ranges and climbing areas in northern Brilish Columbla as 
outlined on e map submitted to BC Lands, Smithers. 
The purpoce for which the land is required Is mountain guiding. 
Commonls concerning this application may be made to the Senior Land Officer, 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks Lands Division. P.O. 5000. Smithers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0 Telephone: (250} 847-7331 
File No: 6406512 
Dated: O~. 13. 1~.~ 
Be advised any response to this advertisement P,.,,'~ 1 
will be considered part of the public record. For ~ ,/~l,,~,,,~ 
information, contact an FOI Advisor, Environment 
& Lands, Skeena Region, 847-7696. 
f 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
BC Hydro is inviting lenders from equipment contractors for snow 
dearing from parking Jots, substation yards and access roads in 
Ihe Terrace, Kitimat, and Stewad areos. 
SpeciFications and tender documents [or the followln 9 tenders 
can be obtained from BC Hydra, 5220 Keilh Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. c/a Lecretia Harrison [638-5642). 
LocaJ Work Conlrad #E704-98-11 
Terrace Office, 5220 Keith Ave. 
Local Work Contract #E704-98-12 
Skeena Substation and access road/ 
Terrace and Kalum Substations 
Local work Conlract #E704-98-13 
Minette Substation and access road, 
and Kitimat Warehouse yard 
Local Work Conlract #704-98-14 
Stewart Substation and access road 
local Work Conlract #E704-98-15 
Aiyansh Substation and access road 
Tenders close at 11:00 a,m. on 30 October 1998. 
BChydro  
/,/ 
m 
ST/  DARD 
3210 Clinton Street Terrace, B.C. VeG 5R2 (250) 638-7283 Fax (250) 638-8432 
Keep on top of all the news and views that 
are important to the northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Quality News Coverage 
1 Year  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ....... $56 .18  (GST included) 
(Within B.C. 
.1. Year  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $63 .13  (GST included) 
(Out of Province) 
1 Year  ............................... $49 ,76  (GST included) 
(Senior Citizens) 
USA and Europe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $:1.55.:1.5 (per 6 me.) 
m m m u m m m m m | n n n m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m | m m m m m, -  mm m "  m m m | m m" m | m mmdm 
m 
, " c l ip& mamlto = Yes, I would like to receive the m 
m ! 
'S . TAND, 
m 32t0 C#inton St. Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 (250) 638-7283 Fax (250) 6388432 
m 
m . 3210 
: C i ,n ton  St reet  
: Ter race ,  B .C .  
" V 8 G  5R2 
m 
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COMMUNIIY NEWSPAPERS N e t w o r k C I a s s i f i e d s 
A $ S 0 ¢ I A T I 0 N These ads appear in approximately ,100 ( l~t ' j l ( '~( '~ for25words 
Briti.ck b Columbia and Yukon community newspapers in B.C,and Yukon N,P'r-~./%/ $6,00each 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additional word 
AUCTIONS 
SAT, OCT 24 - 11AM. 1990 
Mack Truck; 2 - 1978 
Fruhaut B-train trailers; '78 
Peerless log trailer; vehi- 
cles, boats, tools & equip, 
CR AUCTIONS 250-287- 
3939. 
AUTO 
CARS FOR $100, 
Government seized and 
sold locally. All makes and 
models. Call 1-888-735- 
7771 Ext 1266. 
BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CASH IN/CASH OUT 
Coke, Pepsi, Hostess, 
M&M. Re-stock established 
unique vendors In your 
area, No seller. Full-time, 
part-time, Minimum invest- 
ment $13,980. 1-888-503- 
8884 (24 hours). Member 
B.B.B. 
ONLINE CHRISTIAN NET- 
WORK, Serve the Lord & 
Your Community. Join 
growing network of 
Christian Franchisees. Full 
training & support. 
Protected territories. 
Investment required, SIG- 
NIFICANT ROI, Call 1- 
800-663-7326, 
$140,000/YR POTENTIAL, 
Yesl Profit magazine says 
"Best business to go into 
'98._" Low overhead + no 
inventory + Very Profitable 
Franchisel Call now, free 
information: 1-888-679- 
2201. 
DISCOVER HOW PEOPLE 
like you are making $7,000 
- $12 000+/me with the 
World's most successful in- 
terne, franchise. We train 
you. Investment required, 
1-888-578-7588. 
CASH RIGHT NOWI 
RRSP, RRSP Locked-in, 
LIRA (Locked-in 
Retirement Account), LIF 
(Life Income Fund) or other 
locked-in accounts, owners 
can turn your investments 
into CASH RIGHT NOW 
WITHOUT PAYING 
TAXES, Deed before a so- 
licitor, No deposit required, 
Tel: 1-877-202-1100. 
"50% ACTIVE PARTNER- 
SHIP OPPORTUNITY. Well 
established Parksvllle, 
Vancouver Island company, 
Purchase price $120,000. 
Investment should be real- 
Ized In approximately 2 
years, Resume required 
with your application for 
partnership. Reply to: File 
#153, c/o Box 45, 
Parksville, B,C, V9P 2G3, 
BUSINESS EDUCATION 
OPPORTUNITIES COUNSELLOR TRAINING 
Institute of Canada offers 
on-campus and correspon- 
dence courses toward a 
Diploma In Counselling 
Practice to begin this 
month. Free catalogue, call 
24hrs 1-800-665-7044. 
SAVE MONEY, make 
money. Make crafts for gift- 
ing or selling. Free 88 page 
catalogue, Craft kits and 
supplies. Crysbi Craft, 
RR#3, High River, AB, T1V 
1N3. 
DOUBLE YOUR INCOMEI 
Manufacturer of exceptional 
coating products is appoint- 
ing distributors for the 
amazing Ceramic Insulcoat 
R:E Permanent Coating 
System for roofs, walls, 
decks, patios, plus Interiors. 
Areas priced from $9800. 
Secured by product, equip- 
ment equity participation, 
training, easy marketing 
plan, factory support & ex- 
clusive area revenue. 
Phone Barry 532-6090 at 
EnviroCoatlngs. 
COMING EVENTS 
SCIENTIFIC SECRETS of 
health and youth revealedl 
Life changing health and fi- 
nancial opportunity. Earn 
serious income helping oth- 
ers, Dynamic author, scien- 
tist, speaker and oil patch 
celebrity touring 
Alberta]B.C. November '98. 
Call 1-800-494-2995. 
EDUCATION 
BE A SUCCESSFUL 
WRITER..,write for money 
and pleasure with our 
unique home-study course, 
You get Individual tuition 
from professional writers on 
all aspects of writing- ro- 
mances, short stories, radio 
and TV scripts, articles and 
children's stories. Send 
today for our FREE BOOK. 
Toll free 1-800-267-1829 
Fax 1-613-749-9551. The 
Writing School, 3115 - 38 
McArthur Ave. Ottawa, ON 
K1 L 6R2, 
A CAREER CHANGE? 
Train to be an 
Apartment/Condo Manager, 
Many Jobs-All areasl Free 
job placement assistance, 
17 years of successl For 
Into/brochure 681-5456/1- 
800-665.8339.RMTI, 
H E L I C O P T E R 
LOGGING/S i lv i cu l tu re  
Training, Men and women - 
train for exciting, high pay- 
Ing careers In growth sec- 
tors of the forest ndustry, 
W.C.B, 'Worksafe' recog- 
nized training. Private Post- 
secondary Institution, Job 
placement assistance, I H-L 
Training Institute Ltd, 
(250)897-1188, 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES 
CARETAKER COUPLE 
with experience required for 
Merrltt mobile home park, 
Handiman and good public 
relation skills. Retired or 
seml-retired, Fax resume 
and references (604) 985- 
2508. 
200 JOBSI Lakeside 
Packers, located in Brooks, 
AB (2 hours east of 
Calgary), is currently hiring 
for production line opera- 
tars for both the day and af- 
ternoon/evening shifts, As 
one of western Canada's 
Premiere beef slaughter 
and processing facilities, 
we are looking for men and 
women interested in pursu- 
ing a career In the beef In- 
dustry, Permanent, full-time 
work with some overtime is 
available, Applicants hould 
be prepared for repetitious, 
physical labour Involving 
the use of a knife. No expe- 
rience is necessary as we 
provide training, The start- 
ing wage for day shift post- 
tions Is $9.25/hour; after- 
noon shift positions start at 
$9,60/hour, The top place- 
ment area, performance 
evaluations and length of 
employment, If you are in- 
terested in joining our team, 
please fax your resume to 
403-501-2239 or call us toll 
free at 1-888-700-0903 for 
more Information, 
TECHNICIAN. Great envi- 
ronment-lakes, fishing, 
hunting, outdoor activities 
plus a modern fully 
equipped dealership for a li- 
censed technician with 
Ford experience preferred, 
Excellent remuneration, 
benefits relocation assis- 
tance, Apply in confidence 
to', Brian Dunn, Garand 
Jones Monahan Ford, High 
~ AB, ~o_3.r,23-so_o0= 
FOR SALE MISC, 
ROCKY MOUNTAIR DI- 
RECT MERCHANTS, We 
are direct merchants of 
quality outdoor apparel and 
accessories, For great 
value, call any time for a 
FREE CATALOGUE 1-888- 
377-6259, 
; Id i l .~ l [  =l['d[.'t~ 
SAWMILL $4895 SAW 
LOGS INTO BOARDS, 
planks, beams. Large ca- 
pacity, Best sawmill value 
anywhere, Free information 
1-800-566-6899. Norwood 
Sawmills, R.R, 2, Kilworthy, 
Ontario POE 1G0, 
VITAMIN SAVINGS. BEST 
PRICES IN CANADA. 28 
years In business. Huge se- 
lection, Never undersold. 
Sample. Glucosamine 
500mg. 90-$10.99. E400 
iu. D'alpha natural 100 
caps $8.99. Pure Creatlne 
400g $19.99. Ginkgo 60mg 
standardized 90 caps 
$12.88, Savings on larger 
sizes. Order or Catalogue 
1-800-663-0747 in 
Vancouver 321-7000. 
FOR PROFIT OR HOBBY: 
Singer Knitting Machines. 
Manual, Electronic and 
lace-maklng, Excellent con- 
dition. All accessories and 
instructions included, 
$2000 (shipping included) 
Phone: 204-857-4330, 
HEALTH 
LOWER MAINLAND MED- 
ICAL CLINIC looking for 
Doctors in Family Practice, 
Obstetrics, and Industrial 
Medicine Immediate open- 
ings. Reply to: Box # 898, 
418-6th St., New 
Westminster, B.C,, V3L 
3B2, 
HELP WANTED 
NEEDED: EXECUTIVE DI- 
RECTOR for Non-Profit 
Society, Apply by resume 
to: Golden Community 
Resources Society, Box 
746, Golden, B.C. V0A 
1H0. Fax 250-344-2515. 
Requirements B.A. In a re- 
lated field. Experience In 
Management of a non-profit 
society, Closing date', Nov 
2/98. 
GROWING FORD DEAL- 
ERSHIP has positions 
open: 1, Service Manager. 
2. Service Technician 3. 
Sales Person. 4. Sales 
Manager, Forward resumes 
Attn: Greg Johnson Kicking 
Horse Ford, Box 221, 
Golden, B,C., V0A 1H0. Ph: 
250-344-6623. Fax: 250- 
344-2181, 
MOBILE HOMES 
QUALITY MANUFAC- 
TURED Homes Ltd Ask 
about our used single and 
double wldes, "We Serve - 
We Deliver", 1-800-339- 
5133, DL#6813, 
586 - WEEK OF 
OCT 19/98 
To p,acs a¢ 
this paper or the BCY~:~ 
CNA at (604) 669-9222 
PAY TELEPHONE SERV, 
CANADIAN PSYCHICS - 
Uncover secrets of your fu- 
ture, Know what the year 
will bring. Accurate and 
Affordable 1-900-451-7070 
$2.89/Minute 18+. 
PERSONALS 
20/20 WITHOUT GLASS- 
ESI Safe, rapid, non-surgi-~. 
cal, permanent restoration 
in 6-8 weeks, Airline pilot 
developed, Doctor ap- 
proved. Free information by 
mail: 406-961-5570 ext. 
249. Fax 406-961-5577, 
http://www,vtsionfreedom.c 
am. Satisfaction guaran- 
teed, 
RECREATIONAL 
PROPERTY 
PARK MODELS. Factory 
Direct 12 wides. CSA 
Approved for your RV site, 
park, resorts, rec. property, 
granny flats. B.C, Built, 
Quality R:V,'s 1-800-667- 
1533, 
SALES 
SALES PERSON for menu- 
factured homes sales office 
in Merdtt, B.C, Must be ex- 
perlenced and self-motlvat- 
ed. Excellent commission, 
Fax detailed resume and 
references to (604) 985- 
2508, 
STEEL BUILDINGS 
FUTURE STEEL BUILD- 
INGS. All-purpose strut- 
tures: 100% useable space, 
Factory-Direct Savings, 
S20'Wx24'L $4,599,00, 
S40'W x 60'L $13 901.00 
(including sliding doors), 
Many sizes & modelsl Call 
1-800.668-5111 ext 132. 
TRUCKS 
0 DOWN O,A.C 
Guaranteed credit ap- 
provals. Trucks, 4x4's, crew 
cabs, diesels, sport utilities, 
Rape's, broken leases, 
heavy duty equipment, 
Take over payments. Free 
delivery, Call The 
Untouchables now, 1-800- 
993-3673. Vancouver 327. 
7752, 
TRUCKS, TRUCKS, 
$3,000,000 Truck Inventory 
on 2 acres, Will beat any 
light duty truck deal. Call 
collect Klassen Auto Lease, 
D#5370, Ask for 
Brad/Rob/Jim (604) 501- 
7125, 
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JUST A LITTLE 
COMPETITIVE: 
Neil Colterman 
and Danny Chapman 
in a heated battle 
to the finish line at 
a practice last 
Tuesday outside 
$keena Junior 
Secondary. The boys 
each won a ribbon at 
a local cross country 
meet last week, 
Skeena wins medals 
in tough island jog 
TWO LOCAL teens put Terrace on the map at the last 
Thursday's Ferry Island cross country meet. 
Neil Coltennan and Danny Chapman took home first and 
third in Skeena Junior Secondary's third cross country 
meet cf the season. 
Coach Dennis Cook was especially proud of Grade 8 stu- 
dent Nell Colterman's performance. 
"Neil out ran some of the Grade 9 and 10 boys," Cook 
said. 
Coltennan huffed and puffed his way to first place in the 
Grade 8 boys division. While Danny Chapman placed third 
in a tough Grade 9 and 10 race. 
But Kitimat swept he boys six kilometre run when Nick 
Markowski and Ryan Day won two gold medals in the 
Grade 9/10 and 11/12 categories respectively. 
Prince Rupert Senior Secondary took home three more 
Where 
to watch 
titles when Ryan Bishop and Bruce Mullin won the silver 
and bronze in the Grade 11 and 12 class and Brodie Bishop 
placed second for the Grade 9 and 10 boys. 
And no girls from Skeena took home any medals at all 
making the four kilometre run a tough race. 
"reagan DeSousa from Mount Elizabeth Senior 
Secondary in Kitimat was the first and only Grade 8 girl 
that finished the race. 
Bupinder Gill from Charlie Hays Senior Secondary 
placed first for the Grade 11 and 12 girls. 
Jenna Lewis from Mount Elizabeth and Lindsay Benedek 
fxom Charlie Hays won gold and silver for the Grade 9 
and 10 girls. 
The team's next cross country meet will be in Prince 
Rupert on Oct. i7. The zone competitions and last event 
of the '98 season are scheduled for Smithers on Oct. 23. 
'em win 
Friday rOctober 24: 
• Cross country team zones 
in Smithers Friday, Oct. 23. 
Saturda y~ October 24: 
[] Senior boys volleyball 
team plays Bulkley Valley, 
Hazelton, Kitimat and 
Smitlaers at Caledonia. 
[] Senior girls volleyball 
teams plays Bulkley Valley, 
Charles Hays, Hazelton, 
Prince Rupert, Kitimat, 
Queen Charlotte, and Daw- 
son at Caledonia. 
[] Junior boys volleyball in 
Prince Rupert. Thomhill 
and Skeena face Centennial, 
Queen Charlotte, Charles 
Hays, Prince Rupert and 
Kitimat. 
[] Junior girls volleyball in 
Kitimat. Skcena and Thorn- 
hill face Centennial, Prince 
Rupert, Charles Hays, 
Kitinrat and Smithers. 
[] Grade 8 girls volleyball at 
Chandler. Skeena plays 
Chandler, HCS, Houston, 
Bulkley Valley and Kispiox. 
[] Senior boys soccer team 
plays the Nass Valley, 
Smithers, GMD and Queen 
Charlotte at Caledonia. 
Saturday, October 31 
• Senior boys volleyball at 
Bulkley Valley. Caledonia's 
up against Hazelton and 
Bulkley Valley. 
• Senior girls volleyball at 
Hazelton. Caledonia faces 
Bulkley Valley, Houston, 
I-ICS, Kitimat, Smithe.rs and 
Prince Rupert. 
[] Junior girls volleyball in 
ThomhiU. Skeena and 
Thomhill tackle Bulkley 
Valley, Houston, Centen- 
nial, Hazelton, Smithers (A 
and B teams). 
• Grade 8 volleyball in 
Kltimat. Skeeua and Thorn- 
hill boys and girls play 
Kitimat, Centennial, Charles 
Hays, and Prince Rupert. 
The girls also face Hazclton. 
[] Senior boys soccer zone 
finals at Queen Charlotte. 
Terrace Minor Hockey Association 
General Parent's Meeting 
October 27, 1998 
Happy Gang Center 
7:30 PM 
Business: 
Reports of TMH Activities 
Approval of the 1998-99 Budget 
Questions from the Floor 
Please ensure that you attend and become 
informed about Terrace Minor Hockey's 
programs,  pol ic ies and  procedures .  
Caifadian 
DROP BY AND 
MEET YOUR 
ZELLERS 
PHARMACIST 
Bring in this coupon and pick-up a 
business card from your Zellers 
pharmacist (keep it as a handy reference) 
and you will receive a BONUS of 
5,000 Club Z Points. 
@ 
- l~.'~A i 1 , ~ ~  %/=" Available at , ,~ , , .~ , ;~~ 
Skeena Mall 
638-2094 
WHY YOU SHOULD PLAY McDONALD'S~/NHL ~ TAKE AN ALL-STAR BREAK TM GAME. 
Finding it difficult to carpool with a Zamboni®? 
You colihl wilt * a 1999 Jeep ® Grattd Cherokee Laredo. 
Is the sweater you knitted out of steel wool getting abit rusty? 
You could win* a Wayne Grelzky Starter®autographed jersey. / /  
Didn't get the stickboy job with the RangerS? /  
You could wtn* a llespeler~llockey Slick autographed by Wayne Gretzky. " ~ '~v  
Have you always wanted to say "What a coincidence, I too am nicknamed The Great One"? 
J YOU colild wtl! a face.to.face meeting with Wayne Gretzky. 
• l l a v i n g  doubts about getting named to the NHL ® All-Star mascot team? 
Yon could wlll* a trip to the 1999 NllL®Ail-Slar gatne in Florida vla Air Canada. 
Still waiting for the signing bonus your pee-wee coach promised you in 1975? 
YOII cotlld trill* ~ ,9~ or $9~9. 
• " k 
Is all this hockey talk making you hungrier than a rookie at training camp? 
You could Will a free Pie, RegMar Cone or Cheeseburger. 
o _ _  o = ,  FO.  GAME PIECES ON LARGE SOFT DRINKS & SUPER S|ZE ® FRIES. 
*A tkill testing question mud be coffee1 y answered to be dedared a winner, Pr zel  ava obte dlminlsh as prizes are awarded. See con~plele Official Rules, I:~Osted al,po~cipofing McD~. old's Restauran .Is foL~,taits or*how fo ~ay. Redemption..d~dt!ne c~, te: 1,2/31/98 
, / .~ ' l  . L .t~ =..L--.-- r " . . i  ~;~A, .k~ .,a ~r illu~tretlon eurrmses on v @1998 NHL NHL and ha NHL Shield are regislerecl/raaemarl~ og me Nananal hockey tnague, ~IYYU ~.nryiver ~,.aq:~mtlon, .~  is a regtsmrm maaenm~ I,Censea 
rrlzesaeplaeamaynovaeexacnyo~mown . . . . . . .  r" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ " " , ' ' Ucented Dona ' ' 
to Chryder Canada Lid, @Statler Canada Sports Inc,, 1998. Zambeni® is a registered trademark of Frank J. Zambeni & Co, Inc. @1998 McDonald s Coq~,ratton, TM s of McDonald I Corporation to Mc Id s Restaurants of Canada Umnled. 
